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THE WAPSIPINICON BRECCIAS OF IOWA', 
INTRODUCTION 
It has long been known that one of the most eXltensive breccias 
of the United <states is that of the lower stage .of the Devonian 
in Iowa, the Wapsipinicon. Breccia beds involving one .or 
more of its ' terranes .occur along the line of strike from Mus-
catine c.ounty on the southeast to F,~,yette county on the 'north-
west, a distance of about two hundred miles. Owing to the' 
thickness of the strata affected and their gentle dip to the south-
west, the belt of breccia is of considerable width and embraces 
am. area which may be roughly estimated ,at a thousand square 
miles. The brecciation is therefore regional, and it&,. causes 
must be equally widespread in their operation.. 
These beds of broken rock have been objects of .observation 
and study sin0e Owen in 1850 noted the brecciat~on of the lowest , 
Devoni:'tn strata exposed in the valley of Cedar river, in Cedar 
county. McGee in 1891 devoted one or two pages of "The 
Plei~tocene History of Northeastern Iowa" to lucid description 
and suggestive interpretation of the breccia as seen typically 
at Fayette. The writers of the reports on areal geology of the 
Iowa Geological Survey whose work lay in the counties in which 
these breccias occur have given: to them more than cur'sory 
aJttention. Yet although these observati.ons have continued for 
more than half a century the brecciation of the Iowa Devonian 
has remained an outstanding problem in Iowa ge.ology for which 
no full and convincing solution has been given. ' 
The processes by which rocks are' broken up and reassembled 
into b,eds .of breccia are many, and they do not always leave in 
their product clear evidence of the method of its manufacture. 
, (359) 
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In long studied areas, such as Europe and eastern North Amer-
ica, breccias are not un00mmon, and the literature regar.ding 
them is extensive. Yet example aftter example might be cited 
of breccias which have received the most diverse of explanations 
and as to whose cause no unanimity of judgment has yet ~en 
reached. The solution of the Iowa problem requires the hold-
ing in mind of a genetic classification of breccias. with the dIag-
nostics of each variety, and furth~rmore it requires a compre-
hensive and minute study of the phenom'ena in the field. The 
fragments must be traced back to their sources. The strata 
from which they have been derived must be found, if possible, 
in an tmdisturbed condition, and assigned to their proper strati-
graphic places. The matrix in which the fragments are imbedded 
mus,t be scrutinized in order to find any possible traces of its 
origin: Nothing is too sm!lll, and nothing too large, for inves~ 
'iigaJtion if only it may throw light on the processes by which 
the strata were broken up and reassembled in these breccias. 
For an exposition of the various types of breccias, the reader 
is referred to the , author's paper 'on The CZalS'svjica;tion of 
Breccias, Journal of Geology, vol. XXV, pp. 160-194, 1n7. The 
following outlines of this classification may be found' convenient. 
Classification by Physical Characters 
Endostratic breccia: one bedded in a distinct stratum. 
Orackle breccia: one showing only incipient brecciation, with 
little or no displacement of fragments. 
Mosarc breccia: one whose fragments are largely but not 
wholly disjointed and displaced. 
Rubble breccia : one whose fragments do not match along 
initial planes of rupture, and are close set. 
Pudding breccia, breccia of sporadic fragments: one whose 
fragments are imbedded in a preponderant matrix. 
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Classification by Origin.; Fragmentation and Assemblage 
I. SUBAERIAL' BREC9IAS; ASSEMBLED IN OPEN AIR. 
Residual breccia: the angular debris of the waste mantle. 
Talus breccia: the accumulation of waste at the foot of cliffs. 
Rock glacier breccia: the ma,terial of rock glaciers, :rock streams, 
or talus glaciers. 
Landslide breccia: the material of rock falls and rock slides. 
Bajada brecCia: assembled in the debris slopes (baiada) of the 
rims of desert basins. 
Glacial breccia: morainic deposits of glaciers. 
V olcanic breccia: due to volcanic action ,and including 
Flow breccia: in whi0h angular fragments are included ill 
lava flow~. 
Tuff breccia: made up of fragmental products b~ volcanic 
erup.tions. 
II. SUBAQUEOUS BRECCIAS; ACCUMULATED UNDER WATER 
Breccias of subaerial fragmentation. 
Subaqueous talus breccia:. , 
SubaquelQus landslide breccia. 
Raft brecCia, deposi!ts from rafts of icebergs or icefloes, trees, 
or sea weed. 
Desiccation breccia: fragmenrtation due to drying of surficial 
sediments of flood plains, pl,aya lake beds and mud flats 
along, shores. , 
V olcanic subaqueous breccia:. 
Shoal breccia: both disruption and assemblage due to the action 
of waves and tides on shoals. 
Reef breccia;: composed of the fragments of coral- reefs or of 
other reefs of organic origin, includirrg 
Reef-rock breccia: formed by the direct upbuilding of the reef 
rock. 
Island-rock breccia: composed of fragnients of the reef heaped 
by waves into coral islands. 
Talus reef breccia;: composed of fragments of the Teef accumu-
lruted below wave base. ' 
, 
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Beach breccia: 'composed of more or iess angular material of 
bowlder or pebble beaches. 
Glide breccia: in which brecciation is due to gravitational move-
ment of subaqueous deposits. ' The precipitory caiUses of 
these glides may be overload, earthq1take shock, deforma-
tion or undercut~ 
III. ENDOLITHIC BRECCIAS, FORMED WITHIN THE LITHOSPHERE. 
Tectonic breccia: due to crustal movements produced by lateral 
'or vertical pressure or by tension. 
Fault ,breccia: fragmentation due to friction or. shearing 
stresses along a fault plane,. 
Fold breccia: fragmentation due to stresses producing folds. 
Crush breccia: fragmentation due to stresses without mass 
def ormation. 
Expansion breccia: caused by increase of b'ulk of the brecciating 
rock or of associated layers due to hydration or recrys-
tallization. 
Founder breccia: . due to the removal by solution _of inferior 
terranes leaving the unsupported superincumbent beds to , 
break down into breccia. Cavern breccia, composed of 
detached' masses fallelIlJ from the roofs and sides of cav-
erns, is a variety. 
HISTORY OF EARLIER INVESTIGATIONS 
• 
The position of the breccias along the line of contact of the 
Devonian and the Silurian indicates, that it is the lower strata 
of the Iowa Devonian which are affected. The stratigraphic 
position, of these lower strata, and indeed 'of the entire body 
of the Devoniam. in Iowa, has long been a matter of question 
especially in its , equivalencies with other nelds. A resume of 
, the investigations of the Iowa Devonian may thus be useful so 
far as they relate to the brecciaJted terranes. 
'As early as 1850 Owen ~orrelated the Iowa Deyonian with the 
Hamilton amd the Upper Helderberg ,of New York.~ He noted 
white, brecciated, close-textured limestone resting on the' Niag-
• 
lOwen, D. D" GooL Surv. of ,Wise., Iowa., and , Minn. Chap. III. 
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aran along Sugar creek below the present site of Lime City in 
Cedar county and considered it an extension of the beds of the 
Rock Island rapids. ' He concluded that the Devonian rocks ~f the 
Cedar river .valley consist chiefly of close-textured, white and 
gray limestones, in some· places brecciated, or of argillaceous 
limestones.. The former are of no great thickness, probably not 
exceeding seventy feet. 
Hall/ in 1858, following the classification of Owen, recogniied 
the Upper Helderberg at Davenport and on the road from that 
city to LeClaire at the level of the bottom land, referring prob-
ably to the outcrops of Otis limestone on Crow and Pigeon 
creeks. He states that" on Duck creek the same limestone ap-
pears in great force" and frnds that 'at Davenport "the lowest 
beds are often concretionary and sometimes ' iron stained and 
brecciated. '" 
. WhiteS correlated the entire Devonian terrane' in Iowa with the 
N ew York Hamilton. He mentions different lithological varia-
tions such as magnesian lini.estO'Iie ~d calcareous shales, but 
states that "so far as has yet been ascertained. none of these· 
lithological variations characterize any particular horizon of this 
formation over any large portion of the area occupied by it, but 
the concretionary or partially brecciated bluish gray common 
limestone is its prevailing lithological chaxacteristic." 
In 1878 Calvin' announced the discovery at Independence, in a 
shaft sunk in search for coal, of a dark shale with a brachiopod 
fauna of twelve Devonian species. He suggests a tripartite 
division of the Iowa Devonian: in descending order, the Rock-
ford shales, the central limestones, and the Independence shales. 
All of these he refers to the Hamilton epoch. 
:The local geologists 'of Davenport have recognized the indi-
viduality of the beds classifi~d by Hall on lithologic grounds as 
Upper Helderberg and Hamilton. In 1877 Rev .. W. R. Barris5 
distinguished the Upper Helderberg from the Hamilton by its 
fauna and mentions two lithologic types of the former limestone, 
"Ha Jl, Geol. of I()wa ; Vol. I , p . &2. 
8Wbite, C. A., Geol. of Iowa . 1870, p. 185. 
'Calvin, Sa mu.el, Bull, U. S. Geol. a nd Geog. Surv. T err., Vol. IV. pp. 725-7 30, 
W a shington, 1878. . 
"Local Geology of Davenport and V~c!nity : Proc. Dav. Acad. of' Nat. Sciences, Vol. 
2, p. 261. . 
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a fossiliferous upper bed and lower concretionary unfossil· 
iferous beds' 'closely approaching the character of chert." In 
1879 he described new fossils from the Upper Helderberg6 • 
In 1885 Mr. A. S. Tiffany7 noted various. exposures of the 
"Upper Helderberg" near Davenport and the brecciation of 
several beds. He also published a lis,t of 246 species of fossils 
collected from this formation in the vicinity of Davenport! 
In 1891 Calvins observed that the IndependenM shales are not 
the lowest of the Iowa Devonian but axe preceded by brecciated 
limestones exposed at Troy Mills. . He classified the exposed 
Devonian strata of the county-so far as these have been since 
referred to the Wapsipinicon-as follows: 
4. Bpiriter pennatus beds. 
3. Gvroceras beds, characterized by a large Gvroceras and robust forms ot 
Gvpidula conuis. 
2. The Independence shales. 
1. Brecciated limestone. 
As to No. 1 he states, "No fossils have been seen as yet in 
these beds at Independence, but at Troy Mills in: Linn county 
. they' contain many brachiopods which are characteristic of the 
lower part of the Iowa Devonian." 
In 1891 McGee9 followed the tripartite division of Galvin and' 
named the central calcareous terrane the Cedar Valley limestone. 
He described and iHustrated the breccia beds at F iayette.10 Re 
noted ,the exhibition of this structure over an immense area in 
nine c<YU!nties, and adds that "brecciation appears to be practi-
cally co-extensive with the Cedar Valley terrane." He briefly 
sketched a hypothesis of expansion of Paleozoic sedimenJts hy __ 
rise of isogeotherms and a consequent horizontal expansion and 
creep of Devonian sediments down the prevailing seaward slope. 
Thus the Devonian strata were "thrown into' anticlinal and sny-
elinal folds concentric with the shore, or elsewhere were crushed 
and broken into fragments along planes of least strength." Re-
garding crumpling and 'brecciation as coeval w~th deposition, 
'Ibid, pp. 284-288. . 
TGeology of Scott County, Iowa, and Rock I sla nd County, Illinois: Davenport, 1885. 
'Calvin S. , Additional Notes on the Devonian Rocks of Buchanan County, Iowa: 
.Am. Geol., Vol. 8, pp. 142-145. . . . 
"McGee, W J, Pleistocene History of Northeastern Iowa: '11th Ann. R ept. U. S. G. 
S., pp. 314-3 23 . 
l·Of McGee's excellent and typical illustrations PI. XXV and Fig. 15 are of rubbl,e 
breccia of the horizon of the Otis ·calcilutites, and Fig. 16 is a mosruic breccia from 
the thinly laminated Otis just beneath. 
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McGee dates both at about the close of the period of Cedar 
Valley deposition 11. . 
The writer does not find that McGee himself used the term 
Fayette breccia, which rather unfortunately caIne later into 
somewhat general use. McGee did: not regard the breccia as a 
fOrIDl:\.tion, but as a structure characleristic of different hori-
zons in a formation-the Cedar Valley limestone-over a wide 
extent of country. His closeSit approach to any formal name 
is to speak of it as the "Devonian brecciru" or the "Devonian 
limestone breccia." . 
In 1893 Norton12 found beneath the Independence shales an 
extensive Devoni.an formation which he designated as the Otis. 
He discriminated four stages or zones of brecciation as fol'lows: 
4. A zone involving the A cervuZaria davidsoni, PhiZZipsastrea bilZingsi and 
Spiriler pennatus horizons. 
3. A zone distinguished by the brecciation of a limestone bed called the 
fossiliferous Up'per Helderberg at Davenport, the Gyroceras beds of Calvin. 
For this limestone the name Upper Davenport is suggested. 
2. A zone defined by the large number of calcilutite fragments., identical 
with the lower unfossiliferous "Upper Helderberg" limestone at Davenport and 
here named the Lo,wer Davenport. 
1. A 'zone in which the Independenoo' contributes largely both to ' matrix and 
. to fragments. 
The Davenport limestones a.re thus separated from the Cedar 
Valley. . . At the same time it is pointed out thaJt they lieaibove 
the Independence, and that the Otis carries as its characteristic 
fossil a Hamilton and Chemung brachiopod. Hence the Daven~ 
port limestones can no longer be regarded as Upper Helderberg. 
In 1895 N orton1 3 described the four zones of the brecciated 
beds in much detail and found two magnesia'll. terranes below 
the Otis and above the Anamosa beds of the Niagaran-the 
Coggon and the .Bertram"':"'-both of which were included in the 
Silurian, atlthough the inclusion of the Coggon was only pro-
Visional. He proposed the term Wapsipinicon as the designation 
of ta; stage composed' of the Upper Davenport limestone and the 
. Devonian substages underneath it. The appropriateness of 
this term is due to the exposure of the entire terrane along the 
banks of Wapsipinicon river which traverses over a large part 
"Ibid. pp. 323 . 338, 351. 
12No~ton, W . H .• Notes on the Lower Strata of the Devonl'an Series in ' Iowa: Proc. 
lowa Acad. Sci., Vol. I, Pt. IV, pp. 22-24, 
"'Geology of Linn County. Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. IV. 
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of its, cour~e the Devonian a:rea of outcrop east of the valley' of 
the Cedar. Since this date, the Iowa Geological' Survey, and 
the United States Ge,ological Survey in its publications relating 
to Iowa, recognize the division of the major part of the Iowa 
Devonian into the two stages named after the par-allel riViers 
which traverse the belt of outcrop of the sy,stem. 
In 1897 Calvin14 found the exposures of breccia in J ohns,on 
countY' to corr.espond with the zones of Norton and cla:ssified 
the Spirifer penn.atus beds with the Wapsipinicon. 
In 1897 Barris15 withdrew the reference of the Davenport 
limestones to the Upper Helderberg or Corniferous. He aban-
doned the attempt to correlate the Iowa Devonian with'the New 
York section and quoted 'with appaJrent approval the classifica-
tion by McGee of all the limestones of the Iowa Devonian in a 
single terrane, the Oedar Valley. At the same time he desig-
nated the fossiliferous "Upper Helderberg" at Davenport .as 
the ' .'Phragmoceras beds" and listed their characteristic fossils 
to ,the number of twenty-four. 
In the same year Udden16 discriminated from the Oedar Vialley 
limestone's a;bout Rock Island an inferior terrane which he iden-
tified as the Gyroceras beds of Calvin and Barris and the Upper 
Davenport of Norton. Number 1 of his section includes a lo·wer 
f,ossiliferous part which" appears to be the same as· Prof. W,. H. 
Norton's Otis beds. The grea:ter.part of these beds have by the 
latter author been called the Lower Davenport bedsJ' , The 
thickness assigned to No.1 is seventy feet, the exact thickn~ss 
assigned by Owen in 1850 to the "lower close ... textured white and 
gray limestones sometimes brecciated" of the Iowa Devonian. 
In: 1898 Calvin17 published the Geology of Buchanan county. 
He classified the Devonian rocks of the county as belonging to 
the Middle Devonian, but stated with emphasis that the western 
Dev'onian can not be correlated except in a broad and' very 
general way with the Devonian of the east. Under the Wapsipin-
icon stage .he classified the FaJ:'ette bre·ccia as follows: 
"Calvin, S .. Geology o·f Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. VII, p. 59. 
'" Barris, W, H., Our Local Geology. Reprint from Proc. Dav. Acad. of Nat. ScI., . 
V~Vll ' . 
"Udden, .J. A., A Brief Description of the 'Sectlon of Devonian Rocks exposed in the 
Vidnlty of Rock Island, Illinois, Etc.: Journal of the Cincinnati Soc. of Nat. Hist., 
Vol. 19, pp. 93-95. 
"Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. VIII. 
--~--.---------------
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4. Bpirifer pennatus beds, shattered. 
3. Barren beds, similar in lithological characters and physical condition to 
the S. pennatus beds. . 
2. Gyroceras beds, In displace'd and tumbled fragments. 
1. The true brecciated beds, composed in the main of small angular frag-
ments mostly unfossiliferous, many of the fragments fine-grained and dark 
drab in color. ' , 
. The Inde:Imndence shales are now found to lie ' beneath this 
breccia and the Otis is not exposed. ' 
A graphic description is given~8 of the chaotic breccia of the 
river's bed at Independence, and 'Consideration of the cause of 
this brecciation is waived by a phrase-"the general destructive 
process, whatever it may have been, which reduced a large num-
' ber of limestone layers to the brecciat,ed condition." Oalvin 
distinctly states, however, that above the ' " Gyroceras. beds ~, 
"the phenomena of slickensides are indicative of the tremendous 
orushing and shearing strains to. which the rocks of ;this ho.rizon 
!Iave been subjected." • 
In 1899 Norlon1 9 found all the members of the Wapsipinicon 
present in ,Scott county and described the brecciation of the 
Davenport limestones. He defen:ded the theory of crush under 
later al pressure as the only theory tenable. He found Phillips-
astrea . biUingsi in the Upper Davenport beds and again drew 
the upper limit of the Wapsipinicon at their summit o.n the 
ground of the faunal change at that ho.rizon as wa:s emphasized 
by Barris, but adds "If it appears that the difference in the 
fauna ha;s been exaggerated the upper limit of the Wapsipinicon 
may well be redrawn. '" This remark 'refers to Oalvin's inclu-
sion in the vVapsipiniconof the Spirifer pemrnatus beds, which · 
in Scott county are found in shaly limestone above the Upper 
Davenport. 
In the same year U dde:ri20 , in his geology of Muscatin:e county 
states: "Of the members o.f the Wapsipinico~ stage, the F 'a:y-
ette brfccia is alone exposed in this county and that in o.nly a 
. few places. Ther e appears to be no well defined line of demarca-
t~olDl between it and the Oedar Valley above. This may be due 
to a lack of good o.utcrops." . 
" Ibid, pp. 224, 225, 226. 
"neology of · Scott County: Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. IX. 
2OUdden , J . A., I owa. Geol. Surv, , Vol. . IX, p. 268. 
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U dden 's description of the partly brecciated beds of the Wap-
sipinicon as fine-grained, compact, very pure limestone, and 
especially their stratigraphic place in the section seem to indi-
cate the exact equiva~ency with the Lower Davenport of the 
county adjoining on the north. These partly brecciated beds 
are overlain by the Phillipsastrea beds. As described by Udden, 
the position, the lithological character, the thickness,and the 
presence 6f the co,ral mentioned, along with Acervularia david-
soni,agree entirely with the Upper Davenport of Scott county. 
Spirifer pennatus occurs toward the summit of the Phil-
lipsastrea bedr:;;, while in IScott county it is found above 
the Upper Davenport, taking the Phillipsastrea horizon 
as a datum plane. Oalvin in a footnote to U dden 's 
g8lnieral section states that the palrtly brecciated l:i!meS'tones 
beneath the Phillipsastrea beds are the stratigraphical equiva-
lent of the Spirifer pen'Ywhts beds . . It will be r ecaJlled that in 
Buchanan county Oalvin found immediately beneath the S. pen-
natus beds barren beds similar to them in lithological character 
and physical condition. . 
In 1901, in the Ge'ology of Cedar Oounty21 Norton 'transferred 
the Ooggon from the Silurian and made it the basal member of 
the Wapsipinicon, on account of the fossils found in it at Oedar 
Valley and at other points., The position of the Spirifer pennatus 
beds was left uncertain, whether with the Upper Davenport or 
with the Oedar Valley. 
In 1902 Oalvin22 described the lowest Devonian strata of 
Howard county as resting direcrtly upon the Maquoketa; shales 
and stated that they belong to the Upper Davenport, "below 
which, before reaching the base of the Devonian in Linn and 
Scott counties there are the divisions of the Wapsipinicon stage 
which have been described as the Lower Davenport,. I'ndepend-
ence, Otis and Coggon." 
In 1905 Savage28 divided the Wapsipinicon of Benton county 
into the Fayette and the Ooggon. The Fayette brecciated beds 
include the . Spirifer pennatus beds, ,the Gyroceras beds" and 
probably the Lower Davenport. It is stated that" the cause and 
21Iowa Geo!. Surv., v~!. XI. 
"("'alvin, S .. Goo!. of Howard County: I owa Geo!. Surv., Vo!. XIII, p. 50. 
"S'avage, T. E., Geology of Benton County: Iowa Geo!. SUI"V., Vo!. XV. 
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the process by which these brecciated beds were formed are 
alike somewhat obscure." Mter quoting Norton's theory of 
crumpling under lateral pressure a:s given in the Scott county 
report, Savage adds: "The facts which are revealed in most 
of these beds in Benton county aTe in harmony with such a 
mode of rock fracture. ' , He also suggests that "certain, phases 
of the Lower Davenport breccia seem difficult of explanation by 
assuming crushing as the mode of formation, and seem to indi-
cate a talus origin." . 
In the same year Savage24 in his table of formations divides 
the Wapsipinicon of Fayette county into the Upper' Davenport 
and the Lower Davenport. The basal member of the Devonian 
series in the county is also stated in the text to have close 
resemblances to the Otis limestone. "The Spirifer pennat'u,s 
horizon cannat be perfectly diffe,rentiated from tha:t of the Gyro-
ceras beds which precede it" and the Cedar Valley stage is 
held' to begin with undisturbed layers a short distance below the 
Acervula'1"'ia profunda and N ewbe1"ria johannis zone. . 
In 1906 Norton ' found in Bremer county breccia of the first 
and second zones. The lowest fossiliferous beds contain'Spiri-
fe?" pennatus as well as Schizophoria macfarlanei and ·GypiduZa 
com~s. 
In 1912 Ekblaw25 found that" the Rock Island c~)Unty Devon-
ian limestones are a continuation eastward of the Wapsipinicon 
and Cedar Valley stages of Iowa." He also discriminated the 
equivalents of the Lower and Upper Davenport divisions of the 
Wapsipinicon stage. 
. In resume, all workers in the field since the earliest r econ-
naissances of Owen and ·Hall have recognized the lithological 
distinctness of the '''f\[a.psipinicon from the Cedar Valley, and 
its prevailing brecciation has been made by some a ground for 
demarcation. The fautra of the Wapsipinicon has been found 
dis,tinctive in the subdivisions of the Otis and the Independence. 
It was long held that the fauna of the Upper Davenport was 
sufficiently individual to warrant its ref€rence to the Upper 
Helderberg, a referellice no;w universally abandoned. While the 
"Savage, T. E., Geology of Fayette County: Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. XV. 
2lIEkblaw, W. E.. Correlation of the Devonian System of the Rock Island Region: 
Trans. III. Acad. ScI., 1912. 
24 
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Wapsipinicon has been everywhere r ecognized as a stage of the 
Iowa Devonian, there has . been less unanimity in the divisions 
of it into substages, and there .is still doubt as to whether the 
upper limit of it should be drawn at the summit of the Spirifer 
pennatu8 beds, which by Calvin were included in the Upper 
Davenport, or at their base. The question is wholly one of 
paleontology, and while the da,ta so far gathered do not appear 
to have been sufficient for its complete soiution, enough is 
known to show that the difficulty lies in the fact that · species 
held to be diagnostic do not appear ·at the same horizons or 
with the samea:ss(lciates in all parts of the field. 
THE DIVISIONS OF THE WAPSIPINICON STAGE 
The Wapsipinicon of Iowa has been subdivided on very simple 
ang. for the most part faunal lines. The Upper Davenport, the 
Indepen:dence and the Otis are demarked beca:use of their dis-
tinctive fauna. With the uppermost of these formations are 
associated barren beds of' calcilutites25a and other types of lime-
S'tone. They directly lmderlie the Upper Da:venport at all points 
of contaet where ,the beds are seen in place, as at Davenport and 
Vinton. Their affinities are with it rather than with the . argil- . 
laceous Independence underneath. Yet the extension ill! north-
eastern Iowa is so · wide, their lithologic characters are so dis-
tinct from those of the beds above them and below that for con-
venience they have been given a name, the Lower Davellport, 
which expresses both their individuality and their close affinity 
with the beds above. 
Thickness-The total thickness of these terranes comprises 
a very considerable part of the entire thickness of the Devonian 
of Iowa:. The 'amazing estimate of Tiffany26 of 390 feet for 
the "Upper Helderberg" at Davenport, based on artesian well 
sections was corrected by N orton27 from the same data to 115 
feet and from much fuller data N orton28 l'aier placed the base of 
2Il'Ca,lcilutite, a calcareous Tock of lutaceous (Lat. lurum, mud) structure, composed 
of lime .particles of mudlike fineness of' grain. Lithogr!l.phic limes t one is an 
example. See Grabau, Principles of Stl'atigraphy, p. 28'5. New York, 1913. 
·'Tiffany, A. S., Am. Geol., Vol. 3, p. 117, 1889. . 
"'Norton, W. R ., Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. III, p. 202, 1893. 
28Norton, W. R ., Underground Water Resources of Iowa: U. S. G. 8'., Water 'Supply 
Paper 293, p. 494. 
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the Devonian at Davenport at 475 feet above sea level, giving a 
thickness to the 'Vapsipinicon at this point of about one hun-
dred feet. 
At Kenwood the thickness of the Independence is about thirty 
feet. . The Otis at Cedar Rapids reaches a thickness of :fiJfty 
feet above water level in the river 'and incomplete well datJa 
indicate that it is about eighty feet lower before the dolomites 
of the Niagaran are reached. · Half of this dimension may be 
occupied by the Bertram beds, hitherto referred to the Silurian, 
but whose position is more probably "yith the Devonian. In Linn 
county the total thickness of the Wapsipinicon including the 
Bertram beds ma,y easily reach 150 feet. 
In tQe quarries and railway cut north of Vinton a sectioru of 
the Wapsipinicon extending from the barren beds of the Spiri-
fer .pennatus beds well down in the Otis measures about sixty 
feet. In the artesran 'well at Vinton, Niagaran dolomite was 
reached at 135 feet, and the curb of the well is ~omewhat below 
the Spirifer pennatus beds. 
Alt Wat,erloo the city artesians reach the Niagaran dolomite 
at a depth of 158 feet. In city well No.1 no samples were 
save~ for a depth of seventy feet. From this down to the 
Niagaran dolomite the drillings include a number of Wap-
sipinicon types · of rock such as brown calcilutite, brec-
ciated limestone,' mottled buff limestone, gray sandstone and 
limestone arenaceous with bits ·of flint. The well ·curb is some-
what below the base of the AcermtZMia profWnda beds, which 
occur in the Waterloo quarries29 • 
To the north the V\T apsipinioon abruptly thins. The N~agaran 
emerges in sbuthe'l'n Brenier county, and at Waverly the city 
artesian reached the Niagaran dolomite at 'a depth of seventy 
feet. The well curb here is at the horizon of the Spirifer penna-
tus beds. 
At Fayette the Emtire thickness of the Wapsipinicon measures 
forty~seven feet from Its base r~sting upon the Niagaran to tbe 
summit of the Gypidula comis-Hypp.a~yridina cuboides (Hypo-
thyris intermedia) ledge (p. 458). 
"'Arey . M. )3'., Geology of Black Hawk County: IO'Wa Geo!.. Surv., Vol: XVI, .p. 421. 
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It is now necessary to describe the physical characteristics 
of the different terranes of the Wapsipinioon as they are e;xhib- . 
ited in typical exposures where they are Httle disturbed. We 
sb!aJl thus be better prepared to identify the fragments of their 
beds in the chaotic breccia in which they elsewhere have bC8n 
commingled. -
The Bertram Beds 
• I ' 
It has been seen that the lowest beds which can be assigned 
to the Devonian with certitude are the Otis limestones. Between 
the fossiliferous beds of the Coggon phase of the Otis and the 
uppermost NiagaraTI1 and showing well defined contacts with. 
each, are unfossiliferous magnesian limestones of so peculiar 
a character that they have been distinguished as the Bertrram 
bcdsso• These beds were assigned to the Silurian along with 
the Coggon beds of the Otis, because of their dolorriitic nature. 
Fossils found in th~ Coggon afterwards proved it to be simply 
the magnesian basal portion of the Otis. And while the true 
place of the Bertram beds must be uncertain ·until fossils are 
found in it or a distinct unconformity is seen above it or below, 
it is related to the W'apsipinioon in t exture and in brecciation, 
and may now be provisionally classed with that formation. 
These beds occur, so far as known, only in Linn county and out-
crop along the zone of contact between the Silurian and the 
Devonian. They extend from the town of Bertram up the valley 
of Big creek and appetl.r again at various points in the vtalley of 
Indian creek to the west. Sections on the former creek show 
. a thiokness of nearly or ql,lite :fifty feet. 
The limestone is commonly heavily bedded. · Numerous sec-
tions record layers one, two 'and even five and eight feet in 
thickness. Courses are constant although rough surfaced. The 
dip of the beds is low, not exceeding four or five degrees. In 
color the rock resembles many beds of t!le Wapsipinicon lime-
stones. It is a light drab, weathering to whitish. The r'ock is ha rd 
and breaks with an uneven fracture. In texture it again 
resembles the Wapsipinicon limestones in that it is a calcilu-
··Norton. W. H" Geology of Linn County: Iowa Geo!. Surv., Vol. IV, I'lP. 135-138. 
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tite, made of impalpable calcar eo-magnesian silt, and showing 
no traces of granular or crystalline stru0ture . 
. The rock in places is finely laminated, the harder laininre 
standing in relief on weathered sun'a;ces. The laminre undulate, 
thicken to low lenses or feather out. In this feature, again, it 
resembles the Cedar Rapids phase of the Otis. Vesicularity is 
not uncommon, and minute vesicles stained yellow by oxidation 
indicate lines of lamination in otherwise ' massive layers. 
Weathered surfaces are usually smooth, but in some cases are 
pitted and rough with fantastic slender projections in low relief. 
In the original description of the Bertram limestollJe there are 
given several sections showing the contact with both the Otis . 
and the Niagaran which demonstrate the individuality of this 
terrane. 
Chemical analyses show a not unusual amount of magnesium 
carbonate: 
. ANALY'S,ES' OF BERTRAM DOLOMITES 
BIG CREEK I SPRINGVILLE I INDIAN· CREEK I 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
3iO, .. .. ... . .... . 1.37 00.33 00.72. 
Fe,O, ........ . .. . uU.58 00.56 00.60 
CaD .••.... ... . .. 30.77 30.99 30'.66 
MgO ... . .. .. . .... 20.61 21.05 21.03 
C02 ........ . .... 46.84 .47·.50 47.22 
---
100.17 10Q.43 ,100.23 . 
The Otis Limestone 
BERTRAM 
Per Cent 
00'.90 
00.90 
31.11 
20.36 
46.72 
_._-
99.99 
-
This formation takes ' its name from the railway . junction of 
Otis, east of Oedar Rapids, where it is very typically displayed 
in both its magnesian and non-ma;gnesian phases and where it 
is in immediate contact with the Independence. . The former 
facie,s is termed for converuience the Oeqar Rapids phase and the 
latter the Coggon. A facies somewhat distinct from either is 
found at Vinton. A fourth distinct type, a basal conglomerate 
resting upon the Silurian, is termed the Westfield phase. 
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THE COGGON PHASE OF THE OTIS 
The type exposure of this bed of magnes1ian' limestone is at 
Coggon, !a town of northern Linn county, at the crossing of 
Buffalo river by the Illinois Central railway, where Ashby's 
quarry affords a section of it about fourteen feet thick (p. 496). 
The Coggon faeies is a soft magnesian limestone finely crys-
talline-granular, or in some places earthy, varying in color from 
light cre~-yellow to rather dark buff. The rock is in many case~ 
highly vesicular with dusty cavities and with moulds of fos-
sils. In places it resembles the upper phase of the Otis in 
carrying dark flint nodules, which may unite to form narrow 
continuous bands. Lt is evenly and rather heavily bedded and 
with little or no lamination. Under the hammer it frequently 
emits a bituminous odor. No traces of brecciation or of shatteT-
ing have been observed. The following analyses indicate the 
range in chemical composition: 
. BEALER'S QUARRY,CEDAR L1IME CITY QUARRIES 
VALLEY 
CaCO, ........... . ........ : . . . . 58.2 Ca;CO, . ....... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54.44 
MgCO, . . . . ' . . . ...... . . . ...... . . . 39.5 MgCO. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . ...... . 44.67 
Fe,O. and AI,O. ... . . . ...... . . . . .0.9 Fe, Al and Mn .. . .... " . . . . . . . . 00.84 
SiO, ........... . ....... , .... . . . 1.2 SiO, and insoluble residue . . ... . 00'.13 
The Coggon phase occurs ill! Scott and Ceda;r oounties and in 
Linn in exposures on all the three rivers which traverse it. In 
Buchanan county the Devonian section does not reach its hori- . 
zon and the same may be true in Benton county. In Bremer 
and Fayette ' counties this pha~e of the Otis is absent. In Linn 
county the Cogg.on phase rests in seveI'lal interesting oonta:cts 
upon the Bertram beds and in the northern part of the county 
upon the Hopkinton limes·tone of the Niagaran. In Oedar: county 
the co:rutact is with the Gower. Where the Coggon overlies the 
- LeClaire beds of the Gower the contact is unconformable but no 
unconformity has been observed rwhere the contact is with the 
Anamosa beds . . 
Fossils.-In Linn and Cedar counties Spirifer subumbonus 
is common and in some localities gregarious in the form of 
moulds and rarely of cas.ts. At several localities the specimens 
axe larger than those of the Cedar Rapids phase at the summit 
... ~ 
'l .. • 
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Bowlders of weathering of Bertram limestone · on Big creek, ·.two and one-fourth miles north of Bertram, Linn county, showing mas-
siveness of rock. All t.le rock is finely brecciated. -

I ' 
I 
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of the Otis: A.t t.he Cedar VaUey , quarriesl the Coggon phase 
oontains Spirifer st~bt~mbonus in plentiful numbers. Here were 
collected several trilobite pygidra which were referred to Dr. 
John M. Clarke, who considered them to belong to "a species not 
far removed from Dalrrl-anites erina, which occurs sparsely in 
the Onondaga limestone of both New York and Ohio. .so far as 
the specimens indicate the species has little affinity to typical 
S.iluria~ forms a~d its relation to the ' species cited indicates the 
Devonic. ' 'Sl 
A. cheek of a small Proetus, an unidentified Conocardium and a 
little spiral gastropod also w~re found here. 
THE WESTFIELD PHASE 
.A:t Fayette, at the Westfield bridge, there ,rests upon the 
fossiliferous Niagaran about eight feet of magnesian limestone 
or dolomite in heavy beds distinguished by bands arenaceous 
with rounded grains of fine quartz sand and angular bits of 
white chert (p. 4'5.8). The same arenaceous bed is seen in 
Bremer county southeast of Waverly in similar relation to the 
Niagaran and fragments of it are included in breccia at J anes-
ville of the same county (p. 472). 
These beds have the essential relatioDls of a bas,a:l conglomer-
ate. In both Fayette and Bremer counties they are succeeded by 
nl()nmagnesian limestones of the Cedar Rapids phase of the Otis. 
THE VINTON PHASE 
The basal layers of the Otis exposed in the quarries north of 
Vinton along Cedar river probably 'are somewhat higher in the 
terrane than the Coggon phase. In all these quarries the stone 
is remarkably homogeneous. It is a buff ~inely lamiIl!ated mag-
nesian limestone lying in even and rather heavy horizontal beds . 
. ' Chemical analysis shows it to be somewhat less magnesian 
tha..n the Coggon phase, and it effervesces promptly and briskly 
in cold dilute HOI (figure 45). 
I1Private letter to the author. 
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FIG. 45.-Laminated Otis m agnesian bed·s in Kea rn's quarry north of Vinton, Benton 
county, 
ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE FROM DEGN'S QUARRY, VINTON. 
Calcium ,carbonate ........... . ...... .... . .. .. . .. .... . .... 66.12 
Magnesium carbonate .... . .. .. . . ......... ....... . ........ 30.,54 
Silica .......................... .. ......... .. . '. . . . . . . . . . . 1.05 
Iron ..................................................... 2.71 
THE CEDAR RAPIDS PHASE 
This phase includes the wide varietY' of lithologic types, usu-
ally but slightly rriagnesian, seen in the upper thirty feet of the 
Otis in the qua.rries \ a.t Cedar Rapids arid at numerous other 
exposures at the summit of the terrane. A very common type is 
a hard brittle calcilutite ' of · conchoidal ,irregular, or splintery 
fra0ture, brown or drab in color, but :weathering to lighter 
shades. 8accharoida1 brownlimestoTIJes, and some of pink ~nd 
whitish color, are seen. Masses of brown crystalline rock which 
break with rhomboidal calcite cleavages are chaI'1acteristic of 
this horizon. 
. . 
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A large part of the rock is laminated with cohe.rent laminm of 
alternating lighter and darker shades. Dark hair-line laminm 
seen on vertical £apes of the beds are' the edges of brownish or 
blackish argilla,ceo'us films. In Fayette county the rock at this 
horizon weathers to thin ringing plates quite unrrorm in thick-
ness. Here in places the brown film laminm may be as close set 
as eighteen to the inch. At Cedar Rapids many of the layers 
thicken fLnd thin irregularly, especially where lamination is ab-
sent. Many of the' surf~ces are rugose as if corroded and are 
covered with a blackish argillaCeOl,lS and carbonaceous crust. 
Flint, blackish ill color, occurs in: interlainirraJ' lenticular small 
masses, and in mottlings which have' a more or less 'marked ver-
tical arrangement. rrhus in a small qU!aJ'ry about one-half mile 
west of Otis black flint occurs in irregular 'columns and vertical 
leaves. Fantastic mottlings of flint 'and limestone also occur 
similar in their irr'egular outlines to those of the mottled bro'wn ' 
, and buff limes,tones also characteristic of the ' upper peds of the 
Otis of this, phase. ' , 
Fos$ils.-In the Oedar Rapids phase Spirifer s'ubttrnbonus is 
gregarious and the specimens are admirably preserved~ Often 
the valves are found not only in unbroken condition, they are 
also und~ta.ched. This brachiopod ranges from Scott county 
through Cedar into north~rn Linn county along the ' Wapsipini-
con, but to the north of this river if has not been: observed. 
A minute spiral foraminifer (~) is found at several localities : 
on Felton creek, Cedar Rapids, where it forms the entire upper 
layer of low dome-shaped masses immediately beneath the Inde-
pendence (section B, p. 15'2:0); at Young's ' quarry on Indian 
creek,south of , Marion (northwest , quarter of the northwest 
quarter of section 12, township 83 north, range VII west) ; and 
in: road cuttings in College township, Linn county, along the road 
leading southeast from Cedar Rapids. 
,CHEMICAL ANALYSES I II III 
CaCO. .... ... ... .... . . .. . . .... .... . . 69.71 87.76 86.87 
MgOO. .0 •••• •••• 0 ••• • •••••• • •••••••• 26.16 5.66 10.02 
SiO. and i'nsoluble residue ............ 0.85 ..... 
Organic matter . . , . . . .... .. . ... .. . . 1.215 0.47 
Fe, Mn and AI. . . .. . . : .... . ...... ... 
.1.75 
Iron (Fe) •• ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •• 3.52 0.99 
.silica (ISi02 ) .. ... .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. 2.1,8 1.99 
• 
• 
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I. Brown fossiliferous limestone, Otis. 
II. Dark layers in Chicago & North Western Railway Quarry, Cedar 
'Rapids. 
nI. Dark crystalline limestone, Ellis Park Quarry, Cedar Rapids. 
LENTICULAR STRUCTURES 
Especially in the uppermost beds, near or at the contaot 
with the Independence shales, lenticular structures are charac-
teristic of the Otis. At the Cedar Rapids outcrops these occur 
on "a large scale, and some of them reach a horizontal diameter 
of nine or even twelve feet and a thickness of three to five feet. 
The quarI'P,llen know this stratum as "the bowlder bed" and the 
lenses much resemble great elliptical bowlde:Ds of weathering 
both in their rounded form and in their corroded surfaces. In 
these quarries, which are worked only for crushed stone, -the 
lenses are difficult to deal with. Dynamite exploded in drill 
holes reaching nearly to the level of the quarry floor throws 
down the quarry face from top to bottom, a~d shatters,the strati-
FIG. 46.-A lens eight feet long tn the upper beds of the Otis limestone, Ellis Park 
quarry, Cedar Rapids, Linn county. 
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FIG. 47.-A lens in the upper beds of the Otis limestone, split vertically. Ellis Park 
quarry, Cedar Rapids, Linn county. 
lfied r,ock i~to fragments ready for th<e crusher or easily broken 
up by "dobying," i. e. by exploding dynamite upon the surface 
of the rock beneath a cap of ' wet clay. But the bowlder-like 
lenses .are thrown do"Wll intact and MM. be broken up only by the 
use of explosive's in drilled holes. 
Oornposition.--'l'he lenses are generally composed in the gre1a,t-
er part of massive brown macro crystalline rock which may be 
shot through with rhombic calcite cleavages. In many cases the 
stone is mottled. A brown crystalline rock may be mottled espe-
cially toward the top with buff earthy limestollie of fine grain . 
. In one instance the foreign material is blackish and earthy. The 
moUled areas as a rule present irregularly curved and inter-
locking boundary surfaces, but in some instances the rock ap-
pears fragmental and the different colored areas are bounded by 
straight lines. In some instances the darker body rock is a drab 
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'calcilutite, oarrying Spirifero s1Jtbumbonus, while the lighter 
mottlings are-of an earthy gray softer limestone. ' 
St1"/'~cture.-The lenses are commonly massive, but occasionally 
structure lines appear. A horizontal piarting may pass through 
the center of the lens, while convex lines appear above, and con-
cave lines below, parallel with the surfaces of the lens.. 
The Overlying Beds.-In some cases these axc}! over the lens, 
but in others at the sides they feather out up the slope or over-
lap. In some instances they bend down steeply-in one case 
at '55°-to the base of the lens where they abruptly become 
horiz'ontal. These layers are seamed in places with radial cracks 
filled with calcite and in one instance are brecciated at the base. 
The Underlying Beds.-The layers immediately beneath the 
larger le~ses bend down parallel with the under surfaces, but 
thin somewhat towa~d the center of the synclines. AgJain, they 
"underlap"; the curving surface of the lens , cutting the layers 
farther and farther back from the base of the iens upwards. 
Smaller lenses in pl~:ces rest on layers which are themselves thin 
lenticular masses and which feather out in 'a distance of ten feet 
or less. At Ellis Park quarry, Cedar Rapids, a number of the 
lenses rest onl m!llissive drab calcilutite whose upper surface fol-
lows their basal curves but which withIn a few inches merges 
beneatli into laminated rock whose laminre are horizontal or 
slightly undulating. This calcilutite, like the lens rock, oarries 
Spirifer sub1,~mbonus. 
The upper surface of a lens, like the surfaces of many. layers 
of the btis at this horizon, is rugose and covered with films or 
thin selvages of black unctuous clay. In one lens at the Ellis 
Park quarry which occurs where the rocks have apparently 
broken down, the upper inch or so consists of a selvage of close-
set perpendicular calcite crystals,.' The lower surface is in places 
stylolitic and blackish films of cla.y part it from the layer under-
neath. 
Origin.-The characteristics just mentioned disfavor various 
theories of 'origin which might be considered, such as buckling 
produced by lateral 'pressure, and local accretion ,by wave heap, 
or the growth of colonial organisms. On the other hand, a con-
'. 
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FIG. 48.-A lens in the Up'per layer of the Otis limestone in the quarry of the Chicago 
and North Western Railway Corr.·pany at Cedar Rapids, Linn county. A, 
dark brown macrocrystalline rr.assive limestone. B, Calcite. 
cretionary originl is favored by the lenticular shape -of these rock 
bodies, by their cryst.alline structure, by the dome and cup ar-
rangement . of the inclosing layers. Dis-placement or more 
probably the grow,th of the mass, produces underlap and over-
lap ' of the abutting layers, and the lateral Ithrust of the mass 
gives them steep slopes, ' and crackles and brecciates them. The 
entire terrane, hOlWever, has suffered slight deformation and in. 
I this way the dip of beds abutting on the unyi~lding lens would 
be accentUlated, In the case of a !Ems in the Ohicago and North 
Western Railway quarry at Cedar Rapids, the over arching beds 
seem to have buckled on one side leaVing a cavity a foot in radial 
thickness filled now with white calcite and separated from the 
brown lens rock by a black clayey .selvage (figures 48 and 49) . 
Ra.dial pres-sure exert~d by the growing lens is seen. a.lso in the 
sty lolitic str:uctures mentioned. 
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MOTTLED LIMESTONE-S 
At or near the upper surface the Otis limestone is in numer-
ous instances fantastically mottled. At Snouffer's quany the 
upper two feet of the lenticula,r layer shows light buff earthy 
areas within the dark brown sacchar.oidallime,stone, which have 
a marked vertical arrangement (fig-ure 50). The areas of differ-
ently colored rock meet on irregularly and minutely curved sur-
faces. In places small imbedded fragments of the buff rock are 
bounded by str'a.ight lines. The buff areas are at some places re-
placed by gray rock, but both buff and gray are like a soft 
argillaceous limestone or calcareous shale, and effervesce briskly 
. in (lold dilute HOI, like the brown saccharoidal rock which forms ' 
the mass of the s-tratum. Occasionally the gray rock is granular-
crystalline. 
FIG. 49.-Lens in upper layers Of otis limestone in the quarry of the Chicago ,and 
North Western Railway Company at Cedar Rapids, Linn county. The 
layer immediately above the hammer is lenticular and feathers out to the 
right. The mound to the right is the lens, A, or figure 48. 
• 
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.. 
FIG. 50.-Vertica.Hy mottted limestone (polished) . Upper bed of Otis limestone in 
. Snouffer's quarry, Cedar Rapids, Linn county. I 
At the cut of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway 
about .two miles southeast of Cedar Rapids, the mottlings of 
the Otis at precisely the same horizon resemble buff stains on 
the weathered edges of the beds left by a trickling liquid. Weath-
ering has et(lh.ed out exceedingly fine lines of lamination in the 
earthy buff limestone. These lines are commonly concave and 
are crumpled slightly where they abut on the vertical edges 
where they meet the brown sacctraroidal rock. The .buff earthy 
rock at one point appears as an; irregular band an inch and more 
wide inclined at an 'angle of 30 0 above a parallel parting in. the 
lens in which it is included. The band is finely laminated and 
the undulating laminre run parallel with the edges of the band. 
In places lamime of the broWn crystalline rock are inclosed in 
the laminre of the buff earthy rock. 
The same contemporaneous deposition of the two sorts of 
rock is seen at the quarries of the Chicago and ' North Western 
Railway where a lamina of the buff earthy type is embedded in 
the brown macrocrystalline rock near the top of a lens . 
. I 
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GEOGRAPIDC CONDITIONS OF DEPOSIT OF THE OTIS LL'lESTONE 
\ The Otis is a zone of transition in several respects. Within 
its limits a change was effected from heavily magnesian lime-
stone resembling those of the Silurian to limestone almost or 
quite as free from carbonate of magnesia as are the limestone,s 
now in process of formation in coral seas. The even layers and 
homogeneous rock of the Coggon phase record quiet waters and 
undisturbed sedimentation, while, the irregular beds of the Cedar 
Rapids phase present a picture of shallowing seas and shifting 
currents. .A:. change also is in process ushering in the argillace-
ous sedimentation of the Independence. ,Olayey , partings 'a,c- ' 
cumulate in the hollo.ws of the irregular beds of limestone. Car-
bonaceous material also is present, contributed by decaying 
, plants, we may assume, and in the approaching Independence 
conditions growing still more fu:vorable 'will permit the ' forma-
tion'of thin seams of coal. Reefs formed of minute foraminiferal 
(n organisms approach the surface. Oalcareous mud is thrown 
down in large quantities forming heavy beds. It is not im-
probable that considerable parts of the upper Otis limestones 
were precipitated as chemical deposits and that calcareous oozes 
on the floo.r of lagoons were saturated with sea water in which 
calcium carbonate was greatly concentrated. As '3, result inter-
crystallization went Dn. In massive limestones calcite crystals 
developed their characteristic surfaces and cleavages ' through-
out the rock. And just as calcite crystals developing in sandstone 
do not ecxtrude the sand, so here the forming calcite leave,s all . 
impurities within the crystalline mass. The sea wta.ter saturated 
with calcium carbonate acted also within the upper beds of the 
Otis as ground water similarly saturated often acts-it pro-
duced huge concretionary lenses. 
The mottlings which affect the bed immediately bep:eath the 
Independence :r;night be referred to irregular extrusion of clayey 
matter by growlng calcite crystals but this does no.t seem here 
to be a convincing explanation. ~8 we have s'een, the more 
argillaceous material is, in some cases deposited as laminre 
imbedded in the more calcareous, and as fill in rude tubules 
traversing the more calcareous material vertically. As the Otis -
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closed 'clayey ,sediments evidently were washed in over these 
areas in increasirig . quantity and mingled with the uppermos.t 
limy oozes of the Otis. The vertical arrangement of the more 
clayey' sediments would be explained if the limy ooze were laid 
' about the vertioal stems of aquatic vegetation. On incomplete 
solidifioation moulds of these stems. would be formed and the 
irregular tubes left by their decay would be filled by the clayey 
sediments now invading the are:a. In settling these fillin~s 
would give the concave tabulre-like · laminre sometimes seen. 
The rugose corroded surface's of the beds common at this horizon 
confirm the inference of shallowing lagoons. 
The Independence 
Fossiliferous shale.-The discovery of the Independenc}e is 
thus related by Calvin ; 82 "A dark shale had been exposed in 
working out the layers in the bottom of one of the limestone 
qnarri8's near Independence. The quarrymen penetrated the 
shale to a considerable depth in the hope of finding coaL The 
shale varies somewhat lithologically, but where it presents its 
most characteristic features it is argi:llaceous, fine-grained, and 
highly charged with bituminous matter." 
Devonian black- shale and ooal were reached somewhat earlier 
in Linn county at the s'ame horizon apparently, in l:j, well sunk 
near the village of Lafayette. In the summer of 1877 a miner's 
shaft was put down through four feet of soil and eighty-one feet 
, of rock. The coal seam when reached was found to be a quarter 
of an inch thick and the work was abandoned after the expendi-
ture of 'several thousand dollars. The waste heap about the shaft 
yielded specimens of brecciated limestone and the horizon of 
the coal and shale-which can not possibly be that of the Oar-
boniferous outliers found in .the county-is clearly that of the 
Independence, although no traces of gray f08siliferous shale 
were found about the shaft. 
r • The Independence was reached at some date earlier than 1893 
in a well sunk west of Walker (northeast quarter of the south-
east quarter of section 8, township 86 north, range VII west). 
"On some Dark Shale R ecently Discovered at Independence: Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., 
Vol. 4, No.3,. p. 725, Washington, 1878. . 
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A blue shale was pierced at a depth of about one hundred feet, 
and the sand pump brought up a characteristic fossil of the 
Independence, Douvillina arouata. Crystal~ of pyrite were at-
taGhed to the shell and it ,,~as filled with soft blue clay when 
submitted to the writer. 
The first natural outcrop of the fossiliferous Independence to 
be founq lie,s in the midst of the brecciated beds displayed in the 
old cut of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway west nf 
Linn; 'a jUIiction station four miles north of Cedar Rapids. The 
shale was brought to light some years after the cut was made by 
a mud flow which occurred iru a short steep narrow ravine leading 
down to the t,racks in the north cut toward the upper end (Plate 
V). The flow consisted of gray plastic shale and carried abu~d­
ant fossils (Douvillina variabilis, Btropheodonta quadrata and 
Rhynchonella arnbigua) of the same species as those collected at 
the type locality of the formatioru-the shafi put down for oo·alat 
Independence. The shale here lies immediately ben8lath the 
drift at a height about equal to that of the summit of the breccia 
on either side of the ravine along the cut. The presence of the 
shale at this level seems due to an anticlinal structure in the 
breccia: which brings it to the summit of the section. The weak-
ness of the shale allows the formation of the gully which ' no 
donbt from time to time has been enlarged by similar mud flows 
toward the river. The slide is now. overgrown with grass and 
br-qsh wood. 
The most important outcrops of the fossiliferous Independ-
ence are fonnd near Brandon iu Buchanan and Benton counties. 
They were discovered by Mr. Merrill A. Stainbrook, a student in' 
the State University of Iowa, and reported to Professor A:. O. 
Thomas. Exposure No.1, the firslt to be discovered, was visited 
by Thomas and at his request later by the writer. Exposures 
. No. 2 and 3 were studied by Thomas and Norton together and 
the following descriptions of them are based on the joint .obser-
vation and accordant opinion of both. Thomas describes Ex-
posure No. 1 as follows : 33 
"The shale occurs in a sharp bend or reentrant on the _right bank 
'of the creek in. the northwest quarter of section 26 about a mile 
'The Independence Shale near Brandon. Iowa: I a . Acad. of Science. VoL XXv:r. 
191,9. . . 
, .. 
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Mud flow of Independence shale. Linn section. Linn county. A wall built to confine it is now overflowed .. 
.... 
\. 
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northeast of the town of Brandon. Undercutting by the stream 
at this pqint hrus exposed from one to six feet of the shale for a 
distance of fifty to sixty feet. By digging ba.ck the sod at the 
top of the shale it was found to extend about five feet higher 
up the bank, making a total thickness above the water of at 
least eleven feet. The immediate bank of the stream at this point 
is about twenty feet high, while back from this the surface rises 
gradually to a height of about sixty feet. The outcrop is flanked 
by exposures of limestones; on the downstream side the shale 
and limestone 'are separated by !1boUJt three feet of weathered , 
shale and blockl) and fragments of limes'tone. Jror some twenty 
yards below this point the liniestone is arched up into a low 
anticline and is considerably broken and jointed. This limestone 
contains Oedar Valley fossils characteristic of the lower part of 
that terrane. On the upstream side for a short distance the bank 
of the stream is low and quite sodded over. Still farther up-
stream'the low limestone ledges are more weathered than in the 
anticline below and contain Cedar Valley fossils similar to those 
found back of the cemetery a half mile or more down strefilll. 
The shale is dark bluish, plastic, and weathers yellow with 
reddish stre1aks. It shows no bedding, but there are small blocks 
which 'show faint lamination and in ,some cases smoothed and 
slickensided faces. Irregular blocks of harder, tougher and more 
calcareous shale oceur and there are also small nodules of pyrite 
and angular blocks of hard limestone. Fossils are fairly abund-
ant and typical; to some of them cling crystals of pyrite as is the 
case with the fossils collected by Calvin and Deering at Inde-
pendence. In the bend of the little stream and almost in contact 
with the shale is a large block of Lower Davenport limestone ' 
showing the brecciation and other unmisltakable features of that 
formation. The block is angular, is three by five feet in dimen-
sions, and is larger than any handled by the s tream in flood. No 
exposures of the Lower Davenport are known either up or down 
the valley.W e must conclude that the block is intimately asso-
ciated with the shale and~s of the same derivation as the smaller 
li~estone pieces incorporated in the shale." 
, ~a;posu,re No. 2.-This outcrop is located a few rods down 
valley from Exposure No.1, ,on the left ' bank of Lime creek, 
\ 
· ,..... '. ~ 
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near the south line of the northwest quarter of section 26. Here 
the low limestone ledge which rises from the edge of the water 
is interrupted by , a grassy bank for a distanlCe of about four 
rods. At severaJpoints within this distance exposures of the 
shale occur near the level of the creek, but all are obscure a:nd 
unimportant except one .at the north end, where a short little 
gully is used as a cattle track to the water. This outcrop is six 
·or seven feet high, and some,what more in bre'adth, extends from 
water level to about the height of the limestone ledge .adjacent, 
and both shale and limestone are ,overlain by drift. The shale 
carries the characteristic fossils of the Independence. It is a 
stiff gray plastic clay without' stratification and is distinctly 
brecctateCl. Amo:ng the fragments is an angular block 'a foot in 
diameter of a harder, more calcareous, unfossiliferous strati-
fied yellow shale\. There ', are also fairly numero,us included 
fragments of limestone, sharply 'angular and t'1et at any angle, 
some soft, buff 'and argillaceous, some hard" light r eddish 
brorwn, fine-grained, marked with wavy coherent laminre of one 
millimeter and less in thickness and of the flacies seen in the 
Otis beds at Oedar Rapids, and at other localities. The general 
appearanrce of this exposure is that of the shaly brecda in the 
quarries up valley from the railway cut north of Vinton, 
(page 489) but in the'se quarrtes the shale is unfossiliferous. 
The Vinton brecciated shale lies' imroedra:tely upon the magne-
sian lower beds of the Otis limestone and its fr>agmewts are 
largely those of the Otis calcilutites which normally lie above 
the magnesian beds. The shale of exposure No. 2 ,at Brandon 
also carries fragments ·apparently derived from the upper Otis: 
but the shale here occurs at the horizon of the Cedar Valley lime-
ston~s, which dose in upon it in flat-lying beds 'on either side. 
The limestone ledge descends sharply toward the shale and the 
surface of the slope iscover>ed with four to six inches of dark 
brown .and blackish plastic clay. The shale and limestone are 
separated by an interval of about three feet-'aJ cattle track, and 
it was .not ' determined whether the dark brown clay just men-
tioned is selvage, geest, or weathered shale. The limestone 
wall against which the shale presumably lies trends northwest 
along the few feet exposed and makes an acute angle with the 
bank of the creek. 
'( 
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As in the ease of exposure No .. 1 the shale 'comes down to the ' 
wwter's edge anld is not seen to rest on any limestone floor. But 
at the north end, some twelve feet in front .of.the main outcrop 
the limestone of the north wall forms the bed of the creek. . 
A shori distance up valley from exposure No.1, 00curs a shale 
on the right bank north of the bridge, on the south lin:e of sec-
tion 2ft, similar in its lithologic facies, but destitute of fossils . 
Here the limesione wall of the creek is interrupted for about 
three rods, 'and a1t one point about seven feet above ' the water 
and at the level of the upper beds lof the limestone there is ex-
posed one or two feet of plastic gray ' clay. The upper contigu-
ous layers . of limestone carry the coarse-ribbed Atrypa retic-
u,laris of bed No.4 of Savage's general section of the Cedar Val-
.ley while the lower layers are of rough surfaced limestone with 
many joints of crin:oid stems. The limestone here dips from 5° 
to 8° south. The shale thus lies in a cavity of some sort in the 
limestone. ' The sides of the cavity incline valley-wise down-
ward and inward, but J1.O floor of rock in place is found to p~ove 
that the cavity is not a pipe through which the shale has been 
pressed upward. 
An interesting outcrop showing the deformation to which 
the rocks of this area have be~n ·subjected i's found south of the 
bridge above mentioned " on the west bank of the creek. The 
spur searped by the creek anq a tributary ravine shows on the 
north side buff Cedar Valley limestone, with the large Orthis 
impressa and coarse-ribbed Atrypa, extending down creek for 
twenty yards. Here it gives place seventee.n\ feet above the 
stream to a light dI'la:b calcilutite in large crackled blocks. The 
actual contact is not seen, "but the Cedar Valley limesto'llIe ad-
jacent is broken into blocks four to fiv·e feet in . diameter tilted 
toward the contact plane. rt'he calcilutite ledges show massive 
l~yers a foot thick and also in places thin calcareous plates. No 
rock appears between the calcilutite and the creek. Down 
stream the , calcilutite gives place t,o the buff Cedar Valley lime-
stone dipping south-southwest at .about 10°, at bottom a coral 
reef with huge heads of F'avosites I;tnd Acervularia ,davidsoni. 
The calcilutite appears to be the equivalent Qf that seen on the 
summit of the hill to the south. Here ledges of crackled calcilu-
\ 
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tite aggregating about eight feet in thickness are exposed about 
thirty-frve feet above the outcrop of the Independenc;e shale, ex-
posure No.1, which occurs at the base of the hill and some rods 
to ·the east 
Exposure No. 3.---':This outcrop, two miles south and nearly 
one mile west of BraJ?don, on the left bank of Cedar river, is in 
Benton county near the northwest corner of section 9,' township 
86 north, range X west. Here almost from the water's edge 
rises a perpendicular Cliff of Cedar . Valley limestone fifty 
feet ' high, whose , various fossiliferous horizons are de-
scribed in detail by Savage.84' About four rods from its north 
end this, cliff is cut by a shallow' reentrant .at whose base occurs 
the outcrop Of the fossiliferous Independence shale. The ex-
posed thickness of the shale is abou:t four feet and it 'lies s,ome 
six feet above the river, from which it is parted by a narrow 
beach and talus of large limestone blocks. No rock is seen in 
place either ben~81th the shale or above it. 
The entrance to the , recess is about thirty feet wide. On 
either side the rock walls, determined by joint planes, rise al-
most vertical, ' while the strata lie horizontal and undisturbed. 
The recess wideDIS within by lateral sapping. 'From the entranee 
a talus slope climbs steeply up to the summit of the cliff, where 
for a few feet the continuity of the strata is concealed or ~erhaps 
interrupted. A slight convexity in the shore line opposite the 
entrance is due evidently to a larger accumulation of talus at 
this point. 
The basal section of the cliff is described by 8avage35 as fol-
lows: "1. Bed of light-gray limestone, s'omewhat- shattered and 
brecciated, containing the following fossils, St'ropheodonta de-
missa, Orthis. iowensis, Atrypa reticularis, A. aspera var. occi-
dentalis, Spi1'ifer pennatus, 'and a species of Gomphoceras; ex-
posed to the water's edge three feet." 8aV'age further state's 
that the a:bove bed "repre1sents the gray brecciated limestone 
near the upper part of the Spirifer pennatus beds" and notes 
'the absep.ce of Gypidula comi$ which ~s -characteristic of this 
zone. This bed of somewhat ,shattered and brecciated rocks 
"Geology of Benton County: Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. XV, pp. 180-184. 
~'Ibld, p. 181. 
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rises ' gently-at one point rather sha.rply-toward the north. 
At the north end the cliff ends 'abruptly in an overhanging joint 
face, a slickensided .normal f1ault of small throw. At the base 
the fault is bounded on the noItfi, the upuhrow side, by ·a mas·s 
. 'of limestone twelve feet long along a line parallel with the fault, 
whose thin layers dip 60· S. 20· W. toward the fault plane. This 
limestone, mottled buff ,and drab, earthy-crystalline in structure 
and with some l'ayers dark drab and macroc.rystalline, is of a 
facies to be found both in the Otis and in the argillaceous lime-
stones which lie above it. Upstream from th~s fault no <;lliffs 
occur but as far as the ravine south of Long's quarry brecciated 
rock maSSHA o.utcrop on the hillside from water level to a height 
of about twenty-five fe-et. Some of the fragments are several 
feet in diameter. and they are set at all angles. Some are gray 
crackled massive calcilutites, some are calcilutites of fine lami-
nation, some are fossiliferous gray and buff limestones con-
taining Spirifer parryarnus. 
Stratigraphic position and equiValency of the fossiliferous In-
dependence Shales.-The meagre outcrops of the fossiliferous 
Independence ,shale now accessible do not make entirely certain 
its true place in the column of the Devonian rocks of Iowa. At 
non,e of these outcrops is the shale either covered ,OIl" s'een to be 
. underlain by Devonian rock. No formation e~cept the drift is 
. f'o'und above it, and no section cuts below its base. Such condi-
tions permit us to consider severa:l hypotheses. 
1. The close alliance of the fauna of the Independence with 
that of the Lime creek shales suggests that the two may be iden-
tical. amd that the exposures of the fossiliferous Independence 
are in reality sections of the Lime Creek shales where they fill 
unconformably old erosion cha:nnels cut in the earlier Devonian 
terranes. Thus they may be paralleled by the unconformities 
of the <state Quarry beds and the Sweetland Creek shale. But 
. recent more thorough studies of the' faunas of t~e Lime Creek 
and , the lndependence show that they are not the same. It is 
pointed,lout by Thomass6 that "The fos·sils of the Independence 
when they are critically studied are quite 'distinct from those 
of the Lime Creek." Afte·r mentioning several . "striking ab-
"The Independence Shale near Brandon, Iowa: Iowa Acad. EJc1., Vo!. XXVI, 1919. 
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sences and differences" Thomas concludes, "the instances cited 
are sufficient to confirm the usual opinion that the Lime Creek 
fauna is l'iL greatly 'expanded and recurreI!t desceIlidant· .of the 
Independence .. " , 
2. We may also entertain the hypothesis that the fossilifer': 
ous Independence is unconformable with the Wapsipinicon and 
Oedar Valley limestones but represents a formation, distin0t 
from the Lime Creek shales, nowhere found conform:ably in 
place in the Iowa section. No special objection to this hypothe-
sis inheres in the fact that it is fopnd only at its unconformities" 
for this is true also of the Sweetland Creek and State Quarry 
formations. If the contacts of the fossiliferous Independence 
are true unconformities this hypothesis must be accepted. But 
if the contacts can be otherwise explained there is left no eVl-
dence in its support. 
3. Theconta,cts of the fossiliferous Independence with the 
W apsipiniconand Oedar Valley limestones may be e'xplained hy 
deformation . . On this hypothesis the horizon of the Independ-
. ence is to be looked for below and not above the beds with 
which it is in contE\-0t. Under the stresses which have caused 
extensive brecciation over tha.area of oukrop of the Wapsipini- ' 
'Con the plastic fossiliferous shales have been squeezed up into 
the midst of higher Devonian terranes. 
An interesting parallel is to be found in the breccias OIli Mack-
inac Island where the. red . and green shales, which in gene'ral 
lie somewhat below lake level, forming in places the wave-cut 
rock bench, are not only upw~rped under anticlines of the Mon-
roe limestone, but 'are als'o squeezed up in amorphous masses in-
t,o the midst of the breccia into which that limestone has been 
so thoroughly broken. 
It will be noted that at each of the exposures of the fbssili- . 
ferous ' Independence shales brecciation or ,deforIIl'a:iion is 
strongly in evidence. At,the Linn Junction section (p. 388) the 
shale is fossiliferous and lies i'lll the midst of a breccia in which 
blocks of the Upper Davenport predominate. While the outcrop 
shows nothing incolllsistent with the theory that the shales oc-
cupy unconformably an e-rosion vailey cut in the breccia, on the 
other hand it shows nothing opposed to the theory that under 
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the severe stresses to which the ten'anes have been subjeCted 
the shale has been thrust up amid the fragments of broken lime-
stone beds which normally overlie it. 
In the vicinity of Brandon Calvin noted" the unusual peculiar-
ities " of the Devonian beds. Speaking of the ledges along Lime 
creek south of the town he says : 3 7 "The beds are fold ed, buckled, 
and d~spl~ced on a .scale sufficient to. produce a complex series 
of alternations of lithological and paleontological characters at 
the . same level along the hillside. At one point, for example, 
there are beds carrying Spirifer pennatus . . At the same level 
a few yards away there is a p~rtion of· the coral reef with Acer-
vularia, Ptuchophyllum, Favosites, and other characteristic cor-
als. Farther ona:re yellow shales corresponding to No.8 of the 
Littleton section and carrying the coarse ribbed Atrypa and 
other fossils which everywhere distinguish this horizon. Some of 
I the displacement may be due to faulting on a small scale, but the 
residual material r esulting from extensive weathering conceals 
the beds over most of the hillside." . 
The above description applies in ev~ry detail to the course 
of Lime creek northeast of Brandon clong which are the expos-
ures of the fo,ssiliferous Independence: In addition the crack-
led calcilutite found about fifty feet above' the creek at exposure 
No.1 of the shale, is seen.at about the level of the upper part of 
the shale a few rods upstream and is within a short distance re-
placed horizontally by the yellow beds of the Littleton section 
No.8. The shale of exposure No. 1 a.buts at the south upon an 
anticline of Cedar Valley limestone broken at the crest and with 
a dip of 10° and 15° upon the limhs. The shale at this point is . 
also itself brecciated. No foreign material is found in it, but 
scattered everywhere through it are angular blocks and frag-
ments of harder shale set at all a;n:gles, and the mass nowhere 
shows any trace of bedding planes.. At this point the stream 
has eaten back so f'at into the exposure that it is quite improb-
able that this breooiat,ed structure is due to slump. 
At exposure No. 2 the abutting limestones lIe horizontal' and 
show no evidence of deformation. The shale, howeV'er, is here 
nlot only brecciated; it also includes sharply angular fragments 
"Geology of Buchanan County: Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. VIII, p. 238. 
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, 
of hard limestone of Otis types. The hypothesis that the shal'es 
, are .a late Devonian undisturbed deposit in a channel cut by ero-
sion in the Cedar Valley limestone is thus precluded. iN or is 
it easy to, co~eive that the brecciation of the shale ~s due to 
stresses which affected it after its deposition: unconformably in 
its present r ela:tions. 
At exposure No.3 the walls of the recess at who-se base the 
shale occurs show little' or no trace .of di,sturbance. Yet, as we 
have seen, the basal bed of limestone contiguous to the shale is 
brecciated and shattered to some degree, and a few yards to the 
north a slickensided fault occurs, beyond which the brecciated 
malSses rise to about twenty-five feet abov~ the river . . 
In these exposures where the shale ·is covered ohly by the 
drift 'or by residual soils, o~ lies 'a:t the bottom of a ·deep' recess , 
or chasm in a cliff, it may well be that the shale is largely re- , 
sponsible for the gully, valley; or recess in which it now occurs. 
A mass of plastic clay upthrust into the midst of limestone beds 
. makes a point of weakness whenever the terrane is cut through 
by stream erosion. It forms a yielding foundation to t~e lime-
stones which rest upon Jt. Thus by sapping, . a gully or ravine 
on the hillside, or a chasm on a cliff, develops, at whose base the 
shale may fortunately be found, or far more probably will be 
covered from sight by rock-debris. In considering the position 
of the fossiliferous Independence shale t4e testimony rel'alting 
to its original disco-very at the· type locality must carry great 
weight: True, the initial artificial sections are no longer acce::;- . 
sible, but the statements of Calvin and others show with hardly 
a possibility of doubt that the fossiliferous ,shales at Indepen-
dence were found by excavating through the fossiliferous lime-
stones now seen at the base of the Independence quarries. If 
this is the case" the place of the sha:le is indisputably below the 
Gyroceras beds (Upper Davenport limestone). A shaft sunk at 
random through drift on a hillside might encounter a pipe filled 
by squeeze from below, or an erosion valley filled by" deposit 
from above, but the limestone of a quarry floor furnishes a cer-
tain datum for an excavation made beneath it, \. 
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The first statement on this point by Calvi~ is as follows :88 
r "A dark shale had been exposed in working out the layers in the 
bottom of one of the limestone quarries near Independen0e." 
In an . article on the Geology of Linn county published in. the 
Oedar Rapids Republican under date ·of Feb. 21, 1880, Norton, 
who. had visited the locality and collected fQls'sils about the mouth 
of the shaft, gives the "section of the exposure in Kilduff's 
quarry where the shales were discovered,." This section is 
stated to have been furnished by Mr. Kilduff. . 
FEET 
"Fossiliferous Hamilton limestone........ . .. ................. 20 
Black fissile bituminous shale .. ... "............. . ..... . .. . 12 
Gray fossiliferous shale . .. . . ..... ' .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Hard gray rock with pyrite ............... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2" 
In 1891 Oalvin stated: "About a mile east of Independence the 
Gyroceras beds may be seen resting on the Independence shale. 
In the old Kilduff quarry northeast of the city, where the shales 
were explored for coal, the Gyroceras beds were penetrated and 
'petrmed snakes' attracted much attention.' ' 89 In his repoTt 
on the geology of Buchanan cou~ty 031vin40 mentions "shafts 
sunk at the DId Kilduff quarry, now owned by Thos. 0 'Toole," 
and again "It was in an abandoned pit a few rods west of the 
O'Toole quarry that the first shaft which brought to light the 
. Independence shales of this locality was put down. " It was no 
doubt on the basis of the facts set forth in these statements that . 
Oalvi'llJ in the report just cited placed the Independence · shales 
below the Gyroceras -beds and tne brecciated lime'stones termed 
by N Drton the Lower Davenport. The explanation of the fact that 
so few occurrences of fossiliferous Independence shales have 
been discovered lies in part In the weakness of the terrane. The 
shales sOlon become 'graded by the weather to slopes covered 
with soil and mantled with veget~tion. The only natural out-
crop, except those discovered.near Brandon in 1917 by Thomas, 
is due to a mud flow in an artmcial cut. But it is extremely prob-
able that in the Independence fossiliferous tracts are rare, and 
that for the most part conditions were not favorable for the 
colonization of the sea floor or the preservation of animal and 
plant remains. 
"Bull. U. S. Gool. and Geog. Surv., Vol. IV, No.3, p. 725, 1878. 
I·Am. Geologist, Vol. 8, p. 143. 
'"Geol. ,surv., Vol. VII, p. 222. 
• 
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Unfossiliferous shales.-Much of the Independence consists of 
impure ~imestones, but true shales are also found widely dis-
tributed. A thin seam of black carbonaceous shale is noted in 
Oedar county (p. 5,37). In Linn county bluish or buff clayey 
shale, fissilo or showing spheroidal wea:thering, occurs, especially 
near the base of the formation in sharp contrast with the Otis 
limestone. Typical sections will be found on pages 497, 513 and 
FIG. 51.-Snouffer's quarry, Cedar Rapid,s, Linn county. A, Otis massive upper beds·. 
B, Independence shales. Q, till. D, 1gess. 
529. In other counties as to a large extent in Linn county the 
more argillaceous 'beds of the terrane are involved in breccia . 
(figilre 51 and Plate VI) . 
Impure limestones.-A large part of the formation consists 
of impure argillaceous buff and brownish granu}ar or earthy 
limestones, weathering to clayey slopes. Occasionally a lighter 
rock is 'Speckled with darker crystals, which have segregated 
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themselves from the more argillaceous mass: Saccharoidal 
limestone appears in segregated thin lenticles and layers and 
in beds weathering to dingy crystalline sand. Rarely- occurs a 
layer of brittle fine-grained limestone of brown or even of whit-
. ish tint. 
Inclusions.-The Independence shows not rarely thin aren-
aceous layers whose sand consists of rounded grains of cleal" 
quart,z, and minute bits 'of black flint or of white chert. · Ellip-
tical nodules of quartz and calcite intercrystallized are common 
and character~stic (figures 59 ~nd 60). These reach a foot or 
more in their greatest diameter., Their weathered surfaces are 
rough and carious f~om' the solution of the calcite. Occasion-
al lenticular masses are composed chiefly of clear saccharoidal 
calcite with s<;>me silica and much yellow clay included in the 
segregation area. Very rarely intercretions are met with in the 
shale whose interior is fissured and whose surface also is crack-
led. li-'lintof various tints is seen also. 
Distribution.-Defining the Independence a:s· the substage of 
shales and clayey limestones. intervening between the purer 
limestones of the Lower Davenport and the Otis we ·find expos-
ures of it in contact with either the higher or the lower terrane 
widely scattered over the area of the Wapsipinicon. In Scott 
oounty (p.,543), and in Cedar county (p. 53-6) it is in contact. 
with the Otis. lru Linn it occurs in contact with the higher as 
well as with the lower terrane. In Buchanan county it is found 
at several points in obscure outcrops.41 I'll Benton, F:ayette and 
Bremer counties the Independence occurs only more or less 
brecCiat'ed and intermingled with the fragments of other ter-
, 
rane's. 
The material of the Independence is so thoroughly diagnostic 
that it may be recognized far from its source. Thus on finding 
half a dozen of the silico-calcareous nodules on the slope of a 
hill at Canton, Jackson county, thirty miles east of any known 
Devonian outcrop (figure 61) the writer identified them with the 
Independence, an inference confirmed by finding later at the same 
locality small bowlders of brecciated Devonian limestone and a 
clay bed with frag"!Ilents of silicified Devonian fossils overlying 
"Clavin, S., Geology of Buchana n County: Iowa Geo!. Surv., Vo!. VIII, p. 223. 
26 
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a bed Qf sa;ndstQne.42 In the basal' cQnglomerate Qf the Des 
MQi11!e>s in Muscatine county Udden4s identified similar nQdules 
by texture and pitting as belQnging to' the Wapsipinicon and 
silicified blocks ,Qf breccia as frQm the same cQmplex Qf terranes. 
The Lower Davenport 
At a number Qf IQcalities" the earthy arenaceQUS and flinty 
limestQnes ' and the shales Qf the Independence are Qverlain by 
singularly pure calcilutites and crystalline limestQnes suf-
ficiently in place to' prQve that the time Qf argillo-calcareous sed-
imentation: had nQW given way to' Qne characterized by the de-
PQsit Qf nearly pure lime carbQnate. 
I ' 
At DavenpQrt, and at Qne Qr twO' PQints in Oedar county and 
in BentQn cQunty, the fQssiliferous Upper DavenpQr't directly 
Qverlies similar ealcilutites in 'beds but little br'Qken up. These 
beds in place between the Independence and the Upper Daven-
PQrt 'seem sufficiently well defined to' cQnstitute a distinct ter-
rane, the LQwer DavenpQrt. Very generally they aI:e CQID-
'pleiely bre'Cciated. But eve'll where brecciatiQn has been most 
intense. the Lower and Upper Davenport m~y in sQme ' places 
be fQund in cQntad in the same block, and ZQnes and tracts of 
breccia are characterized by the prevalence Qf the LQ,wer Dav-
enpQrt calcilutite fragments (figure 52). Where neither the 
Upper DavenpQrt nQr the Independence datum planes are fQund, 
outcrQPs may be classed with the LQwer Davenport where the 
stratigraphy Qf the regiQn cQmpels, that is, where under normal 
dip Qf the strata the positiQn of the Qutcrops is tQQ high to' be 
referred to' the Otis, frQm which the LQwer DavenpQrt is lithO'-
lQgically indistinguishabl~. 
, The most CQmmQn type Qf the LQwer , Davenport is a cal-
cilutite, brittle, breaking with a cQnchoidal or splintery fracture . . 
Massive in places, as at the West Davenport quarries and :at 
RQchester, it is still more Qften found tHinly laminated, as at 
Bettendorf and Rock Island. Massive layers graduate laterally 
intO' thin calcareQUS plates. The prevailing cQlQr of the rQok is 
" Iowa Geol. Surv" Vol. III, pp. 122-126. 
"lIdden, J. A., Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. IX, p. 314 
"As at Kenwood (p. 529), Sec. A, Felton creek, Cedar Rapids (:p. 519), and the 
Aungst quarries, Vinton (p . . 490). 
" 
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Independence beds at Kenwood, Linn county. A, Otis limestone, fossiliferous. B, 
Independence shales. C, Independence earthy limestone. D, Lower Davenport 
calcilutite, pal1tly brecciated. 
J 
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FIG. 52.-Lower Davenport limestone, Bettendorf St·one Company's quarry, Bettendorf, 
Scott county . 
. drab, or b.rownish drab, but like all the Wapsipinicon c:alcilu-
tites ·it weathers to whitish gray. Crystalline limestones of 
whitish color are seen also and these are usually saccharoidal 
in texture. 
Like t~e Otis limestone, the Lower Davenport effervesces 
brisklY 'in cold dilute HCI, 'showing that the percentage of car-
bonate of magnel?ia is low. 
The Lower Davenport is unfossiliferous. But one fossil, a 
cyathophylloid coral, has ever been foun'd. 45 
------
"Udden, J. A., J ourn. Cinn. Soo. Na t. Ri s t., Vol. XIX, p. 91. 
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ANALY,SEJiS OF. LOWER DAVENPORT LIMESTONE 
I II III 
CaCO, .......... ... .... .. ........ ... 96.91 97.39 94.83 
MgCO, .. ........ ... .. . . .... ......... 1.93 1.54 0.25 
Fe,O, .. . ... ..................... .... 0.30 
Fe, Mn and Ai. .................... . 0.14 2.52 
SiO, ............ . ........ ...... ..... 0.86 
SiO, and insoluble residue ......... .. . 0.28 3.22 
I. Sample from led.ge above Rochester on right bank o~ Cedar ·river. 
II. Sample fr.om Bettendorf. 
III. Sample from Duck 'creek, north of Davenport. 
The l.!pper Da.venport 
At their type locality in Scott county these beds form a ledge 
of gray granular limestone, about twelve feet thick,close tex-
tured, tough and hard, disposed in rough surfaced layers f~om 
six inches .to a foot and more in thickness (figure 53). This 
FIG. 5S·.-Upper Davenport limestone, Schmidt's quarry, Davenport, Scott county. 
. 
, 
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ledge lies between .unf6ssiliferous calcilutites beneath and soft, 
highly fossiliferous shaly limestone above. These characteri.s-
tics are maintained in Cedar' and Linn counties. The bed in 
Muscatine county is described as a tough gray limestone seven 
feet thick in heavy ledges ' intercalated between unfossiliferous 
tine-grained limestones and fossiliferous shaly limestones as in 
Scott county. 
In Johnson county the beds are shattered but 'are seen to con-
sist of the same coarse granular stone. In Benton county alb out 
twelve feet of gray granular limestone in courses up to four 
feet thick represents this horizon. As in Johnson county the 
underlying 'Calci.lutites have been thoroughly brec~iated. In· Bu-
chanan county beds lithologically similar occur rut Independence 
and at Quasqueton in tumbled fragments and faulted ledges . . 
At Indep~ndence they are reported to· be succeeded by barren 
. limestones. In l!-'ayette county a bed of strong rather ~assive 
yellowish gray limestone eight to t~n feet thick occupies the Up-
per Davenport horizon. It rests on a foot 'or so of fine-grained 
unfossiliferous limestone at Eagle Point . which may represent 
the Lower Davenport. Beneath it lie shaly beds identified with 
the Independence. Thus from Muscatine county on' the south 
to Fayette comity on the north a well defined lithologic sequence 
generally prevails in· the Wapsipinicon area as follows: 
5. Shaly fossiliferous li~estones. ' 
4. Gray granular fossiliferous limestone. Upper Davenport. 
3. Calcilutite. Lower Daven.port. 
2. Shales and impure limestone. Independence .. 
1. Calcil'Utites and magnesian limestones. . Otis and Bertram. 
The life zones above the I'Illdependence, which of course are 
far more decisive than lithologic facies, are by no means so well 
defined. No adequate statement is now possible, for the reason 
that the collection of fossils over a large portion of the field has 
not been sufficiently thorough and critical. The brecciation and 
intermingling of beds in numerous exposures has r endered the 
tracing of life zones extremely difficult. There appear, how-
ever, some outstandinlg facts from the lnvestigations already 
made, which future discoveries may modify but will ,hardly over-
throw.. Tabulating the data at hand (table I) it is seen that 
after the Independence the Iowa Devonian area was held by five 
" . 
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successive faunas during the Wlapsipinicon and the early Cedar 
Valley, The First Fauna was composed, so far as now is known, 
of Hypothyridin'Gt cuboides, Gypidula comis, 8chizopho1'ia mac-
farlanei, S, iowensis, Pholidostrophia nacrea, Stropheodonta 
demissa of normal form and especially' in a small quadrate and 
, strongly plicated V'ariety, Atrypa reticu.laris finely ribbed, 
Atrypa aspera var. occidentalis, and a giant Gyroceras. This 
fauna appeared immediately at the close of the deposit of the. 
Lower Davenport calcilutites and spread throughout the entire 
extent of the Iowa field from Fayette county t,o the northern bor-
der of Muscatine county. In Bu~hanan and Linn counties the 
first , fauna survived into the succeeding life zone and mingled 
with the second faunu with .the exception of Hypothyridina cu-
boides and the giant Gyrocems. In all other counties the first 
fauna and the second fauna, at least in part, enter simultane-
ously at the s'ame lithological horizon. In southern Buchanan 
county the second fauna follows closely upon the first. In cen-
tral Buchanan county, at Independence, the two are separated 
by barren beds. The second f'auna is led by Spirifer bimesialis 
and by S . pennat~ts. The first named ,species is ,more definitely 
charaiCteris,tic of the zone, since the latter lingered on to mingle 
with later fauna,S. 
In Scott and Cedar counties, and probably in Muscatine 
county also, there enter along with the first and second faunas 
the corals character]stic of the third fauna-Phillipsastrea bil-
limAgsi and Acervularia profunda. In the counties to the north 
these corals occupy a distinctly higher horizon. Either these 
corals made their appearance earlier in the southern counties 
than in the northern, or the first and second faunas delayed 
their entry into the southern portion of the Iowa freld. Taking 
as a scale the sequence in Buchanan county, where the faunas 
enter in due succession, the first fossiliferous beds in Scott and 
Muscatine counties ,may be held as contemporaneous either with 
the zone of fauna on~ or with that of fauna three of Buchanan 
county. Calvin judged the latter to be true, and stated that the 
brecciated calcilutites of Muscatine county, which lie immedi-
ately beneath the first fossiliferous beds, are the stratigraphic 
equivalent of the Spirifer pennatus beds of Buchanan county, ' 
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i. ·e., the zone of the second fauna. 46 This conclusion would be 
better supported by the evidence if the first fauna were absent 
from the lowest fossiliferous beds in the southern counties. 
Moreover, the brecciated calcilutites, the Lower Davenport beds, 
form a well defined bed traceable continuously from Muscatine 
and Scott counlties to' southern Buchanan county. In Muscatine 
county the lowest fossiliferous bed lies twenty-nine feet below 
\ the definitely :fixed horizon of the fourth fauna, th~ Spirifer 
parryarvus beds. For these reasons it seems more probable that 
the first fossiliferous horizon in Scott and Muscat~ne counties is 
contemporaneous with the zone of the first fauna of Buchanan 
county and that the corals of the third fauna entered Iowa from 
the south or southeast along with the first and second f'aunas 
and did not rea:ch the central part of the field until some time 
after it had been colonized by the pioneering brachiopods. In 
Muscatine county, it is true, none of the first fauna have been re-
ported excepting the two Atrypa:s. But there is here only one ex-
posure of the first fossiliferous beds-that of Wressley's quar-
ries. The few fossils reported from these beds are found at the · 
same horizon-the Upper Davenport-in S'Cott county, where 
the first fauna is well developed. Furthermore, the exposure 
in Muscatine county is evidently conitinuous with that of Cedar 
county just across the county line ' and ~ three or four miles 
distant, where the H:ypothyridina fauna is . seen mingled as in 
Scott county with the corals of the third fauna . . 
The fourth fauna is led by Spirifer euryteiJn1es (parryanus) 
and forms a very definite horizon. Few members 'of the earlier 
faunas survive. Among them ~re such long lived forms as 
.A.trypa reticularis, Schizophoria iowensis and Stropheodonta 
demissa. Spirifer subvaricosus, S. pennatus, S . asper and 
Pentamerella d'lbbia linger on. Associated with Spirifer eury-
teines (p,arryan'us) in parts of the field are N ewberria johi1llvnis, 
Curtina unbonata and .A.thyris fultonensis. 
-The fifth zone, the cOlral reef of .A.cerm~laria davidsoni and 
other corals, is well defined in the north, but in Muscatine county 
no Acervularias are reported after the entrance of the fourth 
fauna, while in Scott county .A.cervularia davidsovni occurs along 
with Spirifer parryanus. 
"Iowa Geol.· Surv., · Vol. IX, PI. 6, footnote. 
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Cranaena romingeri 
Crania crenistriata _____ _ 
Chonetes cf C. cancellatus 
Oy,rtina hamiltonensis __ _ 
Gypidula laeviuscula ___ _ 
Newberria johannis 
Pentamerella arata _____ _ 
Pentamerella dubia ____ _ 
Pentamerella micula 
Productella subalata ___ _ Reticularia fimbriata ____ _ 
Reticularia subUlldifera __ 
Spirifer asper __________ _ 
Spirifer bimesialis ___ . __ _ 
Spirifer pennatus _~ ____ _ 
Stropheodonta perplana __ Goniophora sp. _________ _ 
Proetus haldemani Phacops rana ___________ _ 
THIRD FAUNA 
Acervularia profunda ___ _ 
Acervularia sp. ~ _______ _ 
Phillipsastre81 billingS'i __ 
FOURTH FAUNA 
Spirifer .parryanus 
FIFTH FAUNA 
Acervularia davidsoni __ _ 
Megistocrinus farnsworthi __________ _ 
Athyris fultonensis _____ _ 
Chonetes scitula _______ _ 
Crania 'hamiltoniae? · ___ _ 
Cyrtia umbonata _______ _ 
Spirifer subvaricosus __ ._ 
'l'entaculites hoyti ______ _ 
*From Correlation of the D evonian System of the Rock Island . R egion ("E. band E. c), W. E, Ekblaw. Trans. Ill, Acad. ScI.. 1912. 
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THE BRECCIATED ZONES 
The descriptiDns already given Df the beds Df the Wapsipini-
CDn are based upon DutcrDps where they are but slightly if 
at all disturbed. . But in very numerDus sectiDns Dver the entire 
area Df Dutcro.p O,f the WapsipinicDn its terranes are mDre Dr 
less cDmpletely brDken up and intermingled. Almost every 
DutcrDp Df the WapsipinicDn frDm Fayette and Bremer cDunties 
Dill the nDrth to, SCDtt and Muscatine 'Co'unties o'n the So'uth ShDWS 
brecciatio'n! either incDmplete Qr thDrQughg-Ding. RDadside sec-
tiQns, small quarries and shallQw railway cuts may exhibit 
oE)rtain general characteristics fDund Qver the entire field, but 
it is the larger o'utcro'Ps which supply' the key to, their interpre-
tatiDn. The chief eXPQsures are the deep railwaJy cuts nQrth 
Df VintQn, west Df Linin and at Fayette, the IDng cliffs alDng 
the VQlga in Westfield tDwnship Qf Fayette cDunty, _ the river 
bed and banks at Independence, QuasquetDn, and TrQy Mills, 
and severa:l DutcrQPs adjacent to, Oedar Rapids. 
At any Qne O,f these -sectiQns the first casual impressiQn Qf 
the breccia is that Df a chaotic hDdge-pDdge Df debris. A clDser 
attentiDn ShDWS that the breccia is by no, means unifDrmly 
heterQgeneQus. There are ~Qnes and tracts characterized by 
preponderating material and the remains Qf nearly Dbliterated 
structures. And Dne familiar with the lithQIDgic characteristics 
Df the different WapsipinicQn terranes can identify their con-
tribut,iQIl!s to, the hDdge-PQdge and recDgnize the different Z,Dnes 
in each Qf which the material Qf SDme Qne terrane is prepQn-
derant Qr even exclusive. The breccia as a whQle Qr any ex-
PQsure Qf it is therefo're best described by subdividing it into' 
ZQnes accQrding to, the terranes which make it, up. 
Charaoteristics Due to the Major Brecciation 
The main -characters Qf the breccia are referable to, a single 
cause, as wi;l be seen later, and these characters m;:ty be grQuped 
as the effects Qf what we may designate as the Major Breccia-
tion. Butenigmaltic features also' are fQund which indicate a 
cQmplexity Qf causes and shQW that the breccia is nQt the result 
Qf a single prQcess, but embraces the results Qf a IQng successiQn 
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of processes of different sorts. These features will be treated 
under Minor Brecciations . 
.A:s we proceed to describe the characteristics of the major 
brecciation under zones it must not be supposed that these zones 
retain either the horizont,ality or the sharply definite boundaries 
of their parent formations . . Boundary lines are in manry places 
vague and usually oblique. ~ones arch, ·thicken and thin, are 
dislocated and interrllpied. Nor in any zone are the materials 
of other than the parent terrane neoessarily excluded. Thus 
the Independence zone, predominantly 'of clayey detritus from 
the Indepe'lldence; may contain fragments of the brittle Otis and 
Lower Davenpolrt calcilut,ites, blocks of "the Upper Davenport, 
aJnid even somewhat of the fossiliferous Spirifer pennatus beds . 
.A: very generalized section may assist in making these. sta:te-
. ments plain (figure 54).. 
BERTRAM BRE.CCIA 
The Bertram beds experienced the same powerful stresse's 
which brecciated the superior terranes, .but in no ease are its 
g 
.. .. 't> 
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FIG. &4.-Gener·alized section of W a psipinicon brecciated beds. A, B ertram. B , Otis, 
Coggan phase. C, Otis, Vinton phase. D, Otis, Cedar Rapids phase. E, 
Independen~e. F, Lower Da venport. G, Upper DtLvenport. H, SpinIer 
pennatu8 beds. 
/ 
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fragments intermingled with theirs. The entire body of the 
rock is 'shattered to a grea,ter or less degree. Universally the 
ruptures have been filled with calcite and not with partly detrital 
material; hence when .the stre'sses occurred, the rock was not 
accessible to the sediments of the sea floor. . Thick beds are 
found shattered with rupture planes. spruced to less than an inch 
apart. Upper -weathered surfaces are covered with a network 
of incised lines whose rhombic meshes varY from a fraction of 
an inch to 'a fecw inches in width. These fissure,s vary from 
a ha:ir line in width to nearly one-half inch. The surface of a 
fresh vertical fracture may show horizontal veins of calcite 
intercalated between the laminre, as closely set, exceptionally, 
as ten to the inch. These veins oooasionally branch and break . 
acro'ss, the laminre. In places where' they are not completely 
filled with interlocking calcite crystals the fissures between the 
blocks into which the rock has been shattered are lined with 
drusy calcite. ' 
The stresses which so intimately shattered the Bertram beds 
did not convert them into rubble. The fragments aTe not dislo-
cated, very few blocks are rotated and the major bedding planes 
are little disturbed. This may imply a considerable weight of ' 
superincumbent rock whose' weight tended to keep the beds in 
place, while they yielded by crackling to the sudden str~ss. But 
the st,rength of this heavily bedded dolomite undoubtedly helped 
it to resist strains which would have completely broken up a 
weaker rock. 
OTIS BRECCIA 
As far to the 'north as Vinton the Otis limestones do not 
appear to ha;v'e been involved in the major brecciation, ' to the 
extent of a commingling of their fragments with those of hj:gher 
terranes. The beds on Crow and Pigeon creeks of. Bcott county 
are crackled. Those northeast of 'Rochester in Cedar coun~y 
are fi'ssured, with the p'lanes ,of rupture filled with calcite, and 
those of Linn county ,a:re ,thrown into low gentle undulations 
and the more brittle beds are meshed with close-set calcite seams 
-all the result, it is assumed, of the major brecciation. Even 
these evidences of, strain are confined to the upper beds of the 
" 
I. 
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Otis, the Cedar Rapids phase. The basal beds, the Coggon 
~ 
phase, escaped brecciation so far as is known. 
The lower magnesian beds which are exposed at yinton show 
nO' effects of the major brecciation (figure 55) except local arch-
ings of tne strata which may reach a'llJ exceptional dip of limb 
of 1'5. ~. .The calcilutites which in places in the Vinton quarries 
immediately underlie the zone of the Independence, however, 
are shattered to crackle breccia or disrupted to. a mosaic breccia 
. of fragments which in many cases match aio~g seams filled with 
calcite or with fine chinikstone'" of the saine nature as the' 
large fragments (figure 56). In places the calcilutit,es of the Otis 
have been broken into close-set rubble with which a few frag-
ments and a scant matrix of the Independence and fossiliferO'us 
FIG. 55.-0tis limestone overlain by Independence breccia, Aungst quarries, Vinton, 
Benton county. A, closely laminated magnesian Otis IImes.tone. B, mas-
sive upper layer of the same with sporadic fragments. C, breccia ' of· Inde-
pendence with calcilutite fragments also and fossiliferous blocks of Upper 
Davenport. ' 
----
"'Chinkstone. Small fragments of stone which fill the chinks, or interstices, 
between larger fragrrfimts. 
" 
. . 
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FIG. 56.-Otis calcilutite showing a disrupted layer at the base of the railway cut 
north of Vinton, Benton county. Scale, '4. ' 
fragments from higher ·beds a,re co~mingled. At one point (p. 
493) this rubble forms a bed twelve feet thick which thins to 
six feet at an angle of 45° and rest,s immed~ately upon the' buff 
magnesiwD< layers of the Otis. Elsewhere amid the breccia of 
the Independence zone one finds fmgments .which may be re-
ferred to the horizon of the Otis calcilutites, such as fragments 
with hair-line blackish laminre . 
. IIll Fayette county the basal beds in contact with the Silurian 
-the Westfield phase-were maSSIve enough t,o resist com-
pletely the strains of the major brecciation. It is quite differ-
ent with the thin-bedded, fine-grained limestones which rest 
upon them. These beds were bent into a series of low. arches 
whose width is nine to twelve feet and whose height is less than 
two feet, while the lamiI).al have been fractured by a meshwork of 
close-set narrow vertical seams now filled with calcite (figure 
57.) At Eagle Point the upper ·layers of this bed have been 
brecciated to a rubble of angular blocks some .of which are two 
feet in diameter (figure 85.) 
The Otis calcilutites of Fayette county seen at West Union 
and Fayette were less elwstic and resistant and received greater 
strains than the beds beneath, perhaps because of their near-
ness to the yielding Independence. They were intimately shat-
tered to a crackle or 1l1osaic breccia to be recemented by cal-
cite deposited by ground water, the original planes of bedding 
being largely retained. 'Or, yielding more fully to the stresses, 
they were crushed to rubble of 'small fragmel;lts t,o who-se inter- , 
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stices more or less of the shaly detritus of the Indepen.dence ' 
found 3;ccess. Large blocks were plucked a1Way and left amid 
the Independence debris and thus in plac'es the entire body · a.f 
.the rock was broken up and its bedding destroyed beyond pos-
'sibility of recognition. This is the breccia descrihed and :figured 
by McGee as' typical of the Devonian limestone breccia of Iowa. 
It will be noted particularly thrut this bre0cia bed belongs to 
the zone of the upper Otis calcilutites and that it has small 
adIDixture of the Independence and no commingling of higher 
fossiliferous beds. At E·agle Point the Independence is more 
intimately intermingled (p. 464), but no fragments o:f fossilifer-
ous higher terranes appear. 
THE INDEPENDENOE BRECCIA 
This zone comprises the areas in which buff or rarely bluish 
argillo-calcareous detritus is conspicuous or predominant. It 
Gan be traced continuously from F·ayette to 8cott county arid is 
FIG. 57.-Crackled surface of detached ' lamlna of Otis limestone near the base, of the 
railway cut at Fayette, Fayette county. ' . 
2~J 
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-FIG. 58.-Unlndurated breccia composed Chl~t1y of Independence detritus. Kearn's 
quarry. north of Vinton, Benton county. At the base are seen the . mag-
nesian beds of the Otis. Above the hammer may be seen layers of Inde-
pendence shale arched and broken but not crushed. 
everywhere found in the same position, immediately beneath 
the zone of the Davenport limestones. On account of the large 
amount of argillaceous material and poor cementation, the areas 
of the Independence are weak and weather back to slopes while 
adjacent tracts of the limestone breccras stand in str,ong cliffs 
or ledges. _ The breccia of this zone in some places is scarcely 
more indurated than glacial till, and fl"agmentsof limestone 
. I 
can be picked from it quite 'as easily as can pebbles from glacial 
stony clays.' The two formations, so diverse in origin, have a 
strong superficial -resemblance because of their common lack 
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, ' 
of bedding, their clayey base and the stone~ of all sizes pro-
miscuously intermingled (figure 58). 
The material in this zone :vhich may be referred to the Inde-
. pen:dence comprises first the buff argil1o-calcareous and :in 
many cases sandy ma:trix. This is not laminated or bedded and 
shows no trace of sedimentary deposit in its present relations. 
Sporadic fragments show no signs of having been droppd on the 
sea floor in the midst of accumulating layers of argillo-cal-
careous sediments. ' Stratifica:tion would be easily detected, for 
the matrix is in places somewltat arenaceous with rounded 
grains of quartz and angular bits of flint, which soon are left 
in conspicuous relief on weathered surfaces. Such grains are 
without linear arrangement, and like the larger fragments are 
sporadic. The nearest approach to stratification is found in 
certain small areas of lumpy structure where the rock weathers 
to fl'attened irregular lenslike bodies two inches and more in 
diameter. Since this structure occurs also in the Indepen.dence 
where that is unbrecciated, it may be supposed that in these 
areas masses of the Independence have been preserved nearly or 
quite intact. 
FIG, 59,-Siliceo-calcareous nodule. Independence beds. 
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There are also many fragme1nts of various sizes of dingy 
buff limestone which may be difficult to deteci from the matrix 
rock. Areas which seem a.tnrst sight to be composed entire,ly of 
the buff matrix may be found to be largely made up of fragmenti 
of the same texture, color, and apparent composition. 
Siliceous material derived f:r:om the Independence beds em-
braces the rounded grains of crystalline quartz and the angular 
bits of black and white cryptocrystalline silica already noted. 
FIG. 60.-Fragment of a siliceo-calcareous nodule from which the calcite has been 
removed by solution . . Independence horizon, Canton, Jackson county. 
,There are also sharp-edged'fraglnentsof flint of some size. Large 
nodules o~ intercrystalli~ed quartz and calcite are as characte'r-
istic of this zone as . they are of . the Independence beds where 
those are undisturbed, and in the breccia these nodules are set 
at any ~ngle (figures 59 and 60). 
Ledges of massive limestone of Independence facies a foot 
and mor:e thick occur--:-buff, impure, speckled, and in some cases 
minutely fragmental. These are in every instance tilted and 
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FIG. 61.-String of blocks of dingy brownish Independence limestone representing a 
flexed and broken layer. From the railway cut north of Vinton, Benton 
county. Scale, one inch equals ten f eet. 
discontinuous or broken into blocks which are surrounded on 
all sides with rubble breccia (figure 61). Beneath them one 
occasionally may find laminated shales up to 'a foot or so in 
thickness. Thrut shales and limestone were not depo'sited upon 
the breccia beds beneath is clear from the fact that the underly-
ing breccia contains (Vinton, p. 488, Linn, p. 50'6) fossiliferous 
fragments of Upper D~'Venport limestone
'
. The shales and 
limestone were deposited in orderly succession during Independ-
ence tiIQ.e. Later, the stresses of the major brecciation, which . . . 
crushed so much of the Independence to fine detritus, here left 
a ledge of limestone tilted with some of the underlvillg shale 
protected by it, and thrust underneath them a rubble of breccia 
with fragments from higher formations. 
"Small areas ,of similarly protected shales are sometimes found 
with their laminre strongly arched (Linn railway cut, figure 62). 
These areas also represent 'parts of the Independence which 
have not been crushed out of all semblance to their init~al struc-
tures.. 
FIG. 62.-0bscure flexures in shale of Independence zone, Linn section. Linn cQunty. 
A, Strong breccia of limestone fragments. B, Buff laminated shale with a 
few 'sporadic limestone fragments, bent and fractured. C, Weak breccia 
wIth abundant buff Independence matr~x. 
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At one or two stations the position of layers of some length 
or of strings of dislocated blocks of calcilutite strongly suggest 
that these beds are native to the Independence. It is true that 
where the Independence may be seen intact :fine-g~ained 
limestones of the type of these ealcilutites are almost unknown. 
The only instances observed are at E'agle Point (p. 464) and in 
a thin bed of fine-grained whitish limestone at the cut of the 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railwa,y two miles southeast 
of Cedar Rapids and a layer of brown limestone in the quarries 
. of the Ch1cago and North Western Railway at that city. Neither 
of the beds at Cedar Rapids adequately resembles the calcilu-
tites ·of the breccia of the Independence zone. It is true that an 
immediate source for. calcilutit~ fragments in the Wapsipinicon 
breccia beds is found in the calcilutites of the Lower Davenport 
and of the Otis and that their commingl~g with the Independ-
ence detritus is unquestionable. There is no need, however, to 
avoid the . conclusio'n wherever evidence leads to it, that cal-
cilutites indistinguisha.ble from those of the Otis and Lorwer 
Davenport were laid to a limited extent in Independence time. 
We define the Independe1nce lithologically as the period of the 
deposit of shales and impure granula,r limestones. This defi-
nition does not imply that colonies 10.£ lime-secreting organisms 
may not locally . have produced thin beds of calcilutite in the 
midst of prevailing shales . . The I 'llidependence breccia contains 
a large amount of foreign materiaL. In the northern counties 
where the Otis has been broken up, it contributes ledges of 
limestone under which the Independence shaly breccia has been 
thrust. Where the fragmentation of the Otis is more complete 
an Otis rubble breccia may be seen to graduate into an Independ-
ence area with Otis sporadic fragments. In Linn and Johnson 
counties the Lower Davenport furnishes abundant small drab 
calcilutite fragments from its shattered laminre. And throughout 
the area except in the extreme south the Upper Davenport and 
even the Spirifer pennatu8 beds supply their cha:r:acteristi~ fos-
siliferous fragments which are often found far d~wn in the 
breccia-zone of the Independence (figure 63). 
,structure lines due to deformation are naturally ;not so ob-
vious in the Independence zone as in the limestone breccia where 
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breooiation has been less complete. The bOU!Il!daries of the zone, 
however, indicate deformation even where brecciation ha$ heen 
most intense. In the Fayette railway cut the Independence zone 
displays low archings 140 feet in diameter, thin at the summit, 
thickening to the bases of the limbs. In th~ Linn section the 
areas of the Independence breccia alternate lruter.ally with those 
of limestone breccia and their boundaries dip steeply outwards 
. as if the Independence breccia here formed the axes of strong 
anticlines. At in'tervals of 'about fifty feet in places the limestone 
. breccia stands in almost vertical towers while the weak inter-
vening shaly breccia weathers blllek to slopes. Within the Inde-
pendence zone are commonly seen, as in the Vinton railway 
cut, tilted ledges of the stronger Independence limestone in 
places continuous for several feet, and strings of blocks of some 
~hicker limestone stratum each cOIl;lplete1y sur~ounded by brec-
'FlG. 63 .-Otls beds overI<un with breccia of the Independence zone. Aungst quarries, 
north of Vinton, Benton county . . 
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FIG. 64.-Structure lin es in Independence zone. Railway cut north of Vinton, Benton 
county. AA, Blocks of whitish calcilutite in a sinuous broken line dipping 
30· to the right of the ravine. A, Blocks of white calcilutite. ;S, string of 
fragments of ·buff impure limestone. C, Breccia of predominant Independ-
ence shaly fragments. . 
cia of shaly matrix. These blocks, parted and many of them 
somewhat rotated, still trace by their alignment irregular, in 
some cases f.aulted, folds and steep monoclines which may he 
traced with inter.ruptions for as much as three or four rOods in. 
places (figure 64). 
. . THE LOWER DAVENPORT BRECOIA 
. In the Lower Davenport zone ' all gradations may be traced 
from areas where the layers are closely crackled (figures 66, 67, 
68, 69) and 'slightly bent, to those where the same layers are 
ruptured to mosaic breccia and on to where they have been more 
or less completely broken up into rubble (figure 70). At Quas-
quetolll!, at Kenwood, near Rochester in Oedar county, and about 
Davenport and Rock Island such gradations may be observed. 
The matrix in the crackle and mosaic breccias and in some rub-
;ble is ·of chinks tone and indurated po·wder of the broken rock 
together with calcite 'deposited at some later time by ground 
water. Rubble breccia, however, shows usually some buff inter-
stitial matrix of the Independence detritus and may graduate 
in'tOo ·a pudding bree-cia where the Independence matrix is abiind-
ant and the sparse Lower Davenport fragments are sporadi-
cally distributed throughout it . . 
In all types the fragments are small as a rule, up to two or 
three inches in diameter, and many have the form which would 
naturally result from the breaking up of a thinly laminated 
limestone. In rubble they are set at aill angles. The,ir edges 
retain their initial angularity and no trace can be seen of 
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bedding or sorting after their fragmentation. In mosaic breccia 
some of the laminre a:re slightly bent and may be seen to have 
broken where the fold was sharpest. But the brittleness of these 
calcilutite'S, like their fracture, approaches that o,f flint, and 
they rupture under very little strain. 
The rubble breccia of this horizon is perhaps the most common 
of all the Wapsipinicon breccias exposed. This is due not so 
much to its extent and thickness as to the strength of its well 
cemented masses. It stands in ledges and buttresses where the 
FIG. 65.-General r elations of the Independence zone of brecciation. Railway cut 
north of Vinton, Benton county. A, L edge of Otis calcilutite, brecciated. 
B, ' Independen ce zone. C, Upper Davenport beds, brecciated. D, Barren 
beds, arched, in places brecciated. . 
, 
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abutting clayey breccia Df the Independence weathers down to 
slppes. More than any other terrane the Lower DavenpDrt lime-
stone is apt at any pDint to be completely in<volved in the brec-
ciation and to leave no evidence of itself except a rubble breccia 
more or less intermingled or interfingering with the Independ-
·ence. 
North of Independence the Lower Davenport is very thin and 
its presen~e is questionable. On the contrary in Scott and Mus-
catine counties it reaches a thickness of over fo,rty feet. In 
FIG. fo6.-Crackle breccia. Upper surface of layer of Lower Davenport l!mestone. 
S~t!on E, Felton creek, Cedar Rapids, Linn county. 
and about Davenport these beds lie in low arches' up to. 100 feet 
in di'ameter the centers Df who·se synclines are in some cases 
broken into breccia. On Rock Island areas of mosaic and rubble 
breccia seldom exceed a rod or sq in length (Plate VII). 
Besides thinly laniinated and more massive calcilutites the 
Lower . Davenport also contains sa:ccharoidal limestones finely 
displayed in the quarry of the Bettendorf Stone Company, Dav-
enport (figure 5,2 center), and in exposures about Cedar Rapids. 
These also are involved in the brecciation .at several points as 
· . 
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Area of brecciated laminated Lower Davenport limestone, Rock Island, Illinois. 
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FlU. Q L-.. tHut.;K v1 UH:;l.~::,lV,", Luw~l' .LJa,veu.lJurt Hll1el:)tuHt::, ill lJa.L'l craCK-lea, In ·part 
crusht:d to rubble. Feltoll creek, Cedar Rapids, Linn county. 
at the Linn section and in Section E, Felton creek, Cedar Rapids~ 
where they appear in dislocated ledges and la:rge blocks. 
THE UPPER DAVENPORT BRECCIA 
The ledges of tough granular heavily bedded Upper Daven'-
port limestone yielded to brecciation by breaking into blocks 
which r,each large sizes. There may be but slight movement of 
the blocks in the gently undulating stratum, a' movement indi-
Gated by slickensides, or, with more stroTI!gly marked archings of 
the bed, the blocks may be rotated and disparted. Thus at the 
railway cut west of Linn and in the cut north of Vinton the 
Upper Davenport zone is marked in pla~ces near the summit of 
the section' by undulating lines of tumbled blocks which in some 
places have a diameter of three to five feet and in a few cases 
are eleven feet in diameter. The fracture planes commonly are 
t, 
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smoothed and grooved and the sl~ckensides break' across bedding 
planes and cut sections inl the thick shells of Gypidluia com-is 
~nd other brachiopods (Plate VIII). 
. 
Where, as 'along the Volga cliffs west of Fayette, the Upper 
Davenport remains for rods practically horizontal it is yet 
sharply flexed upward in places or broken down for a few feet 
in a tumble of big blooks imbedded in the Independence. Where 
,the stresses have been evidently greater, as in the Vinton and 
Linn sections, 'the Upper 'Davenport is found inl places deep 
down in the breecia in masses of rotated blocks, accompanied by 
fragments of the superior fossiliferous or barren limestones 
(fi'gure 71). The river sections at Independence, Quasqueton 
and Troy Mills exhibit the zone of the Upper Davenpor't mingled 
with both Spirifer pennatus beds from above and the Lower 
Davenport and Independence from below. At QiUasqueton the 
ledge of Upper Davenport north of the dam is largely in place 
but displays at one point a conspicuous thrust . 
. FIG, 68,-Flexed Jaminre of Lower Davenport limestone. Duck creek, Scott county. 
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.. 
Slickensides on block of Upper Daven.port limestone, Linn section, Linn county. 
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BRECCIATION OF THE .sPIRIFER PENNATUS BEDS 
The limestones above the Upper Davenpo·rt are usually but 
slightly involved in the Wapsipinicon brecciation. But at several 
points, as at Linn and at Troy Mills, their fossiliferous frag-
ments are found deep down in the breccia commingled with those 
, of inferior terranes.· In very many ca:ses they are aff.ected by 
FIG. 69.-Mosaic breccia of Lower Davenport l;mestone. Rock Island, Illinois. 
folding and lie in long gentle undulations whose dips seldom 
exceed fifteen degrees. Shattering is also a common phen'ome-
non at this horizon. Thus in Sumner township, Buchanan 
county, there lies above the Gyroceras beds a hody of limestone 
"nlot distinctly bedded but very much shattered and cut by joints 
28 
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FIG. 70.-Ledge of Lower D.avenport laminated calc!hitlte largely crushed to rubble. 
Section E, east end, Felton creek, Cedar Rlaplds, Linn county. 
that intersecting at every possible angle, divide the bed into a 
great number of shapeless fragments which still retain their 
relative position unchanged.' '47 
While the shattering effects of frost on superficial beds of 
limestone are well knlown, ihe phenomena of slickensides very 
extensively developed on the joint walls led Calvin to infer 
·the "tremendous crushing, and shearing strains to which these 
rocks have been subjected.' '48 . -
THE SIGNIFIO~CE OF FOSSILS IN BREOOIAS 
The question whether the zones of breccia just described are 
fos-siliferous . or unfossiliferous is one of moment. A fossil-
iferous matrix such as that of the glacial breccia uplifted from 
the sea floor to form the Chaix Hills, Alaska, has obvious 
"Calvin, Geol. of Buchanan -County; Iowa Geol. Sllrv., yol. VIII, p. -225. _ 
" Jbid, il. 226. I I I J 
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implrcations. Fossiliferous fragments a.dmit of several expla-
nations. It was early stated by McGee49 of the breccia at 
'Fayette that "both fragments and matrix are sometimes fossil-
iferous· and their fossils are identicaL" The fragments of the 
breccia are abundantly fossiliferous when the Spirifer pennatu8 
beds or the Upper Davenport are involved. , No fossils have yet 
been fOlmd in .fragments from the Otis. This terrane is not in-
volved in the major brecciations to th'e south where it is fossil-
iferous, and so fat as is known it is unfossiliferous north of 
Linn county in the area: where it contributes to the breccia. The 
Independeln~e ce'rtainly has its highly fossiliferous tracts, but 
these appear to be so few that no fossils have been found in 
the Independence breccia zone except in the one little-disturbed 
fossiliferous tract of the Linn section (p. 388). The charncterist,ic 
FIG. 71.-Larg'e blocks (}f Upper DavenPort limestone along the top and at the' righlt. 
Railway cut riorth of Vint(}n, Benton county. 
----
" McGee, W J, Pleistocene History of North,eastern Iowa: 11th Ann. Rept. U. S. 
Geo!. Survey, Pt. 1, p. 319, Washington, 1891. 
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fossils of the shale are fragile, it is true, but if they had been 
contributed in any large numbers to the breccia, they surely 
would have been recognized. 
The matrices of all zones are entirely unfossiliferous, so fa.r 
as is known. This statement is hardly necessary for the lime-
stone and calcite matrices of the crackle and mosiac breccias and 
the close-set rubbles of the Otis and Lower Davenport zones. 
Where the Independence detritus constitutes the matrix some 
caution is ~eeded in observation. The fossils of the Spirifer 
p(!nnat1Jrs beds are very readily detached and may be picked up 
free of 'inclosing lime rock on any weathering outcrop. It is 
therefore to be expected that where the Spirifer pe'nnatus beds 
contributed to an Independence matrix breccia not only fossil~ 
ifeDous roek fragments but also an occasional detached fossil · 
may be found. I~ three instances detached shells of an Atrypa 
or an Orthis have been observed in the Independence matrix. 
In each case the Sp'irifer pennatus beds contributed to the breccia 
of tl;le zone in which the fossils were found. In no case did the 
appear,ance of the shells or their filling warrant the assump-
tion that they originally belonged to marine sediments which 
now supply a matrix to fragments which had been deposited 
among them. The filling of these shells was hard limestone of 
the Spi1-ifer pennatus beds facies, and not soft earthY.Independ-
ence matrix. In no case has a fo·ssil been found in the Inde-
pendence matrix where the upper fossiliferous beds have not 
contributed fossiliferous fragments to it. 
Cause and Conditions of the Major Brecciation 
The extent of the Wapsipinicolll breccia at once removes it 
from the class of merely local breccias such as those due to 
landslide or composed of talus. The universal angularity 'of 
the fragments as well as a number of other considerations for-
bid its classi:ficat~on as a residual or as a bajada breccia. The 
elose association of crackle, mosaic and rubble breccia proves 
that it cannot be a shoal, a reef, or a beach, subaqueous breccia, 
or a raft breccia of any variety. 
Subaqueous glide as the cause of the major brecciation cannot 
be so summarily dismissed from consideration. The glide upon 
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the sea floor of partly indurated sediments may be supposed to 
produce sharply angular fragmenlts in the hardened beds an~ 
a gradation from crackle to rubble and even to a breccia of 
sporadic fragments. A zonal arrangement of material is to be 
expected where the gliding mass includes a sequence of different 
beds. Weak beds such as shales will supply matrix out of their 
detritus. More stable tracts may remain unlaffected in the 
midst of ,a widespread creep. Moreover, subaqueous glide brec-
cias are normally associated with foldings of the strata. In all 
these particulars the Wapsipinicon breccia talHes closely with 
those ,caused by subaqueous glide,. 
An effective objection to this hypothesis hardly lies in the 
wide extent of the Wapsipinicon breccia of Iowa. True, all 
breccias recently referred ,to glide, so far as the writer is aware, 
are quite local. But our knowledge of the phenomena of the 
slump of 'sediments_ of continental deltas which are overloaded-
or shaken by severe earthquakes-or of sediments laid on slopes 
accentuat,ed by deformat~o'DI, is too limited to prescribe the ex-
tent possible in such movements. 
- In glides, however, a certain plasticity of the sediments is 
necessary-the plasticity of sediments but p~rtly indurated. 
The summit beds of the gliding mass axe the muds and oozeR 
of the sea floor, and these will mix as matrix with fragments of 
lower beds which have become hard eI,lough to break. In a ' 
brecciation so nearly contemporaneous with even the deeper 
strata involved, beds may be found some distance, beneath the 
surface which will r emain so poorly cemented as to flow plasti-
cally. But nothing is ,clearer than that the summit beds of the 
Wapsipinicon breccia, the Spirifer penna.tus beds, were thor-
oughly indurated at the time of brecciation. They were bent 
but slightly bef,ore they were shattered into angular fragments. 
In no instance do they intermingle as matrix with fragments of 
deeper beds. From summit to base of the terrane,s involved, all 
limestones show on[y the slightest capacity for yielding plasti-
cally to strain, while shales aTe crushed instead of flowing 
plastically as mud. ' 
The overlying beds of a subaqueous glide are undefoTmed. 
The glide does not die out above, but ends sharply at a horizon 
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abO've which the beds are undisturbed. The cQntact is accO'rd-
ant when the glide has been rewQrked and leveled by the waves. 
In this .case the Qverlying beds cQntain at bO'ttQm fragments of 
the strata Qf ' the glide, either rQunded and fQrmi:tIllg a basal 
cQngl'Qmerate, Qr partly angular, forming a breccia-cO'nglomer-
ate with the same signifioance. If the slidden mass is rea's-
sembled belQw wave base, the superincumbent beds are free 
frO'm fragments, but the CQntact is discQrdant. As' we have 
seen, the WapsipinicQn breccia has nO' such upper li:rhit. It is 
cQvered neither by a basal cO';nglQmerate nQr by a dis'CO'rdant 
stratum. The defQrmatiQns which aCCQmpany it have nO' defined 
upper limit. They die Qut gradually. 
f 
The base plane Qf a slidden mass shQuld be accQunted fQr by 
the cO'mpO'sition Qf the sediments invQlved. The plane Qf sh~ar 
in a · glide WQuld hardly traverse well indurated limestQnes. 
Shale with superincumbent limestQne furnishes an' ideal base 
fQr a ' creep dQwn slQpe Qf Qceanic sediments Qr fQr a mQre vig-
QrQUS debacle, just as it cQnditiQns many subaerialiandslides. 
It ~s true that the Independence shale is involved in th~ DevQn-
ian . breccia Qf IQwa, but it is nQt its base. ' In the northern 
cQUJnties ' the ' chief brecciated beds are un,derlyin2' limestO'nes, 
thQrQughly. indurated at the time, as seen by · their · intimate 
shattering. Everywhere the strains which gave rise to' the 
·brecciating prQcess extended far belQw the level Qf the base Qf 
the Independence. 
Excluding the hypQthesis Qf subaqueQus glide fQr the reaSQns 
just given, we reach by eliminatiQn the class Qf endQlithic brec-
cias. Of these we may dismiss expansion breccia:s as far tQQ 
lQcal, and founder breccias fQr want Qf evidence either Qf 
fQundering Qr Qf cQnditiQns leading to' it. There 'remains the 
species Qf endQlithic breccia due to' defQrmatiQn, knQWn as 
tectQnic, breccia. Three varieties Qf tectQnic breccia. are, dis:-
criminated, fault , breccia, fQld breccia, and crush breccia, ac-
cQrding to' the manner in which defQrmatiQn is accQmplished. 
It is believed that a satisfactQry explanatiQn of the majQr brec-
ciatiQn Qf the IQwa DevQnian is to' be fQund in defQrmatiQn by 
f,Qlding accO'mpanied with SQme faulting parallel Qr nearly par-
allel with the bedding pla::nes. 
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The association of brecciation with folding of the strata in 
the Iowa Devonian is of the closest (figures. 72 and 73). The 
degree of brecciation is in proportion to the degree of fold-
ing and the brittleness of the rook. From a central zone where 
both folding, faulting and brecciation are most intense, all 
three effects decreas~ vertically in both directions, and· finally 
die away. Where deformation is comparatively slight, brec-
ciation is limited to areas, such as the bottQms of anticlines, 
where the change in direction of the fold is greatest ' and the 
FIG. 72.-Faulted fold in a fragment of Lower Davenport llmestone. Linn section, 
Linn county. , 
strain . most severe. EiVery gradation may be traced 'f:rom 
ruptured anld shattered beds to rubhle breccia in which frag-
ments of other and different beds are intermingled, so that there 
can be no doubt that the disruption of the rock into both crackle 
and rubble breccia axe due to the same internal strains. 
. . 
The degree of disruption varies also inversely with the com-
petency of the stratum. Thick beds of tough granular Upper 
Davenport limestone break into large blocks which grind upon 
each other and are more or less . rotated and displaced accord-
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FIG. 73.-Faulted massive bed of Lower Davenport fragmenta l limestone. Base of 
Section E, Felton creek, Cedar Rapids, Linn county. 
ing to the intensity of the stresses and the movement of the un-
derlying beds. . 
The terrane of special weakness in the Wapsipinicon complex 
is clearly the Independence. .At this horizon brecciation is 
most intense . . This body of shales and impure limel?tones is local-
ly crushed to :fine detritus which serves as a matrix to the frag-
ments of the inclosing limestones and of its own more resistant 
beds. , Because of the yielding of these shales the limestont:s 
either immediately above it or below, or both above it and below, 
receive the maximum strains and ar.e broken up more. completely 
than those more 'distant. The horizon of the Independence is 
therefore the horizon of the major brecciation. The Lower 
Davenport is brecciated readily and in many piaces completely 
both because 'of its nearnes~ to the Independence and also be-
cause of the brittleness of its thinly laminated limesione:s. ,It 
seems in places to have broken to pieces under strains hardly 
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more severe than those necessary to breeci'ate beds of chert of 
equal thickness.. Indeed, there are exposures, e. g., near Cedar 
Rapids and along the Mississippi north of Davenport, where 
the Lower Davenpo,rt is partly brecciated, while the more elastic 
Independence seems to have very largely escaped. The Otis 
shows compressive strains in its low undula.t,ions which are gen-
erally sufficient to shatter its calcilutites, but leave its basal 
granular magnesian limestones little affected, while the still 
deeper brittle Bertram beds are only intimately crackled. 
The sharp angularity of the fragments of the breccia in all 
its zones also points to a tectonic origin (figure 74). Wear by 
ocea.n waves and streams after fragmentation is entirely pre-
cluded. 'The angularity of the fragments even offers some dif-
'ficulty to the theory of fold and crush. The intimate comming-, 
ling of beds suggests considerable horizontal movement in drag 
folds and along planes of shear under which more wear by mu-
tual attrition might be expec~ed than is actually to be observed. 
FIG. H .- Breccia of Lower, Davenport limestone fragments. Schmidt's quarry, Dav-
enport, Scott county. 
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The date of a tec.tonic deformation is fixed as not earlier than 
the latest strata involved. As we have seen the strains of the 
major brecciation die out in the Cedar Valley limestone. Here 
and there, as at Osage, local folding accompanied by brecciation 
occurs well up in the Cedar Valley limestone, but these occur-
rences are so limited in the thickness of the rocks affected that 
they may perhaps be best explained by subaqueous glide. We 
may therefore conclude that at some time later than the deposi-
tion .of the limestones of the lower life zones of the Cedar Val-
ley, the DevO'man terranes suffered deformation under lateral 
pressure. The Wapsipinicon complex was thrown into Low' 
troughs and arches. The Independen'ce and the laminated cal-
cilutites immediately adjacent to it formed a zone of special 
weakness and these terranes were crushed and brecciated and 
\ 
their fragments intermingled. The Upper Davenport and the 
Bpirifer pennatus beds · also were involved in the brecciation 
, largely because of the incompetency of the supporting strata. 
It remains to be stated that the foldings of the various beds of 
,the Wapsipinicon are accordant. This is best seen where the 
folding is least intense as at the Cedar Rapids quarries where a 
single set of low undulations inv,olves both 'Otis and, Independ-
ence, and along the cliffs of the Volga west of Fayette where the 
same accordance is seen between the Independence and the 
Davenport 'and Cedar Valley limestones. Where the stresses 
were more s'evere the , Independence naturally yielded in more 
numerous and sharper folds than affect the more competent 
beds .. 
From the accordance just stated we may infer that the major 
brecciation was due to a single diastrophic movement dating 
not earlier than the Cedar Valley, rather than to a succession of 
deformations. ' 
The Minor Brecciations 
The theory of a single tectonic deformation oc.curring not 
earlier tham the Cedar Valley stage accounts, as we have seen, 
for the larger phenomena of the Wapsipincon breccias'. But 
'there remain certain outstanding facts still unexplained. 
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Davenport brecciations.-We may mention first a number of 
lines of evidence converging in proof of a minor brecciation of. 
the Lower Davenport at a time about its close. Blocks of this 
limestone are. found .not infrequently which themselves are hrec-
. ciated (figure 75). Such a block is composed ,of detached lam-
inre imbedded in a paste identical in texture and nearly of the 
same color as the fragments. .The block itself, along with other 
hlocks and fragments of the Lower Davenport, the Upper Dav-
enport, and some of the stronger rocks of the Independence, is 
FIG. 75.-Complex brecciation, with parallelism of detached laminre in fragment. 
Linn section, Linn county. 
I 
mingled with .the Independence buff arid earthy detritus. The 
major brecciation fully accounts for the breaking up of ledges of 
thoroughly hardened Lower Davenport and · the incorporation 
of the plocks in the chaotic mass of debris. But the struGi;ure of 
·the block can no mQre thus be explain~d than the intimate struc-
ture of a bowlder imbedded in till can be explained by glacial 
plucking. The brecciated structure of the block shows clearly 
that while the calcareous oozes of the Lower Davenport sea floor 
were still unse~, laJ?1inre already indurated were somehow bro'ken 
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up and mingled with .the oozes to form new layers. In many 
cases the fragments of the laminre retain much of their parallel-
ism and their attitude suggests incorporation by mass move-
ment rather than by ordinary sedimentary deposition of the 
fragments by wave and current. A few blocks show distinctly 
the effect of movement under pressure. In figure 7'6, from the · 
Li'nn seotion, a mass of minute fragments of thin plates shows 
disti!n:ctly convergent and divergent lines on either side of a nar-
row gate between the ends of a broken thicker layer. The atti-
tude of the laminre strongly suggests movement under pressure 
through the gate. 
The same radiation of lines of unequiaxed fragments of 
. broken laminre at a parting in a thicker layer was observed in 
fragments. at Troy Mills. . 
Oontemporaneous brecciation is seen also in fragmental sac-
charoidallimestones, which are found at a number of exposures 
of the Lower Davenport. Thus at Bettendorf the Lower Dav-
enport limestone includes toward the base of the .quarry section 
white saccharoidallimestone which contains sparse fragments of 
drab calcilutite .whose fragmentation must have antedated the 
j)O'rmation of the layer in which they are imbedded. Here the 
major brecciation left the strata undisturbed. The same phenom-
enon occurs in No.7, Sect,ion A, Felton creek, Oedar Rapids 
(p. 520). At Section E on the same creek the lower zone exposed 
exhibits faulted and tumbled blocks of heavily bedde<i fragmental 
limestones' whose fragments include several different lithologic 
types (p,. 522). The breaking up of the original beds and the as- ' 
semblage of. the fragments i!n the heavily bedded limes,tones 
must have lOIlg preceded the major brecciation which faulted 
the ledges and left their tumbled blocks at the base of a breccia 
hodge-podge which includes fragments of the Upper Davenport. 
In a 'llumber of blocks contacts are seen between the Upper 
and the Lower Dlivenport, which indi\5ate a brecciation of the 
lower bed so nearly contemporaneous that the upper had not 
had time to become indurated at time of brecciation. Blocks 
indeed are sometimes found which show the lower surface of 
the Upper Davenport resting upon the parallel unbroken lam-
inre' of the Lower Davenport. Here there is . entire conformity. 
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,But . in other cases tb,e upper layers of the calcilutite, the only 
ones present in the block, have been crackled, or more co;rnplete-
ly sh,attered and the paste of the Upper Davenport fills· the fis-
sures to some depth, as in figure 77. It will be noted in this 
FIG. 76.-Fragment showing complex brecciation, Linn s6lltion, Linn county. 
I 
figure that the whitish calcilutite beneath is a mosaic breccia. 
The fragments largely match along their apposed surfaces and 
for the most part retain their original horizontality. Their 
position is not that ofa bed of fragments assembled on the 
-
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FIG. 77.-'-.blUCK 01 Or"CCl.... :::itl<Jtlon.w; b'elton creek, Cedar Rapids, Linn county. 
Light rock, Lower Davenport. Dark rock, Upper Davenport. 
ocean' floor by waves to be covered later by the gray limestone of 
the Upper' Davenport. The brecciation of the calcilutite evi-
dently did not precede the deposit of the darker limestone upon 
it. It oooorred after the deposit of the basal layer of the Upper 
Davenport, ,but while the latter was still so pasty that ,it could 
be pressed 'in plastically among the fragments into which the 
brittle calcilutite underneath it had been broken. 
From Davenport to Independence the basal layers of the Up-
per Davenport limestone or the blocks into which it has been 
broken contain sparse, sm~l~ angular fragments of calcilutite of 
the Lower Davenport faci'3s (figure 78). They do not form a 
sedimentary layer ahd they show no signs of water wear. They 
are distributed sporadically and set at all angles . but blocks are 
~een on whose surfaces the fragments seem to have been im-
pressed, leaving the surface of the block and that of the frag-
ments flush. 
, 
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These fragments are to be distinguished by their shape and 
attitude, if not microscopically by their structure, from the thin 
horizontally lying lenses of organic origin which have been al-· 
r eady mentioned as occasionally found in the Upper Davenport. 
Angular fragments of a stratum of limestone incorporated 
sporadically in the stratum immediately a;bove are so rare 
among sedimentary rocks that some cause outside the ordinary 
course of sedimentation is to be inferred. A reef of calcilutite 
might perhaps be plucked by waves and its fragments mingled 
with a coquinadepo·siting illl! deeper waters: But all of the phe-
nomena just mentioned which prove an early fragmentation of . 
the Lower Davenport limestone are associated together, 'and a 
common cause is to be found for all if possible. The incorpora-
tion of fragments is to be explained by-the same cause as that 
invoked to explain complex brecciation. That this common 
FIG. 78.-Block of dark gr.anular Upper Davenport limestone with included fragments 
of Lower Davenport calcilutite. Aungst quarries, north of Vinton, Benton 
county. ' 
• 
• 
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cause is to be found in brecciation under internal ·strain is con-
firmed by an example of Schmidt's quarry, Davenport (figure 
79) . At one point in this quarry fragments of Lower Daven-
port calcilutite are more conspicuously intermingled with the 
Upper Davenport coquina than at any other locality known, and 
they range from the bottom of the beds to include the coralline 
layer near the ' top. At this particular point the beds are 
strongly deformed. A bed of Lower Davenport rubble breccia 
(A), two feet in thickness is pressed up at an angle of 40° against 
a mound of blocks of Upper Davenport with which fragments of 
the same calcilutite are' intimately commingled both within ana 
between the blocks.. Evidently the incorporation of fragments 
FIG. 79-Mound of Upper Davenport limestorie, with small fragments of Lower 
Davenport calcilutite commingled. Schmidt's quarry, Davenport . 
A. Rubble of small close-set fragments o,f Lower Davenport calcilutite in tilted 
bed two feet thick, matrix of chinkstone and like fragments. 
B. Block_ of Upper Davenport limestone with a central horizontal zone in Which 
smaH calcilutite fragments are sporadic. Corals are Imbedded both above and below 
this zone. . ' . . . ' . 
C . . Block In which Lower"Davenport fra gments are thickly inset-in Upper Da'Venport 
matrix. 
D. Blocks in which Lower Davenpollt fragments are very few. 
E. Rubble 'breccia similar to A. , 
F. Rubble breccia of LoOwer Davenport fragments in a sparse buff matrix. 
'. 
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in the Upper Dave'nport and the deformation are due to a com-
mon cause and both took plaqe while the Upper Davenport co-
quina was still plastic and the Lower Davenport calcilutite was 
firmly set. 
An alternative hYI>othesis is that while the Lower Davenport fragments 
were incorporated in the Upper Davenport ' while the latter sediments were 
still unindurated, the deformation, the formation of the tilted bed of Lower 
Davenport breccia (figure 79-A) and of the b: eccia of the same type imbedded 
'between the Upper Davenport blocks (E) ('Occurred la:ter, pr~sumably 'at the 
time oif the major deformation_ Against this hypothesis stands the close simi-
larity in size and facies of the fragments of the rubble breccia and the spor'adic 
'fragments within the 'blocks or deeply impressed upon their sides. The number 
of the imbed'd,ed fragments here in the Upper Davenport is entirely exceptiO'nal. 
Hence the improbability that precisely at the PO'int where the Upper Davenport 
sediments had somehow become commingled to such an extraordinary degree 
with fragments O'f the Lower Davenport a later local deformation should have 
again crushed the Lower Davenport beds to hreccia. While all th~ pheno,mena 
' appear to be caused by a single deformatlon, it is po,ssible that this deforma-
tion was that producing the major brecciation; provided that the m,ajor deforma-
ti.on took place w'hile the Uppe1' Davenpo1·t sediments were still unindlurated. 
This is. impossible if the Upper Davenport beds are to' be dated by the, First 
Fauna which they contain, . that is, if they are contemporaneO'us with the 
Gyroceras , beds of Linn .and Buchanan counties. For the majO'r brecciation 
certainly occurred in these counties af.ter the arrival ,of ,the Fifth Fauna and 
the deposit of heavy beds of limestone upon the Upper Davenport. Th,:: hypoth-
esis may be entertained if the Upper Davenport b.eds of Scott county were 
contempo,rary with the arrival in the north of the highest fauna which they 
include. To what extent the higher Devonian limestones of Scott county share 
the deformation of the Upper Dayenport has not been 3Jscertained. The Upper 
Davenport itself is ¥,ugely in place. 'Contacts with higher beds are found only 
at a single locality-Schmidt's old quarry, where exposures of the higher beds 
are few and small and obscure. Against this hypothesis lies the fact that the 
inclusions of f.ragments of Lower DaV'enport calcilutite in the Upper Daven-
port beds is co,=on throughout the Wapsipinicon area as far north as Inde-
pendence, and it is probable that the inclusion took place under the same condi-
tions and at the same time. In the northern counties this inclusion could nO't 
be d'ue to the major deformation, since that took place long, after the deposit of 
the Up,per Davenport and its induration. The phenomena in question seen in 
figure 79 are therefore referred to the minor brecciation which occurred soon 
after the close of Lower Davenport time. 
. . 
The entire group of phenomena seem best explained by a rsue-
cession of subaqueous glides producing local mass movements 
of the sediments. Beds of more or less indurated rock would 
thus be broken up. Their fragments would be mingled with un-
consolidated sediments and thus in moving on to form new beds 
29 
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would retain their angularity far more than if handled OMY by 
wave and undertow. Thus fragments of Lower Davenport cal-
cilutite were imbedded in a paste of the same mture, and sac-
charoidal and other limestone fragments were completely com-
mingled. StjIllater indurated beds of Lower Davenport were 
shattered and their fragments were taken up in glides of the 
Upper Davenport sediments which then formed the sea floor. 
The crackle breccias into :whose seams the Upper Davenport 
. paste is injected, and the accompanying deformations. as at Dav-
enport, suggest as an adequate cause of these glides a slight ridg-
ing of the strata under lateral pressure With perha.ps a shatter-' 
ing by accompanying earthquakes. 
Indepenq,e.n:ce brecciations.----'The evidence for contemporan-
eous Independence brecciations is somewhat different from that 
of the superior terranes. This evidence consists of fragmental . 
limestones and local beds, of breccia where the formation as a 
whole ' has been little disturbed. In the Chicago and North 
Western Railway quarries at Cedar Rapids, ,for example, the I'll- . 
dependence contains a bed of fr'agmental limestone, a rubble 
breccia . of small fragments with an hummocky ' upper surface 
(No.8 of section, p. 518). The bed is formed in ·situ by the break-
ing up of a layer of laminated limestone, . for in places there ex-
istsa complete lateral gradation into crackle breccia. So faT, this 
might all be due ·to the strains of the major brecciation. But in 
places the fragmental layer graduates upward into soft buff 
earthy independence limestone in which its fragments are spor-
adic. Fragmentation here took place before the deposit of the 
beds of the Independence which rest upon the fragmental 
layer. In places ,in the Independence zone of breccia frag-
menta:llimestones occur in blocks which are of characteristic In-
dependence facies. Matrix and minute, in some cases sporadic, 
fragffierits are commonly much alike, although fragments of a 
different lithologic tYPe may also be present. The matrix is not 
of chinks tone and calcite-the typical matrix of a bed of rocks 
crushed after complete lithification but not intermingled with 
other 'fragments. Even a caIcite matrix in a fragment of brec-
cia which itself is brecciated demands explanation. But in 
these cases the matrix appears to be of contemporaneous sedi-
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ments and thus is proof of contemporaneous breccirutioDi. Nor 
is it to be expected that the same stresses which crush a rock 
to minute bits will break the recemented layer into blocks and 
imbe'd them in very hetero~eneous breccia,. . 
Where the Independence is very little disturbed there are lim-. 
ited tracts which show complete brecciation. .such could be ac-
counted for by the yielding ,of certain. weak beds to the lateral 
pressure of the maJor brecciation while the stronger beds which 
inclose them took up the thrust without deformation. For ex- . 
ample, at Cedar Rapids (No.3, Section C, Felton creek, p. 521) 
we have a rubble hreccia six feet thick intercalated in impure 
limestones which remaiu about horizontal. The beds have suf-
fered lateral pressure, for the lower two and one-half feet, of the 
thickly bedded limestone immediately above the brecci'a is bent 
to' low undulations. The pressure was sufficient tobrecci;:Lte 
thin-layered limestones and shales at this horizon, for the thick-
layered limestone above the breccia is brokeR into large' blocks 
at the axis of 'a syncline. So far there is nothing which cannot' 
be explained · by deformation at 'the time' of the major breccia-
tion. But the breccia contains a large variety of lithologic 
types. It seems imprqbable that six feet of the Independence ' 
, or some commensurate larger vertical dimension, should contain 
. so many types . Certainly no such variety is anywhere in evidence 
in Independence outcrops within equal limits: . On the other 
hand a subaqueous glide collecting its material from different 
depths and spreading it l;n varying thicknesses could readily as-
. semble all the debris of "the brecci'a 'bed and upon it would be de-
posited the. horizontal limestones of" the seCtion. Later, under 
the strain of 'the major brecciation, the limest.one in immediate 
. contact with the breccia was slightly bent and at one point 
broken. 
To what extent the inteTII).ingling of different beds of the 
Independence and those of the Otis limestone seen in the Inde-
pendence zone of breccia is due to contemporaneous subaqueous 
glides in Independence time is impossible to determine. ' The 
major brecciation wherever complete effaced evidences of for-
mer brecciations except that of brecciated fragments. " The frag-
mental limestones of the Independence where of depositio~a;l 
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FIG. 80.-Portion of cliff, "Cedar Bluffs," on Wa.psipinicon river about three miles 
southeast of Troy Mills, Linn county. 
origin, either fo:und now' in continuous beds 0; in detached 
blocks' imply no great disturbance at the time of their forma- . 
tion. They may be due to very local glides extremely limited' in 
depth, or to the action of waves and tides oh shoals. Fragmental 
layers of similar origin are to ' be found both in the Otis and 
in the Bertram limestones, but they require no further descrip-
tion than thitt already given in the sections of the outcrops of 
these formations. 
The Independence in some places' presents angular cavities 
dlJe to the r emoval of fragments under weathering. Where the 
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fragments were close s'et there results a reticulated surface as 
the matr"ix is left standing in narrow partition walls in high re-
lief. Such surfaces are common on stacks and cliffs of the 
Monroe breccia of Mackinac Island, Michigan, and the adjoin-
ing shores of the mainland. In the Independence breccia they 
are seen along the Wapsipinicon river outcrops and ·are specially 
noteworthy at "Cedar Bluffs" three miles southeast of Troy 
Mills (figures 80 and 81). 
SECTIONS OF THE WAPSIPINICON 
Fayette County 
In all the sec;tions of the Wapsipinicon in Fayette county the 
breccias are very much alike, and with the exception of some \ 
minor phenomena all are referred to the major ' brecciation. 
FIG. 81-Matrix from which fragments have been removed by weathering. Inde-
, pendence beds, on Wapsipinicon river at Cedar Bluffs, about three miles 
southeast of Troy Mills, Linn county. 
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, Under the horizontal pressure of this brecciation the atrata ad-
jac nt to the weak zone of the Independence wer~ all folded to-
gether. , The shaly portions of the Independence were crushed 
to minute fragments and thick limestone beds were broken and 
displaced. The Davenport 'limestones generally were only 
gently 'arched but in pl;tCles they were abruptly bent or were 
,broken down into the zone of the Independe;nce. The Otis cal-
cilutites immediately "beneath the Independence in many in-
stances remained in place. Here they were crackled and in 
s-orne cases ' broken to endostratic mosaic breccia passing into 
rubble. In places they were comple-rely removed amd broken up. 
The thinly laminated Otis ,beds beneath were in places heavily 
dragged along their upper margin where the 'Otis calc~lutite 
ledge also was torn away, -as at E!a;gle Point. Everywhere they 
were bent to low folds and crackled. They were also brecciated 
along joi~t planes and the axes of synclinal folds. ' The massive 
basal dolbmites of the Otis, the Westfield phase, supported by 
the Niagaran strata, were strong enough to endure the strain 
without visible signs of deformation. 
Fragmental limestones of the Independence seem to imply dis-
turbed sedimentation during that period. Further brecciation 
during Independence time may be 'responsible for some of the 
sporadic breccia of this zone, but of this there is no clear proof. 
Northern Sections.-The most northern exposure of the Wap-
sipinicon lies in the northwestern township 'of Fayette county on 
Crane creek, where a cliff of Devonian limestone thirty-five feet 
high embraces beds which range from the Acervularia profunda 
beds at the top to brecciated calcilutite beds at the bottom.5o 
About a mile and Qne-half to the east of this section there is ex-
posed on the bank of a small stream a success~on of beds of 
which the two lowest are described as follows by Savage.51 , 
FEET 
2. Bed of yellowish gray lime'stone in rather indistinct lay-
ers which are ,checked with numerous joints; containing 
PrOductella subaZata, PentameraZZa d.ubia, Gypiduza comis, 
Spiriler pennatil.s, Atrypa reticuZaris, A. aspe'ra var. oc-
ciaentaZis ....... . .... . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 
"Savage, T. E ., Gool. of Fayette County: Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. XV, p, 511. 
"Ibid, p , 509, ' 
----
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Section in City quarry, West Union, Fayette county. Outlines drawn from a photograph. A, Laminated Otis limestone, No. 2 of 
quarry section. B, Otis limestone, NO.3. C, Lens of broken Otis calcilutite . continuation of H-J. D. Rubble of Otis breccia, 
many fragments of which are three to four inches In diameter. . E, Rubble breccia of large Independence matrix with Otis 
fragments. F, C'rackled laminated Otis qalclluUte,. In places a mosaic breccia. G as F, but somewhat more brecciated, faulted, 
and laminre bent in places and rotated. H, Massive, finely crackled and some .fragments displaced. I , Mosaic breccia. J, Rup-
tures chiefly vertical, mosaic-crackle breccia. 
" . 
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1. Bed composed largely of light colored shale in which a few 
i.rregular fragments of limestone are imbedded. Such 
fragments become more a.bundant in the lower part; 
talus-cover.ed to bed of stream .... ... ................ 7 
Although this and the preceding outcrops were not visited by 
the writer, we may easily identify No.1 with the Independence 
zone · of breccia since No. 2 is the horizon of the Upper Daven-
port. 
West Union.-A quarry opened within the corporate limits 
of the city of West Union on the left bank of a small creek ex-
hibits the laminated Otis limestone, somewhat folded ·and 
crackled; and resting ·upon it brecciated Otis calcilutites, and in 
places breccia of the Independence type. 
1. The lowest · beds now visible in the quarry are apparently the same as 
the more massive magnesian limestone seen at the bottom of the railway cut 
at Fayette and situated near the base of the Devonian. 
2. Upon these lies thinly laminated nonmagnesian limestone about four 
feet thick. As at Fayette this member has been thrown into gentle undula-
tions about six feet from crest to crest. The laminre also sho'V slight crenula-
tions two or three inches in width, and are everywhere crackled. The mesh 
work is as fine as an inch in diaineter and the rwp.tures are filled with calcite. 
Under the weather this bed breaks into thin ringing plates (Plate IX, A). 
3. Number 2 is capped in entire conformity by' a nonlaminated layer of 
pirikish calcilutite about six inches thick. The faces ·of the layer are smooth, 
.but the layer is finely fragmental, especially toward the top, and is mad'e of 
fragments two or· three millimeters in diameter. It is thicker in places and 
thinner. in others, 'and the upper surface is irregular (Plate IX, B). 
4. At the ·north end of the quarry No. 3 is succeeded by Otis calcilutites 
about seven feet thick. These layers, like those below, are bent into low 
arches, but either because of stronger stress or of less ability to withstand it, 
they are partly brecciated. The.layers retain for the most pari\: their continuity. 
In part they are sh.attered to a mosia'c breccia with close set vertical calcite 
seams and most of the small intercepted fragments still in place. A few, 
however, are rotated from their original position and here and there the 
laminre are bent and faulted (Plate IX. F, G, H, J). At one point is seen a lens 
(Pla.te IX, C) two feet thick made of cemented fragments some of whIch reach 
an inch in diameter, although most of them are minute. At the left this lens 
and the layers above it break down into a rubble breccia, and ·the same is 
true of the entire thickness of the Otis calcilutite bed a few yards to the righit. 
'Here the Otis is completely bro'ken up and mingled with buff Independence 
debris; and the latter is predominant in the center of the, east side of the 
quarry (figure S2) . . 
Here for a distance of a few feet the Independence rests di-
rectly upon the minutely fragmental layer· which tops the thinly 
laminated Otis beds. Immediately to the right of the view ledges 
of Otis calcilutite again appear arching upward on the limh of an 
anticline which includes the entire vertical sequence of the quarry 
beds. The same removal of the Otis calcilutite ledges-or their 
lack of deposition--:-over extremely limited areas, and their re-
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placement by a breccia of predominant Independence debris with 
some .shaly beds remaining uncrushed is seen at Eagle Point 
near Fayette and in the quarries north of Vinton. 
FIG. 82-H. Layer of 'c·alcilutite four inches thick underlain by a few inches ' of 
buff thinly lamin3Jted shale. 
G. Breccia of Otis calcilutite fragrrients well cemented passing to the right Into 
strata of Otis in place. 
F. Breccia of Independence zone; much soft buff detritus, fragments mostly under 
three inches in diameter. 
E. Shale, buff, thinly laminated. At right of hammer is an inch layer of minute 
fragments of calcilutite in a yellow 'matrix intercalated in shale. 
D. Earthy buff limestone of Independence type, in part fragmental, over which 
the shale of E arches. 
C. Breccia, Independence buff shale preponderating In ' fragments, with sporadic 
fragments of calcilutite which is mQre numerous to the left until in a few feet C 
graduates into a rubble breccia of Otis calcilutite. 
B. Otis limestone, minutely fragmental upper layer. 
A. Otis, thinly laminated beds, Hmestone plates bent and crackled. 
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Westfield Bridge S ection, Fayette.-The upper part of this 
section is given by Savage as follows: 
FEET 
13. "Decayed zone composed of thin fragments, which in places 
are crowded with valves 'of N ewberria johannis. Weath-
ered individuals of Acer'lJularia p1'o!unda, Oystiphyllum 
americanum, Oladopor a iowensis, and Favosites sp. oc-
cur in the upper part. . ... . ... ....... ..... . ........ . .. 1 
12. "Bed: consisting of fine-grained, yellow impure limestone 
in layers two to eight inches thick. The layers are 
somewhat 'broken, and contain the fossils A trypa retic-
ularis and A. aspem var. occidental i s. Small cavities 
lined with crystals of calcite are not r,are ...... . ..... 5y:! 
11. "Bed of yellow colored impure limestone in three layers. 
• • • besides the fossils in No. 12, P entam er ella dubia 
and Bpir i!er pennatus occur in the 'lower layer. . . . . . . . .. 7 
, 10. "Bed of rather massive yellowish gray limestone, less mag-
nesian than the layers of No. 11 above, somewhat broken, 
but the large fragments lie in the general plane of the 
original layers; containing in the upper portion Favo-
sites sp., P entamerella ciubia, Gypidula com is, Bp i-riter 
pennatus, Atrypa r eticularis, A. aspera var. occidentalis 
and Hypothyridi na cuboi des."" . . ...... .. . . _ . .. • . _ . . . . . 8" 
The lower part of the section is supplied by the writer: , 
9. Limestone, Independence, buff, unfossiliferous', in irregular 
layers, in part fragmental, fragments of buff limestone 
like matl'ix usually lighter in color, some of two or three 
inches diameter, but mostly minute. In places ,the layers 
are broken into fragments, some of two feet diameter, 
set at all angles. ,Some layers are arenaceous. with white , 
chert sand. Nodules of whitish crystalline silica occur. 
, Oonsiderable calcite is seen in interstitial seams. Upper 
surface somewhat irregular with depressions two inches 
in depth with 'a horizonal· diameter of six inches, filled 
with the limestone of No. 10. In places upper surface 
is crossed by close unhealed fissures whose general direc-
tion is NNE. Bed graduates beneath into clayey shale .. 7 
8. Breccia, Otis calcilutite, Cedar Rapids phase, in highly 
irregular courses, in places massive, endostratic, frag-
ments and matrix of light brown calcilutite weathering 
to gray. In places occur layers of laminated calCilutite, 
undu1ating but not brecciated .. ....... . . _ .. ......... .... 10 
7. Limestone, Otis, gray, fine-grained, weathering to thin 
plates, which ,on dislodgment fall with a submetallic 
tinkle . . . . . . .. ... . . .. . . ... _ . ... . . . . . .. . . . . .. ... . ....... 11 
6. Limestone, buff, effervescence 'rapid in cold dilute Hel; 
laminated, wit h some brownish partings. ' Upper surface 
irregular, graduating in places laterally into the thin 
plates .of No.7. In two layers . ... ...... ... .... . , .. . .. _ .. 3 ' 
5. Limestone, blue-gray where unweather'ed; in two irregular 
layers, the, upper 1% feet thick , for the most part mas-
sive, but in places laminated to one-half inch; effer-
vescence slow. Distinguished by angular fragments of 
white chert of which few exceed three or four mm. 
in diameter, giving to certain bands the appearance of 
-~--
"Savage, T. E" Iowa Gool. S'urv, , Vol. XV, p . 50 2, Des MOines, 19'05. 
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a chert sandstone. With argillaceous partings from beds 
above and below ..... . ... .... .... . . .. .. . . ,. . .. . . . . ..... 2 
4. Dolomite, gray, highly arenaceous with minute angular 
bits of cryptocrystalline silica and rounded grains of 
fine quartz sand . . . . . . .. . ...... . . . ... ;...... . . . .. ...... 3 
3. Dolomite, yellO'W-gray, upper 1% feet massive, lower foot 
in layers from % to 3 inches. Thin shaly partings in 
places 'between the two members. Highly arenaceous 
with coarse angular chert sand............... . .... . .. . 2% 
2. Clay, greenish yellow, plastic, gritJty........ . ... 1-12 to 2-3 
1. Dolomite, Niagaran, yellowish, upper surface irregularly , 
curved; chert nodules abundant; small cavities nlimer-
ous; layers up to five feet in thickness. Fossils identified 
by Savage as LyeZlia amer icana, Fa'Vosites tavosus, HaZy-
sites catenulatus, Leq>taena rhomboidaZis. To level of 
Volga river ........ . .. . .. . .... . ......... . . , . . . . ....... 15% 
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The basal bed of this section, No.1, was recognized as Silurian 
by M0Gee53 and was proved by Savage to belong to the Delaware 
stage of the Niagaran.54 
The beds of arenaceous dolomite which rest upon No. 1 re-
semble it somewhat in general facies, but with some marked dis-
' tinctions. They are separated from it -by shaly partings along 
an irregular surface which simulates or constitutes a parallel 
unconformity. They are unfossiliferous. The chert which they 
contain is in the form of layers of sand' and gravel instead of 
in nodular concretionary masses. They thus represent a wholly 
different type of sedimentation from that of the quiet ;waters and 
coral dotted sea floor of the Niagaran as preserved in the fossili-
ferous dolomite of No. 1. The , cherty nodules of the Niagaran 
had now been broken up by loog weathering dunD.g an erosion 
interval or by t~e attrition 'of waves upon the shQre. The minute 
fragments to which the cherts had been reduced were swept by 
comparatively powerful currenrts and mingled with limy oozes 
to form Nos. 3, 4 and 5 .of the Westfield section. These beds are 
regarded by Savage as belonging to the Niagaran. But although 
they resemble the Niagaran in their dolomitization, they are 
here assigned to the Devonian because of their arenaceous con-
tent which gives them the characteristics of a basal conglomer-
ate, which derived its material from the obdurate constituents 
of the subjacent stratum. Similar beds occur at the same horizon 
in Bremer county (p. 470): The contact between the 8ilurian 
and the Devonian i,s thus held to occur at the summit of No.1. 
" McGee, W J, Pleistocen& History of Northeastern Iowa: 11th Ann. Rept. U. S. 
G, S., p . 3'15 , Washing ton, 1891. 
"Savage, T. E ., op. cit., p. 502. 
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Number 7 is unquestionably Devonian and No.6 belongs with 
it structurally and because of its s'mall magnesian content. 
Number 8 is the zone of brecciated Otis calcilutites, and No.9 
is the Independence. 
A section a short distance· east of the center of section 5, West-
field township, shows the same contact relations.55 
FEET 
7. "Bed composed of fragments of drab-colored 'fine-grained 
limestone, imbedded in a matrix of calcareous material 
which also is fine-grained in texture, but lighter in color, 
without fossils. . The layers show slight undulations .... 12 
6. "Bed' ,composed of fine-grained yellowish colored limestone . 
. which is very finely laminated; upon weathering the 
material splits along the lamination planes into thin 
fissile fragments; without fossils ............. ,' .... .... 9 
5. "Irregl!-lar band of yellow colored dolomite, coarse-grained 
in texture, in places appearing somewhat arenaceous; 
nonfossiliferous .. .. . .. .. ...... .. . ....... .... ... . .. ... llh 
. 4. "Bed of yellow impure dolomite in layers four. ·to eight 
inches thick bearing some· chert and containing Pavosites 
tavosus and Halysites catenulatus ...................... 3" 
Number 4 is stated to rest on beds of fossiliferous Niaga.ran 
limestone containing chert concretions and aggregating about 
eight feet in thickness. Number 7 of this' section is identical with 
No.8 of the Westfield Bridge section and both belong to the Otis 
calcilutite zone. Number 6 of this section is the same as the b3d 
of calcareous plates of the Westfield Bridge section, No.7, which 
also.is referred to the Otis. Number 5, which Savage includ::s 
in the Niagaran, is placed by the writer i~ the Devonian for the 
reasons stated regarding Nos. 3, 4, and 5 of the Westfield section. 
Cut of the Chicago, MilwClIUke.e GIna Saint Paul 'Railway, 
Fayette.- This rock cut, 600 feet long and 50 feet deep, presents 
a section quite similar to that of the Westfield bridge. Owing 
to the nearly vertical walls it is' less accessible for close study 
and it does not reach to the Niagaran horizon. The description 
of the three upper beds is abridged from Savage.56 
FEET 
7. Limestone, fine-irained, yellow, impure, in so'mewhat shat-
tered layers three to nine inches in thickness, containing 
Atrypa reticularis and A. aspera var. occidentalis ...... 11 % 
6. Limestone, yellow, magnesian, similar to No.7, in imperfect 
layers one and one-half to three feet in thickness, con-
taining Gypidula comis, Spirifer pennatus, and the 
Atrypas .............. .... ............ , ................ 8% 
----
"Savage, T .. E., op. cit., p. 497. 
"Savage, T. E., Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. XV, p'p. 506, 507. 
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5. Limestone, gray, somewhat fractured, yet not so thoroughly 
brecciated but that the original layers can be recognized. 
The large fragments contain Favosites pZacenta, Stro-
pheoclonta demissa, PhoZidostrophiia naorea, P1'oducteZZa 
subaZata, Orthis ' iowensis, GypiduZa comis, Spi1'ifer pen-
nMus, Atrypa reticuZaris, A. aspera var. occidentaZis, 
AthY1'is fuZtonensis, and tritors of Ptyctodtts caZceoZus .. 10 
The lower layers are as follows, as studied by the"~riter: 
4. Breccia, the Independence zone, No. 90! the Westfield 
Bridg'e section, weak, retreating under weathering be-
neath the cornice of No.5. Predominant material: soft, 
yellow calcareous shale or argillaceous limestone, and 
bLuish shale, the former in broken and tumbled blocks 
set at all angles or in certain tracts largely still in place. 
Many of these limestone blocks ar,e minutely fra;gmental 
with fragments of the same texture and composition as 
the matrix. Spheroidal weathering gives the appearance 
of ,coarsely conglomeratic , structure in places. Char-
acter,istic siliceous nodules are found here and there. 
Structure lines are marked 'by low arches a few , feet wide 
which consist of dislocated blocks, by a tilted stratum, 
or by a stl'ing of blocks which in places lie at angles as 
high as 35°. The zone itself is disposed in broad arches 
which reach 140 feet in diameter. The upper surface 
is fairly even, but in a few places rotated blocks of 
the Daven'Port Hmestones are seen to be broken down 
into the Independence zone in masses four or five feet 
thick. With this exception the Davenport limestones do 
not 'mingle with the breccia beds beneath and the breccia 
is, theref.ru-e, unfossiliferous. The lower surface is ex-
tremely irregular, giving large variation in thickness of 
the zone. The broad arches above mentioned thin at top 
to two or three feet and thicken to ten feet and more at 
'base of the limbs. The zone also thickens where the 
breccia beneath it drops abruptly to the west by a fault-
like offset. The Independence may interrupt and dis-
place the breccia beneath and rest for a short distance, as 
a;t the limb of an arch, directly upon No.2. Blocks 
af Otis calcllutites are intermingled in. many 
places along the base of the Independence zone and 
where the Otis ledges are most completely sl;1attered 
small fragments of the Otis are set in an Ind'ependence 
matrix. 
3. Breccia, Otis calcilutite zone, No.8, Westfield Bridge sec-
tion. Where brecciation is most complete this bed forms 
a rubble of well cemented small quadrangular fragments 
whose colors vary from whitish to light drab, purplish 
and brown. Some fragments are laminated, others not; 
but all are of fine grain and some of lithographic texture 
and marked conchoidal fracture; matrix fine, of buff and 
bluish Independence detritus, and of gray Otis chink-
atone. Fragments are left in relief on weathering. 
Where brecciati-on is somewhat less complete there ob-
tains a rubble brecCia of fragments as before with a 
sparse chinkstone and calcite matrix. Where the stT'ata 
have not been completely broken up and their frag-
ments intermingled, they are shattered to a crackle or 
mosaic endostratic breccia with 'a calcite matrix. Tract::; 
are numerous, especially at the base of the zone, where 
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83.-S€ction in the railway cut at Fayette, J!'ayette county, Or) the south side 
west of the bridge. A. Davenport limestone. B, Independence zone of buff 
shales and limestone, brecciated. C, Breccia of Otis calcilutite. D, D€-
tached and broken layers of Otis caloilutite. E, Otis thinly laminated lime-
stone. 
the layers remain largely in place. At the west end 
of the cut the basal stratum can be traced with some 
interruptions for seventy feet. 
In the midst of the rubble breccia of this zone and 
reaChing into the Independence zone may be seen layers 
of calcilutite a foot thick and continuous for as much 
as ten feet, tilted or flexed but only a little broken. 
These layers and similar strings of dislocated blocks 
mark parallel structure lines in the breccia accordant 
with its broad arching and also smaller flexures of as 
little as two or three feet radius (figure 83.). 
The lower limit of the zone is fairly even and regular, 
resting on the unbroken but gently undulating surface 
of No.2. But in places the breccia of this zone in-
vades No. 2 in angular depressions a foot or so in 
depth, b.eneath which No. 2 is apt to be brecciated itself 
along a narrow inclilled zone. At two points thirty 
feet apart, No.2, here undisturbed, is sharply cut· off at 
troughs of synclines to a depth of about two feet (figure 
84). Above one of these offsets the Independence zone 
itself is offset about eight feet. 
The upper limit of the zone is highly irregular from 
intermingling with tlie Independence and from broad ac-
cumulations in convex masses eighty feet and more in 
diameter, where the Otis attains its maximum thickness 
and over which the Independence arches and thins as 
mentioned above. . . 
The breccia is well cemented and by differential 
weathering' projects beyond the inclo~ing beds. Over 
No. 2 it forms a cornice which in places overhangs as 
much as three or four feet. . 
2. Limestone, Otis, light yellow-gray, .rapid effervesce·nce in 
cold dilute HOI, finely laminated, weathering to thin 
plates. Laminre often close and delicate. In places they 
include very thin brown partings as many IIiS eighteen to 
the inch, which are due to clayey admixture. Strata 
gently flexed. Some of the most marked synclines meas-
ured have a depth of a foot or a foot . and a half with 
a width of nine or twelve f'eet measured from the cr-est 
of the including anticlines. Joints run N. 60 oE. and 
RAILWAY CUT, FAYETTE 
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FIG. 84.-0ffsets in the railway cut at Fayette, Fayette county. Scale, one inch 
equals twelve feet. A, Otis thinly laminated beds. B, Rubble breccia of 
Otis calcilutite, small close set fragments. C, Ledge of Otis calcilutite. 
D, Independence buff breccia. E, Davenport beds. 
E. 15° S. Laminre traversed with numerous narrow close-
set vertical fractures healed with calcite; some of the 
larger fractures noted · trend about north and south 
(,figure 57). In limited areas mostly at axes of synclines 
the laminre have been broken into a mosaic breccia whose 
apposed fragments are tilted at all angles. Small thrust 
faults with a throw of a foot or so occur. 
The upper layer of No.2, differs from those below as at 
Vinton and West Union. At the west end of the cut it is 
seen to be six inches thick and fragmental with minute 
sporadic' fragments of the same nature as the matrix 
rock. . It is . over lain in places with a shaly breccia from 
one to three inches thick upon which rests the calcilu.tite 
breccia of No. 3. 
The upper surllace of No. 2 exhIpits irregular break!;! 
a foot or two in depth filled with breccia coinposed of 
laminated fragments of No. 3 set in a sparse interstitial, 
rather hard, buff matrix. There are other angular de-
pressions filled with breccia largely but not wholly ,com-
posed of fragments of No.2 .......................... 10 
1. At east end of cut. Limestone, Otis, light buff, granular, 
effervescence 'slow in cold dilute HCl, irregularly bedded 
in courses a foot and a half in thickness, sparingly vesi-
cular, some elli.psoidal cavities reaching a diameter of 
8 mm.; in places contains mInute brown spots. In a few 
small areas contains sparse small rectangular fragments 
of laminated limestone of same · general facies as the 
matrix rock. Lenticles occur of white intercrys1:allized 
quartz and calcite interleaved at ed'ges with laminre of 
buff limestone. At one place at base of cut on the north 
side this stratum grad:uates into a s·oft bluish argil-. 
laceous rock and at one pOint becomes fragmental with 
numerous small chert fragments and fragments of blue 
caloareous shale and buff limestone set in matrix of the 
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buff limestone. This stratum graduates into No.2, by 
lenses of the massive ' rock up to six feet in diameter 
which appear a10ng the base of the laminated limestone .. 3 
No. 1 is refeJ;'red to the Niagaran by both McGee and Bavage, 
doubtless becaus1 of its magnesian content. But· in general 
facies, in the character of its vescicles and siliceous inclusions 
and in its graduation int.o stratum No.2, It appears to the writer 
to be clearly Wapsipinicon. The Niagaran, as is seen in the 
Westfield Bridge section, lies some distance below the base of 
the rock cut. 
Eagle Point Section.-The most accessible expoisures of the 
brecciated beds of the Devonian at or near Fayette are to be 
found one and one-half miles west· of the town at E 'agle Point 
a:p.d the long line of cliffs on the ' opposite bank of Volga river 
in the northern half of section 31, Westfield township. These 
Cliffs measure sixty or seventy feet in height according to Sav-
age, and by fa.r the larger part of this height belongs to the 
Cedar Valley and the .Upper Davenport stages. The zone of 
brecciation as seen at the base of the cliffs comprises about 
twenty feet of Otis and Independence ·beds. The section of the 
south face of Eagle Point is as fol101Ws: . 
FEET 
5. Limestone, Cedar Valley and Upper Davenport. (F. figure 
85 .  ) ... .. ........ . .................................. .40 
4. Limestone, unfoss'iliferollS, fine-grained, 'resting diirectly' 
and apparently conformably on vertically shattered rocks 
of No. 3. Upper foot light brown, massive, with obscure 
lamination, lower six inches g.ray, with undulating nar-
row ,brownish bands . . ....... . ... . . ... ... . . . ........ ... 11,6 
3. Breccia, Independence zone (C, figure 85), soft, argHI8Jce-
ous, buff with blue-gray cores. Courses arched but other-
wise little disturbed at top. In central part the layers are 
broken into blocks which still preserve something of 
their parallelism and h·orizontality. The lower part of 
this member is pretty thoroughly brecciated. The lay-
ers in places form endostratic brecciacomp,osed of min-
ute angular fragments of soft buff limestone similar to 
matrix. Sporadic small quadrangular fragments Qof 
brown and gray calcilutite occur in restricted areas. 
'Some quartz andl some pyrite nodules of one or two inches 
diameter are found. Blocks of calcilutite, one foot in 
diameter, occur sporadically and set at all angles. Mid-
way in this breCCia, on the west fa;ce of the cliff, a 
bed one foot wide of brown finely laminated calcilutite . . 
extends for eight feet horizontally and is continued by 
two dislocated and somewhiat rotated blocks. This bed 
is entir·ely similar to the brown calcilutites of the sub-
jacent member. It end,s abruptly with vertical fracture 
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FIG. 85.-Portion of the south face of Eagle POint near Fayette, Fayette county, as 
high as the base of the Upper Davenport limestone. 
30 
planes albutting on the soft buff limestone of No.3, 
and not wIth the thinning edges of a: lens deposited in 
place. 
The juncture of this member with the arching cornice 
of the more, resistant No.4 is fairly even. At its base it 
breaks down deeply at several points along narrow 
vertical planes of fracture into the z'one beneath . . . . . . . . 9 
2. Breccia, Otis calcilutite zone (D, figure 85), fragments 
predominately of calcilutite, the fragments of a' layer 
l often preserving some of their initial attitude. The 
upper limit of this member is marked by an undulating 
line of blocks about one foot thick evidently belonging 
to a single Iayer, the general dip of the line being 
about 8° W (A, figure 85). On · the west side of the 
cliff t~is layer forms a gentle syncline brecciated at 'the 
axis but elsewhere well·nigh continuous. The rock 
, . 
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of this layer is a light gray calcilutite with close and 
coherent laminre. In places the laminre show sharp 
flexures with narrow downfolds and uplolds four 
I inches wide. Here the laminre are broken and in-
dependently flexed within the limits of the layer. 
This layer in places contains many spheroidal cavities 
one o'r two millimet~rs in diameter filled with soft white 
calcium carbonate, probably the moulds of foraminifera. 
On some surfaces these are so elose as to become con-
fluent. 
For three or four feet below the layer just described 
the breccia is mostly a rubble (n; figure 85) , but many of 
the larger fragments, which reach a length of half a foot, 
preserve traces of flexures antecedent to .their disloca-
tion. The ma;trix of this br·eccia is of chinks tone, and 
also of buff soft granular rock with sand of white chert. 
Some fragments are, like the matrix, composed of buff 
cherty limestone. Beneath this breccia are calcilutite 
layers which have been flexed and broken and whose dis-
iocated blocks still retain something of the gently bent 
planes of bedding. The uppermost of ·these layers (H, 
figure 86), about six inches thick, is traceable for 
eighteen feet along the south face of the cliff. At top 
this layer is a light brownish gray calcilutite, in places 
finely fragmental with matrix of the same rock as the 
FIG. 86.- The base of the south face of the bluff at Eagle Point nea.r Fayette, Fayette 
county, showing the folding and disruption of the uppllr pa.rt of the thinly 
laminated. l!mestone (E). 
EAGLE POINT SECTION, FAYETTE 
minute fragments. At bottom it is a dra:b or buff 
laminated rock sandy with much angular chert and 
well rounded grains of clear quartz. The two facies rep-
resent continuous deposition, but under stress the upper 
part of the layer has been shattered and recemented. 
The basal portion of No. 2 is a breccia of small frag-
ments of broken calcilutit!! .laminre in a . clayey and 
sandy matrix, in thickness ranging from one to twelve 
in·ches. Where thinnest it be'comes a yellow shale . . . 5 to 6 . 
1. Limestone in thin calcareous plates, enquivalent to No.2 of 
the railway cut and to NO. 7 of the Wes.tfield Bridge sec-
tion. It consists of the following .members: 
d. At top folded,faulted, brdken into ,angular blocks 
up to two feet in diiameter, tilted at all angles, lower 
surface of this 'zone or! brecciation in undulations with 
a length of four feet and a height of three inches. At 
east end this bed is only slightly disrupted. E, figures 
85 and 86) . . : .... . ... . ... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 2-3 
c. An undulating, lenticular layer of buff limestone as-
sociated with clay . . .... . . . .. . ... .. .... . ..... ... . ..... 14 
b. A layer obscurely laminated, finely fragmental, 
made of bits of broken laminre a fraction of an inch in 
diameter in matrix of same.. . ..... . ... . . . ............ lh 
a. Layers slightly undulating but unshattered . . .. . ... 5 
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At the long line of high cliffs on the south side of Volga river ' 
a few ;rods upstream from Eagle Point the Independence and 
. I 
, the Otis calcilutites together with the superjacent limesto'll!e.s are 
all gently arched together. The 'thinlylam,inated beds of the ' 
Otis, No.2 of the Fayette railway cut section, appear only' in: 
places for a foot or two at the base of the section. 
The Otis calcilutites are for , long stretches little disturbed. 
Their thick layers may be shattered to a mosaic breoci'a . but each 
bed retains its continuity unbroken. The upper bed, here trace-
able for long distances, consists of remarkably pure calcilutite, 
a foot or a foot and a half thick. Close set laminro are disposed 
within the -layer ina peculiar way-in sharp narrow synclines 
' and broader flatter anticlines. This layer is especially charac-
terized also by spherical cavities a millimeter or so in diameter 
taken to be of foraminiferal origin. This layer is capped in 
places by three or four in~hes of minutelY fragmental calcilutite., 
The thickness of the Otis calcilutite zone is about five feet, cor-: 
responding thus in thickness as In character and brecciation with 
the same beds at WestUnion;Fayett~, and Vinton . . ' ' 
The Independence zone 'of breccl"~ r,ea,ches a thickness of about 
fifteen ' feet" but in many. places is. much thillner. Its cont,~twith 
the Otis is very irregular, whereflie',iait'er is displaced an<i'broken" 
up. Thus one -may .see where th.e .upper layer . of the Ohswith 
.. ...', '. ".. . , ~ . . - ~ . . . " ~ . -, .. . . ---. ' . 
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its s'pheroidal cavities, tilted, and in part crushed to rubble, 
abuts on buff Independence breccia, and where the Independence 
breccia thrusts tongues of buff detritus three feet long diagonally 
into the Otis calcilutite rubble, the boundaries of these intrusions 
being parallel with the arches or overthrusts of the breccia. But 
where the Otis is not displaced the line of contact With the 
Independence breccia is even. 
. , 
Where the ' Otis is undisturbed there is. a notable absence of 
strings of blocks of calcilutite in the Independence. On the other 
hand, where th.e Otis calcilutites are disrupted . and displaced 
large blocks of calcilutite characterize the Independence zone. 
The inference is obvious that the presence of these blocks in the 
Independence zone is due to thrust and shear which has inter-
mingled the disrupted ledges of Otis calcilutite with the buff ' 
shaly detritus of the Independence. 
As at Vinton and at, the Linn sec~ion, large blocks of limestone 
in the Independence are in some instances accompanied by blue 
fissile shale 'a few inches thick, alongside the edges of a block, , 
with the laminre inclined at high angles-70· in one instance-
parallel with the side of the block 
Where the Otis is least disturbed, the Independence above it ' 
consists of massive buff.shaly detritus. Sufficient is left in place 
to display spheroidal weathering and the rounded cores might 
on casual inspection be mistaken .for rounded included breccia 
fr&gments. In blue shale, however, the rounaea masses are al-
ways blue, while all buff masses are sharply angular. In buff 
'shale there occur rounded buff masses identical with the rock, 
while angular fragments of like and 'unlike rooks also are found. 
In comparison with other sections the amount of shale present 
and its continuity is very marked. But even where apparently 
it is little disturbed it contains sporadic fragments of soft buff 
and bluish limestone and of fine-grained hard limestone, all 
sharply angular. These included fragments may be sparse or 
thick enough to form rubble breccia. Much of the matrix rock is 
made Qf minute broken particles rather than of sedimentary , 
'granules. Sporadic fragment:!! are noticeable not only where the 
shale is massive, but alsQ where it has a lumpy structure ap-
proaching a thin irregularly lenticular lamination. Siliceous 
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nodules are here ra.ther numerous, but commonly are less than 
an inch in diameter. The breccia is sufficiently well cemented 
that fragmenJts can not easily be detached without a harniner. 
Here the general facies is that to be expected from a local sub-
aqueous glide. 
The upper part of the Independence zone shows 'buff soft lime-
stone in irregular but unbroken courses above which appears the 
even cornice or' the ·Davenport iimestones. 
Bremel' County 
A low dome which brings the Niagaran limestone to the sur-
face as an inlier, far within the Devonian area of outcrop, lifts 
also the W'apsipinicon to view in several outcrops along Cedar 
river and its affluent creeks southeast of Waverly. These are the 
most northern exposures of the Wapsipinicon noted in the r e-
ports of the Iowa Geological Survey in the valley of the Cedar. 
To the south, in Black Hawk county, the Wapsipinicon sinks be-
low the surface again to emerge as the country rock in Benton 
county north of Vinton. . 
In Bremer, as in Fayette county, the thickness of these beds is 
much abridged from that in the counties to the south and s'outh-
east. The first incursions of the Devonian sea transgressing 
upon the Niagaran old land are recorded, 'as in Fayette county, 
by a basal conglomerate whose arenaceous content includes well ' 
rounded grains of clear quartz sand whose source ma.y be re-
ferred to the waste of Ordovician and Cambrian sandstones out-
cropping to the north, and also angular bits of flint which could 
be supplied by the chert nodules of the Niagaran. 
As in Fayette county, the uppermost stage of the Niagaran, 
the Gower limestone, is wanting and the basal conglomerate rests · 
directly upon the Hopkinton. The gap betweep. the Silurian and 
the Dev;onian is further widened by the absence on the Devonian 
side of the Bertram ljrnestone and the basal magnesian beds of 
the Otis-the Coggon phase. Immediately on the basal con-
glomerate rest the Otis calcilutites. These reach a thickness of 
fifty feet in places. The few incomplete outcrops show charac-
teristIC structures in both massive and laminated fine-grained 
limestones, which in places are mottled and fragmental. ·Some 
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disturbances of sedimentation, or stresses experienced while the 
layers were yet plastic are thus recorded. ' But, as a whole, the 
Otis remains much as it wa.s laid during a. normal course of sedi-
mentary deposit. 
The Independence probably is thin, as in Fayette county. Qnly 
two unsatisfactory outcrops occur. Both show thorough breccia-
tion" and the included fragments suggest, but do not prove, that 
t)1e brecciation is of that which we have designated as the major 
brecciation and was of the tectonic type, commingling fragments 
of the Upper Davenport with the calcareo-argillaceous materi:M. 
of the Independence. ' 
The'Lower Davenport in two small exposures shows a mosaic-
rubble br:eccia with which the Independence and higher fossilifer-
ous beds are not commingled: Parallelism of detached laminre 
imbedded in · a limestone pa.ste of the same nature as the frag-
ments indicates contemporary brecciation. 
The massive beds of the Upper Davenport with the Gyroceras 
fauna do not appear. 'The Spirifer pWfnat'UIS fauna holds the 
basal fossiliferous beds of the Devonian. It has been seen in 
excavations near the mill dam at Waverly and in the bottom 
layers of the quarries north of town. The species collected here 
are Spirifer pennatus, S. bimesialis, Atrypa reticularis (large), 
A. OISpera var. occidentalis (coarse ribbed), Schizophoria 
ioW'ensis, S. macfarlanei, Cyrtina hamiltoriensis, and Productella 
subalata. 
QUARTER SECTION RUN SECTION 
(Southeast quarter 01 the southwest quarter 01 section 20, township 91, 
range XIII west). 
FEET 
6. Limestone, upper part in one massive layer four feet thick, 
lower part in layers a.bout , eight inches thick ; mottled, 
light brownish 'drab weathering to lighter gray, slightly 
vesicular, surface in 'places sWriaceous, in places smooth, 
fracture uneven ...... ...... . ........................ 6 
, 4. Concealed . . ........... . ' . .. .. .... ... ..... •.. ! ••• '.' ••••••• 15 
3. I,.imestone, of facies of No.5, but in separable laminre... 1 
2. Cherty sandstone, iIi layers from four to six inches thick. 
Chert fragments angular, small, those of an inch and 
one-half being rare . . Sand, fine" of moderately well 
rounded grains of clear quartz, cement calcareous. Not 
seen in place but scattered in slabs over a slope 'of. . .. 5 
1. Niagaran limestone, exposed a few rods down stream, gteen- . 
ish yellow, subcrystalline, argillaceous, weathering to ir-
regular rough-surfaced layers from one to four inChes 
OEDAR RIVER SECTION, BREMER COUNTY 
thick. Dip south lilt varying angles reaching as high 
as 13°. Among the fossils collected are Leptaena rhom-
boidaZis, Enc?'inu1'us nereus and Ha,lysites catenulatus.. 8 
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A few rods farther to the west the same series outcrops on the 
left bank of the run in the following section. 
FEET 
5. Slcpe of hillside strewn with gray bcwlders of weathering, 
massive, of facies of No. 5 of preceding section, but 
generally smooth-surfaced . . .. ................. ....... 38 
4. Ooncealed ............. ... . .... ...... . ......... .... ..... 10 
3. Slcpe strewn with fragments of cherty sandstone, as No.2 
of preceding section........................ ... ......... 5 
2. Niagaran limestone, No.1 of preceding section, layers hO'ri-
zontal ........................ .. . . . ................ . .. 6 
1. Concealed to. water's edge ............ .. .................. 2 
It will be noted that in the last section the thickn.ess of the 
Otis .reaches about fifty feet. Up valley from the mouth pf Qmir-
ter Section run the . following general section may be taken: 
GENERAL SECTION, CEDAR RIVER, LEFT BANI): 
(Southwest quarter Of the southeast quarter of section 18, township 91, ?'ange 
XIl west). . 
3. Breccia, in places of mosaic type, fragments close set, small, 
of arab thin layered calcilutite; matrix sparse and drab 
in color, like fragments. Exposed, at twenty-five feet 
a:bove water level in river. 
2. Breccia,cf pudding type, matrix b~, containing sporadic 
sharp-edged fragments I of finely crystalline gray lime-
stone, exposed some rods to the north of No.3, eight feet 
above the river. 
1. Limestone, light brownish drab, nonmagnesian, in irreg-
ular, rough-surfaced layers eight to twelve inche/l thick, 
composed of coherent laminre, some hard and ' dense al-
. ternating with others of lighter cclor, and weathered in 
places to. a scoriaceous surface; " laminre irregular, un-
dulating, and in placeS broken, givin'g here to weathered 
rock a finely fragmental appearance; outcropping be-
tween Nos. 2 and 3, at water's edge in a ledge five feet 
thick. . 
Here No.1, which closely resembles No. 5 of the Quarter Sec-
, tion run section, is assigned to the Otis. Number 2 is of the 
Independmroe type of brecciation, so that No.3 may -safely be re-
ferred to the Lower Davenport . . 
About two miles north of these outcrops (northwest quarter 
of the northeast quarter, section 12, township 91, range. 'XIV 
west), a ledge five feet thick outcrops three feet above water 
level. This ledge is of breccia of small fragments . of drab cal-
cilutite' weathering to lighter gray, o~ lithographic finene·ss of 
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grain, set in a gray calcareous matrix. In part, long, detached 
laminre retain their parallelism. Flexed fragments are also to 
be 'seen. The position of this outcrop below the Cedar Valley 
limestone of the quarry of the Cedar River Stone Company, as 
well as its structure, place it with the Lower Davenport. 
A most interesting section is afforded on Baskin run, two 
miles and three-quarters southeast of the last outcrop mentioned. 
LIMEKILN QUARRY SECTIGN 
(Southwest quarter of the southeast quarter, section 17, township 91, range 
XIII west). 
FEET 
3. Brecci'a, fragments sharp, angular, of drab calcilutite, 
laminated, the laminre in pJaces flexed and broken, but 
retaining an approximate parallelism; matrix gray, in· 
terstitial ... ... . ... . ....... .. ......... . ............ . . .. 1 
2'. ·Sandstone, filled with small angular fragments of white 
chert, in two or three layers, resting with apparent 
conformity on No. 1. .. . . .. . ... . .. . .... . . . ............. % 
1. Dolomite, light buff, crystalline, vesicular, in heavy, rQugh-
surfaced horizontal beds; fossiliferous, with numerous 
Halysites catenulatus, base a~out thirty feet above level 
of Baskin run . .. .................................... 13 
. ' 
In this section No.1 is Hopkinton dolomite and No_ 2 the basal 
conglomerate of the Wapsipinicon. Number 3 has the facies of 
No; 3 of the preceding section and is accordingly assigned to 
the Upper Davenport. 
JANESVILLE SECTION 
FEET 
Left bank of Cedar river at the milldam. Breccia: 
matrix soft yellow earthy lime·stone, in :which the frag-
ments are set without apposition or arrangement; frag-
ments sharp edged, showing no sIgns of wear, usually 
small, those exceeding an inch in diameter being rare, 
many from one to three millimeters in ' diameter; frag-
ments mostly of drab, laminated calcilutite, many sur-
faces crackied. Some fragments of buff earthy limestone 
similar to the matrix. Some of these are so arenaceous 
with sharp sand o·f chert and rounded grains of clear 
.quartz as to deserve the name of sandstone. In places 
the breccia has weathered to a yellow calcareous clay 
with residual masses of dingy limestone, highly vesicular 
from the removal by solution of the calcilutite frag-
ments. Total exposure to water 's edge .. ... ..... . : ..... 14 
Some rods up the river are exposed. the fossiliferous 
beds at the ' level of the water in the mill pond. Ap-
parently the ,breccia, whose matrix is of the Independ-
ence type, and whose calcilutite fragments are supplied 
from the Lower bavenport, lies immediately beneath 
~hese fossiliferous beds. 
I • I . 
I. 
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Buchanan County 
In this county no section of the Wapsipinicon reaches the base 
of the Independence. The Lower Davenporllimestone is found 
jn force affected bot.h by the major br_ecciation which has broken 
it, usually to rubble of small fragments, and by earlier breccia-
tions whose evidences appear in blocks of brecciated limestones 
in which fragments of calcilutite are imbedded either in a similar 
Lower Davenport paste or.in an Upper Davenport coquina. The 
Upper Davenport is much more broken up and its blocks are 
more intermingled with the fragments of inferior beds than is 
the case in Fayette county. . 
Independence Sections.-The quarries at Independence lie 
above the horizon of the Independence shales and therefore also 
above the main zone of brecciation. But evidences of the stresses 
which crushed the terranes subjacent are to be seen in the more 
competent beds of the Cedar Valley limestones. Thus, Calvin57 
has noted that in a quarry in the eastern edge of the town the 
Spirifer pennatus beds are' 'interrupted by a great number of 
join ts" and that "the phenomenon of slickensides is developed 
on the joint faces on an extensive scale." He observed also in 
. the quarry about one mile south of town the great shattering 
of a body of soft gray limestone which ove'rlies the Gyroceras 
or Upper Davenport beds.58 The natural section exposed along 
the river in the town at water level below the wagon bridge ex-
hibits the 'most thoroughgoing brecciation. A more graphic de-
scription could hardly be penned than that of Calvin in describ-
. ing these beds.59 "The breccia is here composed of angular 
fragments of limestone varying in character, evidently the 
- product of many distinct iayers, and all cemented together by a 
calcareous matrix. The fragments range from small pieces with 
dimensions of a fraction of an inch up to masses a yard or more 
in length and width and a foot in thickness. There are fine-
grained dark drab fragments which break with conchoidal frac-
ture and there are finely laminated fragments of the same color. 
There are pieces of 'fioo-grained light colored lithographic lime-
stone, and coarser dingy yellowish colored beds were also in-
"Calvin, S., Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. VIII, p . 229, Des MOines, 1898. 
"Ibid,. p. 225. 
"Ibld, pP. 224, 225. 
I 
'.' 
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volved in the general destructive process, whatever it may have 
been, which reduced a large number of limestone layers to the 
. brecciated condition. The fragments large and small, of different 
color and of different texture are ' promiscuo~sly tumbled and 
heaped toget.her, some on edge a',nd others at all possible angles 
with the original position." The general horizon of the breccia 
at th~ Independence bridge is that of the Upper Davenport, but 
along with its broken ~locks are commingled fragments of Lower 
Davenport calcilutites and of the buff argilla,ceous limestone of 
the Independence shales, while small areas show also the sandy 
and clayey matrix of the Independence. One area on the left 
bank shows a surf-ace twenty-one· feet long and six feet wide 
p'redominately of blocks of the fossiliferous granular Upper 
Davenport. Of these blocks five are of large size. In these blocks 
of the Upper Davenport coquina are seen embedded fragments 
~f calcilu,tite from O'nie to three inches in diameter. There are also 
'blocks of calcilutite some of which show complex brecciaUdn of 
another type. One of these blocks, on edge, one. fO'ot and eight 
inches-long, consists.of finely laminated broWDI calcilutite weath-
erin.g to whitish gray. Along one of the -bedding surfaces the 
la-.!llinre are bent, broken and dissevered and at the middle a soft 
. yellow matrix appears. This block, itself a fragment of a brecci-
ated bed, now forms part of a wide brecciated zone. A rod away 
another block of brown laminated calcilutite nine feet long ex-
hibits the same phe.n1omena. What may be considered the lower 
part, some eight inches thick, is in thi~plates, while the upper 
part, four inches thick, is composed of small fragments, some of 
which lare three . or four inches in diameter. Both matrix and 
fragments are of the same rock. . 
On the right bank immediately beneath the bridge a ledge . 
of breccia extends Within two feet of water level. Most con-
spicuous is a block of gray, granular Upper Davenport, o~ edge, 
five fee.t long and five and -a half .feet high. The lower foot and 
a half is crowded in places with valves and entire shells of 
.Gypidula comis. Schizophoria macfarla;nei ·a1so is common. This 
part of the block includes sparse quadrangular fragments of 
calcilutite one or two inches in diameter. A foot above this zone 
and at one point coming within two inches of it is a zone of 
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. rather plentiful Spirifer pennatus, with large Atrypa reticularis, 
and. rare Orthis (one imperfect specimen). The rock of both 
zones is the same. Adjoining and even with the top of this inter-
esting block is dark buff Independence limestone with sparse 
small fragments of calcilutite, small fragments of light yellow 
earthy" limestone, and cavities of the shape whioh would be pro-
duced by the solution' of ,calcilutite fragments. Blocks of the 
same soft buff limestone, one foot in diameter and set at all 
angles, oocur higher up the bank In one of the uppermos,t of 
these' blocks the buff limestone is covered with brownish gray 
calcilutite of the Lower Davenport type, crackled with calcite 
seams and brecciated into a mosaic of closely apposed matching 
fragments. . The calcilutite flUs a conspicuous depression in 
what is taken as the upper surface .of the buff earthy limestone,. 
Adjoinling the block just described is a plock of fossiliferous 
Upper Davenport limestone with a Lower Davenport base of , 
laminated calcilutite, in part in place, and in part broken into 
angular fragments and inlvolved in the gray granular Upper 
I., 
Davenport. The block also contains four or five lenses of cal-
cilutite parallel with .the bedding. ' . 
The ledge is composed chiefly of large blocks of the Upper 
Davenport limestone. Thus touching the Spirifer pennatus block 
described is orre of t4e same type of limestone which is five feet 
through and is nearly horizonfal. On this block rest two more 
on edge, which are from the same bed. The horizon ,is clearly 
that of the large tilted blocks of Upper Davenport limestone . . 
About a mile south of Independence on the south bank of 
Wapsipinticon river the Independence zone of brecciation is ex-
. posed at water level. Here a soft yellow clay weathering from 
shaly beds contains sparse small fragments of buff soft · lime-
stone and of. drab calcilutite. The Upper ' Davenport appears ' 
along the bank in blocks contaiTIring a large Gyrbceras, plentiful 
,GYp·idula comis, and an occasional Orthis. 
Quasqueton Sections.-The Wapsipinicon beds are finely dis-
played on both sides of Wapsipinicon river. On the left bank 
there are continuous ledges nlorth of the bridge both above and 
below the ·site of the old mill dam. On the bank below the dam 
I 
there is exposed at low water a wide rock floor swept clean of 
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waste by floods. The vertical sections of about fifteen feet ex-
. posed on the left bank are thus supplemented by this extensive . 
horizontal section of brecdated rock. 
On the right bank below the dam the Independence occurs at 
the base of the ledges in tracts of lumpy buff soft argi~aceous 
massive limestone with small sporadic fragments of calcilutite. 
The upper surface of one of these tracts, about twenty feet in 
length, slopes notably to the south, the general direction 'of 
structure lines in ' the breooia at this point. Above and between 
these tracts of brecciated Independence occurs a rubble and 
mosaic breccia which is composed of fragments of calcilutite. 
Blocks several feet long appear in place, but show the stres('es . 
to which they have bMn subjected. One block three feet long, ,of 
wavy laminated calcilutite, light brown weathering whitish, is 
heavily crackled amid is surmounted by a four-inch layer of non-
laminated fragmental limestone composed of.. close-set minute 
fragments of the same limestone as that of the crackled lime-
stone underDieath, with a ma.trix of angular limestone sand and 
some interstitial calcite. This upper minutely fragmental layer 
is seen on other blocks also in the same ledges. The same struc-
ture appears immediately beneath the Upper DavenpQrt above 
the dam. In another block three feet long am eight inches thick 
and resting on a nearly horizontal plane, the layers of brown 
calcilutite of . which it is composed are largely in place but are 
partly brecciated, the interspaces between the fragmenlts being 
composed of minute ohinkstone like the larger fragments and of 
calcite. 
In other areas mosaic and crackle breccia gives. way to rubble 
in which all traces of initial bedding have been destroyed. Here , 
the breccia is composed of close set fragments of various strata,. 
Gray granular blocks of Upper Davenport are seen within a 
foot of the base of the ledge while near' the top of the ledge 
occur fragments of brownish Lower Davenport calcilutite. 
Highest at this outcrop is a light buff fossiliferous limestone 
carrying Spirifer pennatus. . 
Above the dam the fossiliferous beds' are better exposed on 
account of the greater height of the section. Here from weathered ' 
surfaces the following fossils were collected: Atrypa reticularis, 
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Chonetes cf. C. ca1wellatus, Cyrtina hamiltonensis, Pentamer-
ella dubia, Pholidostrophia nacrea, Spirifer bimesialis, Spirifer 
pennat~ts, Stropheodonta demissa val'. plicata. 
At a little lower horizon large blocks of Upper Davenport 
limestone, more or less tilted, lie approximately in the same 
'planle. Mingled with them in places are light yellow fossiliferous 
blocks from a higher horizon. At one point the Upper Daven-
port beds are continuous for thirty feet and dip to the southeast. ' 
At the extreme'Illorth end the angle of dip is 14°, at the center 
10°, while at the south end the bed is bent down abruptly at 18° 
to a thrust f'ault beyond which the bed dips 5° north. 
Several large blocks sho·w that the deposition of the granular 
Upper Davenport fossiliferous beds followed directly on that of 
laminated calcilutite. One block four feet long and nearly two 
, feet thick, gently flexed, is made of Upper Davenport above, 
while the lower portion consists of unshattered laminre of cal-
, cilutite, parallel with the flexed surface of the Upper Davenport 
above. Another block shows at top one and one-half feet of 
fossilifer'ous Upper Davenport limestone, with elliptical hori-
zontally set lenses of light brown calcilutite similar to that of the 
layer underneath imbedded Mar the base. A middle layer con-
sists of brownish calcilutite, three inches thick, whose laminre are 
flexed, broken and detached, but retain their parallelism for the 
most part. Some fragments are lenticular. The paste in which 
they are imbedded is the same as the fragments . At base is a 
four inch layer of brown crystalline limestone. 
In these ledges occur small irregular areas of buff matrix rock 
highly arenaceous with angular white chert and well rounded 
grains of clear quartz and containing , sparse small , sporadic 
fragments of drab calcilutite. 
On the west side of the river the breccia of the horizontal sec-
tion is largely made up of calcilutite mingled with large masses 
of the Upper Davenport. There are small areas of pudding 
breccia in which the buff arenaceous Independence is conspicu-
ous.' Here blocks may be seen which include adjoining laye·rs of 
the Upper and Lower Davenport, and exhibit their relations as 
originally deposited. Along the line of junction the Upper Dav-
enport comes down into crevices and surrounds detached laminre 
I 
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of the calcilutite. The Upper Davenport paste was clearly in-
truded into the Lower Davenport calcilutite during or 'after its 
shattering, and at the time the Upper Davenport must have 
been in highly plastic state. In certain blo'cks the parting b('- . 
tween the Upper Davenport and the' Lower Davenport is ex-
tremely intricate, with interlocking areas. ·In tp.ese bloc~s the . 
laminre of the Lower Davenport are grea.tly broken up. In places 
the blo0ks .of the ' Upper DavenpoTt are shattered, and show 
wedge-shaped fissures up to three inches in width, filled with . 
. calcite, much as in ther:,lilway cut at Vinton. There are also 
blocks of Lower ' Davenport limestone in which. the laminre are 
bent and detached, but retain more or less of their parallelism 
and are imbedded in a matrix of calcilutite indistinguishable 
from that of the fragments ex.cept by a somewhat lighter color. 
The outcrops at Quasqueton include the horizon of the Upper 
Davenport tilted blocks, but include also the underlying zone 
of the Lower Davenport, with some involvement of the Inde-
pendence~ . '. ' : I : :!  ,j ; 
Benton County 
The chief exposures of the Wapsipinicon beds in Benlton 
countv are located four and five miles northwest of Vinton 
I • 
along the right bank of Cedar river. . As noted by Savage60 a 
lon'g and nlaITOW ridge here faces the flood plain of the river, 
rising to the height of eighty feet above it. For the distance of a 
mile and a CJ,U'arter alo'Il:g this bluff numerous excavations have 
l;>een made, and near the southern limit of these quarries the 
ridge is trenched by the deep rock cut of the Ohicago, Rock 
Island and Pacific Railway. The northernmost of the quarries, 
located near the center of the east side of section 36, Oedar town-
ship,·is that of Mr .. Niels Degn. About half a mile farther south 
is K earn's quarry and .3;' few. rods beyond the numerous excava-
tions of the Aungst quarries begin, extendin'g into the southern 
half of section 6 of Taylor township . 
. The beds exposed in the, railway . cut and .quarriesare : 
. Barren beds 
Upper pavenJlort .beds 
Lowei' Davenport ,beds . 
-.~s~' a-..,.v-agr-e,-· T: E .: I~wa Geo!. S~rv., 'Vbl: XV,p. 158. Des Moines, 1905. 
OTIS BEDS IN BENTON COUNTY 
'Independence limestone and shale 
Otis. calcilutite beds 
Otis buff lime quarry beds 
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The barren beds have been extensively shattered. The Upper 
Uavenport beds have been broken into huge ' blocks, in part in 
p1ace and in part commingled with the fragments of lower ter-
ranes. The Lower Davenport beds' are seldom found in place, 
but to this horizon are referred many calcilutite fragments 
mingled with the Ind~pendence ,shale in a common brecciation, 
which includes also fragments of the Otis. The Otis calcilutites 
are seen in an endostratic rubble of minute fragments and in 
crackle and mosaic breccias. The Otis buff beds als'o furnish 
at top a thin endoskatic ·rubble or pudding breccia, but with this 
exception the beds are little disturbed. 
Otis Buff Limestone.-This stone is singularly uIlliform f:vom 
· top to' bottom dnd from end to end of the quarries it is every-
, \ 
where a buff, heavily and evenly bedded laminated. limestone, 
soft and crystalline-granular. The sparkle of the calcareous 
crystalline grains is even suggestive of an arenaceous content, 
but quartz sand is entirely absent from the rock, so far as the 
writer has qbserved. Along joint planes the etching of tlle 
· we'aker layers by the weather brings the laminated struCJture' 
into conspicuous relief (figure 45 ). The laminre vary in thickness 
· from a quarter of an inch to layers so fine that eleven or twelve 
may be counted to the inch. The usual alternation is between 
'rather soft buff laminre and those of a light b:volWIlish tim, 
harder and more compact. Hair-line dark laminre in the midst 
of wider bands of lighter color may be seen. In some of the 
lower beds lamination is somewhat obscure, but is nowhere want-
ing. In places the stone is minutely vesicular especially toward 
the top of the bed. The lines of lamination run parallel with the 
major bedding planes and with each other. In evenn:ess of lam-
ination the stone approl}ches the Anamosa phase of the Gower 
limestone of the Silurian. In this respect it differs from the 
Otis beds in the Cedar Rapids quarries, with which it is entirely 
akin in. closeness of lamination and in hair-line brown partings. 
More quiet conditions of deposition' and perhaps deeper water 
are indicated than obtained in central Linn county. The laminro 
are' coherent. and while un~er prolonged weathering ·the rock 
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splits into layers from one to three inches thick the quarries ex-
hibit undivided beds up to six feet in thickness. 
Joints at Degn's and Kearn's quarries run in two sets, south-
east":northwest, and northeast-southwest, and are from three to 
ten feet apart. The rock lies in gentle undulatioDfs which in some 
cases scarcely depart from horizontality, or in places attain dips 
of 3° to 7°. In one instance am exceptional dip of 15° is reached. 
These are referred to the stresses of the major brecciation'. The 
thickness of the beds exposed at anyone place is about, fifteen 
feet, but the base is not reached by the excavations, some I)~ 
which extend' below flood plain level. A few rods north of the 
railway bridge the summit of the be~s appears twenty-four 
feet above low water in the river. 
No fossils have been found to certify the place of this terrane 
in "the Wapsipinicon but it.s lithology and,general relations refer 
it with little doubt to the Otis. In Clo1?e lamination and in free-
dom from high magnesian content it differs from the bottom 
beds of the 'Otis, the Ooggon phase, which probably here lies 
still deeper. 
The uppermost layer of the Otis buff beds shows disturbed 
sedimentati,on. This layer has an . irregular hummocky upper 
surface, and is more or less fragmental in structure. For a depth 
rangi'IlIg from a few inches to two feet from the surface ,the rock 
contains sparse angular fragments. These are of the same litho-
logic nature as the matrix rork C:" differ from it in kind as the 
lamip.re differ from one another. In places the laminre of rock 
are bent or shattered into bits. The fragments are minute-
a diameter of o'ne-half inch is exceptionally large. The con-
tinuity 'of this fragmental layer is not interrupted by fractures . 
It will be recalled that a similar fragmen'tallayer caps the lam-
inated Otis beds in the Fayette cOllnty outcrops and that le:p.-
tides affect the same horizon at Oedar Rap~ds. 
Otis Calcil1d~te.-In places, but not continuously, there rests ' 
upon the Otis buff b~ds a ledge of brownish calcilutite weather-
ing to gray.. Under the stresses of the major brecciation it is shat-
tered in places to crackle breccia, in places it is further disrupted 
to a mosaic breccia of fragments wh~ch in some ' cases match 
along seams, which are fil;led with calcite or with :fine chink-
I 
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stone of the same n'ature 'as the larger fragments. There has 
been little or no intermingling of material from other horizons. , 
In places the Otis calcilutite bed is absent either because of lack 
of conditions favorable to deposition or because it has been torn 
up and commi'nlgled with the brecci'a hodge-podge to which the 
Independence and the Upper and Lower Davenport beds also 
contribute. 
The Indepen,dence Breccia Zone.-At the railway cut and at 
all the quarries the Otis is succeeded by a rubble breccia to which 
an abundance of soft shaly material is contributed by the Inde-
pendence. While the Otis mosaic breccia layer just described 
forms a s,olid bed of firmly cemented fragments with little or no 
admixture of foreign rock, the zone of the brecciated Independ-
ence is ' scarcely, more indurated than till. The Independence 
contributes also tabular fragments of a dingy buff earthy lime-
stone. The Otis contributes ,fragments of buff granular crystal-
line rock indistinguishable from the buff basal beds of this lo-
cality and drab calcilutites with characteristic hair-line laminre. 
From this source also come fragments with minute dark scat-
tered linear crystals of celestite. Other fragments of calcilutite 
are contributed probably by the Lower Davenport beds, while 
the Upper Davenport furnishes blocks of all sIzes up to five 
feet in diameter which come down within a foot or so of the base 
\ 
of the breccia. Masses of even the whitish limestone of the up-
permost barren beds also are to be fOT),nd well down within this 
zone, whose width is about fifteen feet. The ' usual siliceous 
nodules and sand or clear quartz and chert are present. 
The relation of the Independence breccia zone with the lower 
beds is significant. loll! places the sha1y Independence, little dis-
turbed, rests directly and conformably upon the buff Otis beds. 
At Kearn's quarry one may see six inches or a foot of blue-gray 
or buff calcareous shale composed of laminre a millimeter or less 
in thickness and continuous for 'several feet lying upon the undis-
turbed laminre of the buff Otis. Here sedimentation apparently 
was continuous durin'g the deposition of the two formations. At 
one point the basal four inches of shale passes laterally into 
limestone .. At Degn"s quarry in places the upper part of the 
laminated undisturbed buffd lHi$ .has its thin calcaredus plates 
31 
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interleaved with greenish yellow argillaceous sediments. But 
for the most part the Independence shale, brecciated and thor-
oughly mixed with foreign limestone fragments, rests directly 
upon either the Otis 'calcilutite breccia, the undisturbed buff 
Otis or its minutely fragmental uppermost layer. 
Structure lines in: the breccia of the 'Independence zone may 
be picked out by occasional strings of fragments {)f once con-
tinuous layers of limestone which trace synclines and anticlines 
of moderate dip, and by much steeper boundary lines of areas 
of weak shaly breccia and of strong breccia of predominant 
limestone fragments. 
Immediately beneath this bent and broken stratum in the 
railway cut there lies, tor an extent of twenty-eight feet, a blue-
gray fis,sile shale. This shale reaches a thickness in places of 
eighteen inches, is broken by joints which are one to three inches 
apart and is very thinly laminated, the leaves being only a 
fraction of a millimeter in thicknes's. It is calcareous and 
slightly gritty. It conforms to the slant of the stratum of lime-
stone above it and to its irregular lower surface. The shale 
1'\3StS on Independence breccia four or five feet thick, which 
. parts it and the broken stratum above it from the: basal ledge 
of brecciated ' Otis calcilutite. This breccia of the Independence 
zone is unindurated, buff or bluish in color, with numerous 
small fragments of various types, including black and white 
flint an,d calcilutites with blackish hair-line laminre. The lumpy 
argillaceous matrix is sandy in places with black and white 
grains of flint. The most important characteristic of this brec~ 
cia is the presence in it of fossiliferous fragments~a block two 
feet long carrying ' Chonetes cf. C. cOJncellatus, and an angular 
fragment with an imbedded valve of Orthis. That the shale was 
not deposited subsequent to brecciation by inwash in an irreg-
ular cavity left beneath the ledge of strong rock either in the 
process of brecciation, or afterward by the settlement of the 
breccia beneath the ledge is seen in the fact that the lamination 
of the shale is not horizontal, but follows the dip of the blocks • 
above; All the relations of shale and limestone point to con-
tinuous sedimentation in their deposit. Consideration must be 
accorded the hypothesis that they were deposited upon the 
" 
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underlying breccia, and that later crustal move,rnents involving 
the whole terrane folded and dislocated the; limestone stratum 
, with the' protected shale bene,ath. In this case the breccia be-
neath the stratum must have been produced in Independence 
time. This hypothesis , explains most satisfactorily the rela-
tions of shale and overlying limestone. Moreover, 'local con-
temporaneous brecciation is known to have occurred during the 
Independence as shown 'by the Cedar Rapids outcrops (p. 451). 
But the breccia beneath the shale is not made up wholly of frag-
ments of the Independence and subjacent beds. It contaihs 
fossiliferous fragments belonging at least as high as; the Upper 
Davenport. If the shale and limestone were laid upon a breccia 
so constituted they must be younger than the fossiliferous beds 
whose fragments are included in the breccia. The implications 
of this hypothesis are that all the types of rocks represented 
in the breccia of the Independence zone ,were deposited during 
Independence time or earlier. The heterogeneity of the zone 
of breccia is due to the hete'rogeneity of a single formation. 
During Independence time there were laid on the sea floor, not 
only shales and argillaceous limestones, but also fossiliferous 
limestones of different types identical lithologically and in their 
fossils with the limestones of known higher terranes. Sueh 
various deposits were laid contemporaneously over different 
tracts of the sea floor and on individual tracts in different suc-
cession. Such a theory would fully explain the variety of 
fragments in the Independence zone of brecciation. Conclusive 
evidence in its suppod would consist of beds of Upper Daven-
port or Cedar Valley facies and fos'sils interbedded with those 
of Independence facies in areas where strata are undisturbed, 
or so slightly dist1l"rbed that their initial positions can be traced, 
But in such areas the Cedar Valley horizon invariably overlies 
the Upper Davenport while still further down the stratigraphic 
. column come the argillaceous beds denominated the Independ-
ence. Even the brecciated areas do not yield the evidence 
necessary to support 'the theory. The Upper Davenport lime-
stones, whether seen in place or in broken blocks above the Inde-
pendence, are mas,siveand tough. ' Under brecciation which 
crushes soft weak rock to powdeii and ' shatters brittle rock to a 
~ ~. . .. J . . .. '_ _ . 
.. 
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rubble of small fragments, the Upper Davenport is commonly 
left in broken rotated blocks which largely preserve the bent 
surface to which the plane of deposition' was deformed before 
rupture. Certainly if such layers had existed interbedded with 
shales and argillaceous limestones, they would ' now be found in 
the Independence zone in strings of fos,siiiferous blocks, similar 
to the strings of the st~onger Independence limestones occasLon-
ally seen. Strings of Upper Davenport blocks are seen indeed, 
but always as a distinctly higher horizon than the rubble breccia 
with shaly matrix that m,arks the Independence zone. Where 
the Upper Davenport limestone, occurs within the Independence 
zone of brecciation it, occurs in sLiligle blocks or smaller frag-
ments entirely unrelated to ' one another in positioJ;l, or if iIi num-
bers in any tract, 'wholly chaotic in their lack of arrangement' 
and without the slightest trace of an initial deformed plane of 
deposition. We are therefore compelled to abandon this hypothe-
sis and to revert to the theory of the successive formations of the 
Wapsipinicon and Cedar Valley pevonian in the order adopted 
by the Iowa Survey. In the specific instance noted in the rail-
way cut, we are compelled to believe that the fossiliferous frag-
ments in the breccia beneath the shale and limestone layer are , 
, younger than the shale and limestone which now overlie them. 
The breccia of which they form a part is also younger and can 
not belong to Independence time but is of later date than 'the 
youngest fossiliferous fragment in it, and is to be referred to the 
major brecciation. ' 
The Lower Davenport.-The Lower Davenport , calcilutites 
are not found in force in these outcrops; In the most northern 
of the Aungst quarries they form a ledge of gray calcilutite five 
feet thick in layers from four , to six inches thick which are 
, . 
greatly shattered and healed with calcite. The bed here dips 
10° to 25° south. In other quarries large blocks of crackle breccia 
mark this horizon. Complex brecciation is ' seen also in blocks 
broken into fragments poorly cemented with 'a scant gray matrix 
or parted by fissures in some cases open or inclosing m,inute 
fragments. In one instance a fragment thus inclosed consists 
of a portion of the, valve. of an Orthis, imbedded in minute ce-
mented chinks tone of calcilutite. The fossil, derived from the 
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Upper Davenport horizon"clearly indicates the zone of juncture 
of the two formations . . The Lower Davenport also occurs in 
subangular fragments more or les,s rounded on corners and 
edges and imbedded in Upper Davenport blooks and ledges. This 
fact also shows that the d~position of calcilutite immediately 
preceded the deposition of the Upper Davenport coquina. 
The Upper Dave~port.-This lime'stone is heavily bedded at 
all outcrops and is' largely b:r:oken into slickensided blocks. 
They form gently arched but disrupted beds .at the summit of 
the breccia of the Independtmce zone, with which the Lower 
Davenport is usually commingled, ,or descend far into the zone 
in detached fragments up to five feet in ·diameter. 
Some of the blocks of Upper Davenport carry lenticular 
masses conspicuous because of contrast in color and texture. 
These lenses are half an inch or more in vertical diameter and 
. two to three inches in their longer horizontal axis. Fresh frac-
ture shows a brownish calcilutite ora subcrystalline structure 
of finest grain: Exposed surfaces have weathered to whitish 
gray. They lie parallel with the bedding planes. Thus form-
ing horizontal rows of narrowly spaced whitish lenses . in' the 
mi!ist of the gray limestone, they are conspicuous even at a dis~ 
tance of several rods. Their shape, their spacing and attitude, 
the fact that they are not assembled like beach shingle or like 
the sporadic fragments of a breccia suggest their formation in 
situ; by colonial ' organisms, such as stromatopora or sponges. 
In one instance this is demonstrated by the st,ructure remaining 
on the upper surface of the lenticle. 
Associated with the blocks of gray granular limestone char-
acteristic of the Upper Davenport are large blocks, also similarly 
slickensided, of a blue-gray earthy limestone which weathers to 
yellow. A large Chonetes' akilili to C. cancellatus is specially com-
mon and characteristic of this bed, which also contains Stropheo-
donta demissa. 
The following fossils collected at the railway cut and identi-
fied by ,Savage61 are probably all from the Upper Davenport 
horizon. 
61Savage, T. E ., Iowa Gool. Surv., Vol. XV, p. 184. 
1 \ 
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Fistulipora constricta Hall 
Stropheodonta demissa Conrad 
Pholidostrophia nacrea Hall 
Orthotetes chem1tngensis Conrad 
Ohonetes cf. O. cancellatus Calvin 
Productella subalata Hall 
Schizophoria iowensis Hall 
Pentamer·ella arata Conrad 
Gypidula laevi1tSCUZa Hall 
Gypidula comis Owen 
Atrypa j·eticularis Linn. Independence 
type 
Atrypa aspera var. occidentalis Hall 
Spirifer pennatus Owen 
Spirifero asper Hall 
Paracyclas elliptica Hall 
Gyroceras sp. 
Phacops rana Green 
Barren Beds.-These beds are . best seen in the railway cut 
where on the west side near the n.o'rth end they form a ledge 
of light gray limestone about ten' feet thick. The layers run 
in undulating courses parallel With the synClines and anticlines 
of the Upper Davenport massive bed beneath. The rock is shat-
~er€d and in one area at the north end it is completely broken up. 
Cut of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway north 
of Vinton.-This section; of about thirty-five feet, has its base 
about twenty-five feet above the river and embraces all the ' 
zones of the Wapsipinicon as far down as the buff Otis lime 
rock, which lies slightly below its level. 
: :. , : ' j 
4. Limestone, >light lJ:}uff, weathering Ito whitish gray, untos-
siliferous, in undulating courses, in places shattered and 
FEET 
completely broken up; estimated thickness .. , ....... , .10 
3. Upper Davenport limestone, gray, gran.lll'ar, in heavy courses 
up to four feet thick, broken and faulted> into large 
slickensided blocks which in places follow undulating 
courses parallel with those of No.4. In places the 
interstices between the blocks are filled> with dark 
gray, nonlaminated clay, or with chinkstone 'of the 
same rock, or with both interminglep.. In these in-
terstices several fossils of the' Atrypas are ' found as 
parts of rock fragments. In one instance a large finely 
ribbed Atrypa reticularis was found in an interstice 
completely detached and imbedded in the clayey matrix, 
but this is regarded', like the others, as a fragment 
instead .of as a constituent part of the matrix. In 
places the rocks are shattered and healed with calcite. 
Rarely in these rocks occur lenticles of calcilutite with 
their long axes parallel with the bedding .... .. ...... 4-10 
2. Zone of the Indepencience. This zone is well demarked 
from those above and below. On account of lack of 
cem(lntation, and because of the ~bundant shaly mate-
rial, it generally forms a steep slope, while the stronger 
rocks which inclose it stand in nearly vertical ledges. 
Exceptional areas of better cementation and less shale 
form outstanding crags. The colo.r, a dingy buff or 
bluish gray, indicates the high argillaceous content and . 
is in contrast with the whitish tints of. the inclosing 
ledges. It is marked also by its heterogeneity and by 
the generally small size of the includ'ed fragments. 
RAILWA.Y CUT NEAR VINTON 
The constituents of this breccia which may be re-
ferred to the Independence limestone and shales as their 
source ,are, first, the argillo-calcareous buff or bluish 
matrix. This is perhaps as well descri1bed by its nega~ 
tive as by its positive characteristics. It is not lamin-
ated or bedded and shows no trace of sedimentary de-
posit in its present relations. In places it is more than 
interstitial, and forms small areas in which small for-
eign limestone fragments ' are sporadic. But there is 
no evidence that these fragment~ were d.ropped into a 
sea-clay in process of deposition. The lumpy or amor-
phous nature of the matrix indicates rather that it, like 
the fragments, is the product of crush-it of weaker 
argillaceous 'beds, they of har'der, stronger calcareous 
strata. Angular bits of black and of white flint in 
places speckie the matrix rock. Sand grains of clear 
quartz also are present. There are also fragments, small 
and large, of a buff argillaceous limestone some of 
which are themselves finely fragmental. These occur in 
strings, to be described more fully, and are taken to 
be native to the Independence. There are also strings 
of fragments of calcilutite beds which perhaps were 
deposited in the midst of the normal sediments of the 
Independence. 
The foreign constituents of the Independence zone of 
brecciation are first, the blocks of the upper beds of the 
Wapsipinicon. At one point on the east side of the cut is ' 
an area of large fragments of the u'pper beds which 
comes down within four feet of tile ledge of Otis cal-
c-ilutite mosaic breccia at the base of the section. This 
area crosses the tracks diagonally with a northeast-s.outh-
west strike and appears on the opposite side. On 
the east side at the base -of the area, is a block of Upper 
Davenport fossiliferous limestone five feet througil. 
Above this block is a mass of whitish or light yellow 
limestone blocks, apparently the same as the barren 
beds at· the summit of the section. A fragment of a 
large trilobite, however, was found in these. The matrix 
filling the interspaces of tilis mass is chiefly of calcite, 
seams as much as three inches wide being completely 
filled! with whi:te, brown, and clear crystals. of this min-
eral. Chinksitone matrix of the same material as the 
blocks also occurs. One large block, five feet in length, 
is broken in two in . the middle and the wedge-sllaped 
fissure is calcite filled. Blocks of fossiliferous Upper 
Davenport limestone are found apposed to this mass and 
to a small extent intermingled with it. On both sides 
the area of large blocks touches tracts of sbaly breccia 
with small fragments. It would appear that in breccia-
tion the shales of the Ind~pendence here failed to pene-
trll-te to any extent the intersti'ces of the laI"ge blocks of 
the area and these were left to form an easy way for 
ground water, which at some later time deposited cal-
cite therein. There may be seen a few blocks of the 
bluish fossiliferous limestone, weather.ing buff, with the 
large Ohonetes resembling O. canceUatus which occurs 
plentifully in the Aungst quarries. 
The Lower Davenport calc ilutites app3irently were thin 
in this area, and none are now left in place at the railway 
cut. The calcilutite fragments in the Independence zone 
are probably in part derived from the Lower Daven-
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-port, but no attempt is made to discriminate t'llem from 
calcilutites from other hori2;ons. 
Calcilutite .fragments in the Independence zone are in 
part dl:lrived also 'from the upper horizon of the Otis. 
Fragments with blackish hair-line laminre and the rare 
ones showing minute celestite crystals may be referred 
to the Otis as their source. 
Tn.e most prono1,need structure lines in the Indepen-
dence zone -are those afforded by strings of fragments 
of once unbroken layers. Blocks evidently belonging to 
a single stratum, once continuous and horizontal, are now 
found more or less rotated, separated from one another 
by the same sihaly breccia which forms the main body 
of breccia of the Independence zone. They are now 
aligned in irregular~ in some instances faulted, folds or 
in steep monoclines, which with interruptions may be 
traced for lengths of three or four rods. Thus about six 
feet from the base on the west side of the cut, blocks of 
whitish cal,cilutite one foot to two ' feet in diameter are 
ranged along a sinuous line a rod ana more in length in 
the midst . of the shaly breccia (AA. figure 64, page 424) . 
Near the south end of the cut, on the west s-ide, begins 
the outcrop of a broken stratum, about one foot thick, of 
light brownish granular rock with darker spots, weather-
ing to buff. The lower 'part of . the layer is gray, is 
speckled with bla,ck, and contains some small sporadic 
fragments like the mass of the rock. A sketch of a 
part of this outcrop shows graphically tile degree to 
which this stratum has been folded, faulted and broken 
into detached fragments (figure 61, page 421). 
1. Zone of Otis calcilutite. This member is best exposed and 
reaches its maximum height of five feet at the norm 
end of the cut. Declining to the south it passes below 
the level of the ra,ils in about 120 feet. It reappears 
toward the south end of the cut but its structure here is 
less typical. W'aere the bed ' of Otis calcilutite Passes be-
low the level of the rails-at the north end of the cut it 
is about twenty-five feet above low water in the river, 
or about the same height at which the summit of the 
Otis buff lime rock is found a few rods up river in me 
Aungst quarries. The rock is a finely laminated cal-
cilutite brownish or dr3Jb in color but weathering to light 
gI:ay. The close set laminre are etched on weathered 
surfaces. A marked type is a light gray rock with 
rather distant dark hair-line laminre. In plaees ex-
ceedingly minute dark short acicular crystals of celes-
tite speckle an area of a square inch or two. At the 
north the calcilutite is found in a bed brecciated 
to a mosaic but without admixture with fragments of 
other ·strata. · Many of the fragments are apposed a~ong 
the fractures and retain something of the original plane 
of deposition, but in places they are rotated to all angles 
and form a rubble. The matrix consists of interstitial 
calcite filling the seams of the crackle and mosaic brec-
cia, and chinkstone of the same rock as the fragments 
in the larger interspaces. The sandy buff granular shaly 
matrix of the Independence zone is not see~ in this bed. 
At or near tile upper surface of this bed there occur in 
places one or more layers a few inches thick which are 
cOIIllPosed of minutely fragmental calcilutite in angular 
bits from the size of sand to a diameter of a quarter 
, . 
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KEARN'S QUARRY, VINTON 
of an inch with a very slight and interstitial matrix of 
granular rock of the same color. These layers, which 
weather to fretted surfaces, are fuus 'contrasted with 
the evenly laminated layers which bound , them. 
DEGN'.s QUARRY SECTION 
• FEET 
3. Breccia, Indepen'dence zone, gray, shaly, uncemented, with 
the general appearance of a clayey till. Fragments in 
:rubple, small, sharply angular, of var·ious lithologtic , 
types-thin,. brittle, cracked' calcareous plates, dralb and. 
brown oolcilutite, finely laminated brown calcilutite, 
fossiliferous Upper Davenport limestone, blocks of 
shattered and recemented brown laminate!i calcilutite 
whose fragments , generally are matching I)Jld apposed 
and whose fissures are filled with cMnkstone or are 
OPEln at the surface. Areas of breccia which are drab in 
, color and more clayey with smaller fragments may be 
distinguished from otber areas which are more yellow 
in color with larger fragments, but no structure lines 
are visi'ble. Matrix suppl,ied by Independence shale, 
which also furnishes some lumpy fragments; estimated 
thickness ....................................... . .... 12 
2. ' Limestone, Otis, in plates from a fraction of an inch to 
two inches thick; in lamination, texture and color' Uke 
beds beneath; in part fragmental; in places thin leaves 
of greenish yellow clay part the thicker laminre of 
limestone. The latter are ir,regularly surfaced and 
Slightly flexuous and the impression is gIven of con-
tinuous deposition rather than of the intercalation of the 
clay after the deposit of the limestone. Contact with 
No. 3 fairly even ................................... 2 
1. Limestone, buff and brownish gray, fine crystalline-granu-
lar to earthy, of rapid effervescence in cold dilute HCl, 
in even parallel beds from two and four inches beneath 
to five feet nine inches above, laminated with rather 
obscure slightly wavy laminre marked by slight differ-
ences in color, in places vesicular with minute spheroidal 
cavities, joints southeast-northwest and southwest-north-
east, from three to ten feet apart....... ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 
KEARN'S QUARRY SECTION 
5. Limestone, Upper Davenport, with sparse inclosed cal, 
cilutite fragments, in ledges on hillside. 
4. Breccia, Independence zone, a rUibble, shaly, lighit blue-gray 
or yellow; fragments of shale of several inches diameter 
observed which retain initial lamination; many lime-
stone fragments of d.ifferent lithologic types, sonie of buff 
Otis, some of brown calcilutite, some slickensided blocks 
of Upper Davenport limestone, one of large size noted 
within three feet of base of breccia; a fragmental Orthis 
mac!m'Zanei found five feet above base, fragm'ents easily 
detached; estimated thickness ....................... ; .10 
3. a. Shale, calcareous, buff, fissile, lalminre a millimeter and 
less in thickness, continuous for five feet horizontally, 
in places bent and broken but with no included foreign 
frag:ments, at base passes laterally for four inches into 
argiUaceous buff laminated limestone ..... ' ............. %,1 
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b. Or, breccia, buff argillo-calcareous lumpy matrix, num· 
erous small fragments of limestone of buff Otis. . . . . . .. 3 
2. Limestone, Otis lime rock, light brownish drab, laminre 
alternating buff'and light, brownish gray, even and regu-
lar; some layers vesicular, vesicles filled with calcite; 
in layers up to six inches thick; gently undulating with 
the limbs of the low folds d,ipping from 5° to 7° ; upper 
foot contains a few minute sporadic fragments of roc;:k 
of same facies .. ......... . ....... : .. . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . 6 
1. Limestone, buff, granular-earthy, obscurely laminated with 
lighter and da,r'ker bands and 'with d,istinct brown hair: 
line laminre graduating into browner rock beneath; un-
dulations as in No.2; the master jOints of both run 
southeast-northwest and northeast-southwest .. . . ... . . ... 8 
AUNGST QUARRIIDS 
These quarries, opened by the Aungst Bros. for lime rock, ex-
tend for more than one-half mile along the bluffs bounding Cedar 
river and include representatives of 'all the members of the Wap-
Slpl'IlU:Con. With the eX'ception of the Upper Davenport beds 
which were used many years ago in the construction of the build-
ings of the 'State College for the Blind at Vinton, the only stone 
quarried has been that of unbrecciated buff beds of the Otis 
which are used for lime. On account of the heavy cover of rock 
which overlies this basal bed, tumels ten and fifteen feet high 
have been driven as far as one hundred feet under the hill and 
several feet below the level of the flood plain of the river. Large 
chambers :attest the amount .of rock which has been removed. 
The rock is identical with that of the buff Otis beds in the 
Kearn and Degn quarries, so that the description of these beds 
will 'llIot be repeated. While these beds lie approximately hori-
zontal for the most part, the strongest anticlinal fo,ld seen in 
th~ Vinton outcrops occurs in a quarry up river from the bridge 
where a dip of limb of 15° was observed. 
The upper layer of the buff Otis ' beds differs from those 
beneath in its .irregular upper surface and its fragmental na-
ture,. The following sectiO'Dl at ' the roof of the tunnel of one of 
the southern excavations shows the relat~QoIis of this bed: ' 
FEET 
3. Breecia, plentiful fragments of brown caicilutite and 
other lithologic types two and three inches in diameter', 
matrix soft, clayey. 
2. Limestone, .Otis, brownish, vesicular, · in places minutely 
fragmental, some fragments soft, angular, buff, some 
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harder, brown; upper sUTface irregular, the breccia of , 
No. 3 filling the depressions ......................... 1 2-3 
1. Otis limestone, buff, finely and evenly laminated, forming 
roof of tunnel ......... ... . . .. . .... . ... . .............. 1 
The width of this upper bed of the buff Otis varies from a few 
inches to two feet. All the fragments are of the same type as 
. the matrix rock or differ from it only in the kind , and degree 
that the brown and buff laminre '0'f these beds differ from each 
other. The fragments are minute-ollie-half an inch in diameter 
would be exceptionally large-and many of them show by their 
quadrangular form that they are bits of broken up lamime. The 
bed is massive, the fragments being scattered 'through' the 
matrix rock or the whole Iorming rubble brecci'a of minute frag-
ments. 
TTpon the fragmental massive upper bed of the Qtis rests 
elther the c1ay~y matrix breccia of the Independence zone of 
, brecciation, as at the northernmost quarry, or a ledge of cal-
cilutite breccia. 
At one exposure forty rods southeast of the railway bridge, 
the lime rock is overlain by a nearly horizontal ledge of calcilu-
tite five to seven feet thick. The rock is of the usual type, light 
brown and finely laminated. It is irregularly bedded in courses 
about one foot in thickness. The ro'~k is seamed and in part is 
fragmental. At base it changes to subcrystallin'e dark gray lime-
stone. The entire ledge in places forms a rubble breccia of 
native fragments firmly cemented with chinkstone matrix and 
finer material of the same' nature as the fragments. Many of 
the fragments are several inches in diameter. This ledge gives 
place laterally to a breccia of shaly matrix. In places the ledges 
of calcilutite have been shattered to rubble. As example there may 
be cited an exposure a few rods up river from the railway bridg'e. 
Here the $ummit of the buff beds is twenty-flour feet above ~ow 
water level, and a,t approximately the level of the rails in 'the 
railway cut. At this quarry a vertical wall of close-~et rubble 
breccia twelve feet thick thinning to six feet at an angle of 45° 
rests directly on the buff Otis lime tock. The fragments are 
, chiefly brown calcilutite. They are mostly small but areas 
occur where fragments from six, inches to two feet in ' diameter 
predominate. ,some ,of these larger fragments are themselves 
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seamed, dislocated and healed with calcite. Most of ,these frag-
ments can well be attributed to the breaking up of beds of Otis 
calcilutite, such as that seen at about this level at the bottom 
of the railway cut and that just described in, the quarry forty 
rods 'south of the bridge. But .the clayey rpatrix, the soft yellow 
limestone fragments and the lumpy fossiliferous fragments 
which form a minor part of the same breccia bed show that other 
and higher terranes also have contributed to it. 
In all the Aungst quarries the horizon of the Independence is 
represented by a rubble breccia in which the shales and dingy 
buff" impure' limestones of the formation have been broken up 
and mingled with fragments of the limestone beds beneath them 
and above. The ,shales are easily crushed and contribute a mat-
rix whic~ is soft, lumpy and in places arenaceous. 
'Small ,areas of shale little dis,turbed or intermixed with other 
constituents 'occur where they have beoo proteCted by lime-
s,tone blocks or ledges. Thus in the quarry forty rods south of 
the bridge dark gray shale is seen amid the tilted bloc~s toward 
the base of the zone .of broken massive limes;tone beds which suc-
ceeds the. Independence breccia zone along these outcrops. Un-
derlying a broken arch of blocks is a mass of shale from two to 
, six inches in thickness and a foot or so in loogth which remains 
largely intact although tilted with the adjacent surfaces of the 
!imestone hlocks to slopes of 35°, 45° and more than 50°. Silice-
ous nodules and chips of flint ooour at this horizon, thougJi not 
so m;unerously. as in the Linn' county outcrops. 
Structure lines are seen in beds of strong rock which either 
remain unbroken for some distance, or if broken permit their 
courses to be traced by strings of fragments. The' alignments of 
dissevered blocks are seldom if ever horizontal, nor are they 
continuous for any considerable distance. Within the limits 
of the face of the quarry they come to an end and give place to 
structureless rubble breccia. For example, in the quarry forty 
rods south of the railway bridge ' structureless rubble breccia 
rests upon the ledge of Otis calcilutite already described. A few 
feet up the slope it is interrupted by a string of blocks of brown 
calcilutite from one to two feet thick tilted at a moderate angle 
to the south. Higher up the quarry face there appears a short 
I 
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ledge of buff granular dingy limestone of the Inidependence 
type which is tilted more s'trongly in the same direction. A 
little to th,e east a syncline of dislocated blocks of brown cal-
cilutite, some of them four feet long, appears high 'up in the 
Indepen'dence zone'. In the quarry a few rods above the bridge, 
where twelve feet of rubble breccia with close-set calcilutite 
fragments overlies the Otis lime rock, this breccia is bounded 
above by an undulating bed of light brown calcilutite three feet 
thick in irregular massive beds about one foot in thickness. 
Weathering shows th'at the rock is minutely fragme~tal in struc-
ture. In places the ledge ' is broken and faulted. Immediately 
upon this rests for a short distance a soft buff limestone and a 
, foot or so higher up is a string of large and small fragments 
of soft speckled buff limestone. A tract of weak breccia with 
shaly matrix s~parates these ledges from the zone of big blocks 
which lie above the Independence. At one of the most southern 
of the quarries, where a weak breccia with fragments from two 
inches to two feet in diam9'ter, imbedded in soft clayey matrix, 
rests upon the buff Otis lime rock, a string of brown laminated 
calcilutite blocks appears above this breccia. The string has a 
distinct dip to the southeast, and a number of blocks of whitish 
calcilutite a few feet above show the same trend. 
The Lower Davenport beds are seen in place only at the Aungst 
quarry adjacent to K~arn 's quarry where they appear in the 
form of a cornice of drab and gray calcilutite five feet thick, 
, dipping from 10° to 25° and great~y shattered, the seams being 
filled with calcite. Angular or somewhat rounded fragments of 
calcilutite are occasionally seen included in the Upper Daven-
port. ' ' ,I ~: ill il iL ... i ' .~ 
The Uppe~ Davenport appears in massive ledges ,as in the 
:railway cut. In large part they retain their initial positioh 
relative to the weaker lower beds. But great slickensided tilted 
blocks are found . far within the brecciated Independence zODIe 
and smaller but characteristic fossiliferous fragments are foun1d 
nearly to its: base. Thus at a quarry up river from the bridge 
a twelve-inch fragment of the Upper Davenport occurs within 
one foot of the undisturbed buff ' Otis lime rock and a large 
" 
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block of the Upper Davenport may be seen within three and 
one-half feet of the s'ame datum plane. 
Linn County 
The three trunk streams which trench the Wapsipinicon ter-
rane in their courses across the county afford excellent sections 
of the beds involved in the major brecciatioDi. These streams are 
Cedar river from Covington to Otis, Buff·alo creek at Coggon and 
the Wapsipinicon from Troy Mills tOI Central City. The shattered 
Bertram beds are exposed along Indian and Big creeks, tribu-
taries of the Cedar. The Coggon phase of the Otis is seen 
practically undisturbed at Otis, at Coggon and .at Springville. 
The Cedar Rapids phase has suffered only a slight deformation 
marked by low undulations of the strata and crackling of the 
more brittle beds. The Independence is slightly folded but only, 
partly brecciated at K enwood, Otis and in the quarries about 
9'edar Rapids; but at the o~d cut of the Chicago, Milwaukee and 
Saint Paul Railway west of ' Linn it is intermingled with the 
higher terranes. The Lower Davenport is generally thoroughly 
brecciated, but at Kenwood beds only partly brecciated im-
mediately overlie the Independence. The Upper Davenport ap-
pears west of Linn and along Felton creek, Cedar Rapids, in 
characteristic broken ledges carrying the First Fauna. The 
Linn section shows the soft buff limestones which hold the Sec-
ond Fauna, shattered and intermingl~d with lower terranes. It 
is in the sections of Linn county that the sequence of the terranes 
of the Wapsipinicon is most clearly displayed and the effects of 
the major brecciation are most readily distinguished from those 
of the minor brecciations which preceded it. 
SILURO·DEVONIAN OONTACTS 
SECTION EAST OF CENTRAL CITY 
(Northwest quarter of the southwest quarter of section 1, township 85 north, 
range VI west) 
FEET 
5. Otis limestone, Cedar Rapids phase, with much ,black flint. : 6 
4. Slope, no rocks exposed ........ .. ..... . . . . . .. . .... . ... . 10 
3. Otis limestone, Coggon phase, abundantly fossiliferous, rest· 
ing directly and apparently conformably on bed below .. 16 1,4 
I' 
i' 
I 
I 
I 
COGGON SECTIONS, LINN COUNTY 
2. Limestone, ma;gnesian, compact, gray, crystalline.granular, 
made up of two l,ayers ,in even courses four arid five 
inches thick and a basal irregular layer about one foot 
thick which' rests directly upon bed below............ l%, 
1. Dolomite, Hopkinton stage of ~iagaran, with casts of corals 
and Bronteus cf. B. laphami . . . .. ........ ... .. .. ... ..... 4 
SECTION SOUTH OF PARALTA ON BIG CREEK 
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(Nm·theast quarter of the southwest quarter of section "I, townsh'ip 83 nOt' th, 
range V west) 
FEET 
5'. Slope covered with imbedded fragments and blocks of 
Bertram limestone; near the base a ledge" of same six 
feet th,ick; actual contact with No. 4 not observed al-
though they are but a foot or so apart ......... ' .. . .... 28 
4. DolomIte, or magnesian limestone, saccharoidal, ligLlt grn.y, 
weathering yellow, hard, compact, in obscure oourses 
resem.bling rough masonry which become thinner ' and 
more distinct below ... . . .... . ......... . .... .. ..... ... 19% 
3. Dolomite, or magneSian limestone, dark gray, similar to 
No. 4 but evenly and distinotly " stratified in layers 
one-half inch to three inches thick ; weathering to quad- \ 
rangular cilipstone , ................. .. ... ..... " . . . . .. 3 
2. Unexposed ........... . ... .... .. ............ .. . . .. .... ... 11h 
1. Limestone, Anamosa phase of Gower stage of Niagaran, ' 
finely granular, buff, finely laminated, with a;b,undant 
casts of Leperditia ....... .. . .... ; ..................... 12 
COGGON SECTIONS 
At Coggon, five miles due north of Central City, Buffalo creek 
cuts nearly to the base of the Wapsipillicoru beds, anq. the Nia-
garan appears a mile east of the village at Nugent's quarry. 
Exposures in and about the town afford a general section reach-
ing as high as the basal shaly beds of the Ind~pendenc8]. 
CUT OF ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILWAY, ABOUT ONE-HALF MILE NORTH 
OF OOGGON 
FEET 
9. Li~estone, dark reddish .. ........................ . ...... 3 
8. Limestone, buff or purplish, in layers from one inch to eight 
in'Ches thick, containing nodules of quartz and calcite, 
and 'arenaceous with quartz sand and angular bits of 
chert ........... . .. .. ....... ', ................ , . .. .... 4 
7. Shale, llighly argillaceous, blue, thinly laminatedl une 
fossiliferous . . .. . , .......... ,............... . .. .. .... . 5 
The section is continued downward in the adjacent 
Mains Quat'ry. ' 
6. Shale, greenish, and , limestone, thin-layered, with im-
bedded limestone fragments ........... .. ..... . . . ..... 1% 
5. Limestone, like No. 4 in the next section, but less 
variable ..... .. .................. . ... . ........ . . .... .. 8 
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·SECTION ADJOINING THE RAILWAY TRACK NORTH OF THE STATION 
5. Limestone, light yello,w-gray calcilutite, in thin layers .. :. 2 
' 4. Limestone, variable and lenticular, mo,tltled, earthy-crystal-
line, in places composed of minute angular ' fragments ' 
of hard limestone with buff matrix. Silice'ous, especially 
above, witil black flint, in places becoming vesicular 
like pumice, probably from the removal of interstitial 
calcite .. . .. ... .. . .. . . . ... . .. . . . .... . ........... . ..... 8 
With an interval of a few feet the section is con-
tinued in Ashby's Quarry at the railway station.-
3. Limestone, gray, hard, compaot ,subcrystalline ma,gnesian 
layers from one inch to four inches thick, weathering 
h}to block chipstone . ... ... . ... . ...... . ........... . .. 2 
2. Limestone, massive, pale buff, magnesian, moderately 'hard, 
granular, subcrystalline, ,porous and vesicular, with a· 
few irregular cavities about an inch in diameter, in 
layers from eighteen to twenty-four inches thick, moulds 
of Spiriter subumbonu8 ple~tiful; lower two feet vari-
able, in places bwwnish buff. semiearthy-semicrystalline 8 
1. ,Slope to water in river, elsewhere seen to be occupied by , 
massive limestone similar to the above.... . ....... . ... 6 
In the above combined sections Nos. 6 and 7 are the Independ-
ence, and 1 to 5 inclusive beiong to the Otis. Number 2 w:ith No. 3 
is the magnesian basal phase of the Otis designated as the Cog-
gon beds by the writer before the identificatiQn of the prevalent 
fossil, 8pirifer subumbonus, of both the magnesian lower and the 
nonmagnesian upper beds proved the identity of the Coggon 
with the Otis. While minor disturbances of sedimentation are 
to be noted, as in No.4 and No.6, no general brecciation is here 
displayed. The zone of the major brecciation, here as farther to 
the south, at Cedar Rapids, and west, as at Troy Mills, ' or north, 
at Quasqueton, no doubt iies above the basal Independence. 
TROY MILLS SECTION 
At Troy Mills, on the right bank of Wapsipinicon river below 
the dam, several square rods ' of the breooia of the major breccia-
tion are exposed slightly above water level. The surface of this 
floor is hummocky, due to the relative resistances of different 
areas of breccia according to amount of matrix and degree of 
cementation. 
The geological horizon is that of the Upper Davenport, and 
blocks of this hard, tough granular fossiliferous limestone, a 
foot and more in diameter are numerous. Some of these blocks 
show slickensides. The yellow' fossiliferous fine-grained lime-
stone immediately overlying the Upper Davenport beds also is 
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involved and may he seen in undisturbed" strata, in large frag· 
ments tilted and mingled with those of lower beds, and, under 
the bridge, in a ledge three or four yards long composed chiefly 
of shattered and partly brecciated rock of this horizon abutting 
at the west on a breccia of blocks of Upper Davenport. 
An exception1al numlber .of blocks show the juncture of the 
Lower Davenport calcilutite and the Upper Davenport coquina. 
Along the zone of juncture the laminre of the former are flexed, 
broken, detached and imb3dded in the paste of the latter rock. 
The brecqiated beds from which su.ch blocks were broken evi-
dently were fOJ;med before the Upper Davenport was lithified. 
These blocks range from one foot to two and one-half feet in 
diameter, thus showing the firmness of their cementa~ion and 
their ability to withstand without crush the stresses of the major 
brecciation which broke the bed into blocks .and mingled them 
with fragments of. other strata. Blocks are noted in which the 
contact is even and the calcilutite laminre .are undisturbed. But 
here a few small angular bits of the calcilutite occur sporadic in 
the Upper Davenport portion of the block. A block of two and 
a half feet diameter shows calcilutite laminre mostly in place 
but partly bent and detached and imbedded in the granular 
fossiliferous paste. This block is also traversed hy a: half inch 
seam filled with the same paste and some calcite. 
In one area of a yard square blocks chiefly of Upper Daven-
port are cemented with calcite which fills seams in places an inch 
and a half wide. . j . ' 
There are also areas ,of rubple breccia of calcilutite fragmenrts 
set in interstitial yellow matrix of which but little is here aren-
aceous. The fragments when detached show no wear upon theiJ' 
edges, which remain as sharp as when first 'broken and show no. 
corrosion upon their sides,. . . 
Two miles southeast of Troy Mills (southwest quarter of 
section 10, township 86 north, range 7 west) there is a note-
worthy outcrop 'on the left bank of a small creek flowing into 
the river from the south and affording the following section: 
32 
FEET 
3. Independence shale, buff and blue, weathering to clay,. with 
some ilarder layers of crystalline-earthy limestone one or 
two inches thick, and dark brown eal'lthy-granular lime-
.stone three to four inches thick, with some large· siliceous 
. \ 
, 
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nodules. , ,Slightly undulating in swells eight inches 
high and five feet long . . ...... . ... . . ...... . .. . . . .... . 13 
2. Limestone, hard', brown and buff. . . ... ... .. . . .. . . .... ... 2-3 
1. Otis limestone, massive, crackled, seams healed with cal-
cite, fossilIferous with ~piriter subumbonus,- thickness ' 
to water level at east end . .. ... . ...... ' ..... . .. . . . . . . . 2%, 
. 
To the west a vertical fault, with a throw of about three feet, 
. drops No. 1 just below water level. ' 
On the hill overlooking this creek from the east the road gul-
lies disclose about twenty-five feet of the Independence shale, 
, overlain by five to ten feet of a breccia of small fragments of 
drab calcilutite-the Lower Day-enport horizon., 
Still farther down -r iver on the right bank the following section 
is poorly exposed at the " Wolf's Den" (southeast quarter of 
the southeast quarter section 14, township 86 north, range VII 
. . . . 
west). 
5. Upper DavenpoN horizon, seen in blocks of fossiliferous 
' limestone on sloping hillside. 
4. Jjower Davenport horizon marked by. a few ,poor outcrops 
of drab calcilutite breccia. 
3. Lower Davenport breccia, in strongly cemented ledge, frag-
ments of drab 'calcilutite up to one foot in diameter, 
set at all angles, matrix sparse . . .... .... .. . .. . . . . .. . .. 4 
2. Limestone~ rather hard, brown; mottled with masses of . 
soft, light 'buff limestone wnose ' upper surface is highly 
irregular and which is absent in places; maximum thick-
ness . . ... . .. . ...... _ .. " . . ......... . ........ . .. . .. .. . 2lh 
1. Limestone, buff, earthy, fine-grained, evenly laminated, in 
beds up to five feet thick, to water's ' edge about .... . . . . . 15 
About one mile down stream in the south half of sectiqn 24 a 
steep hillside fronting the Wapsipinicon on the right bank gives 
the following section: 
FEET 
8. Up.per Davenport horizon, seen ' in blocks of fossiliferous 
limestone nine inches thick apparently in place eight 
feet above summit of No.7. 
7. Lower Davenport limestone, brown and gray calCilutite, 
in uneven, finely fragmental layers of ,two or t hree inches 
thickness . .. . ........... . . . . . . . .... . ... ' . . .. . . . .. . ..... . 2 
6. Independence limestone, in cliff, buff, soft, eartily, evenly 
laminated, beds undulating, in pla'Ces brecciated" frag-
ments and matrix alike but matrix more resistant. The 
removal of the angular and commonly quadrangular 
, blocks by solution and other processes of weathering 
gives the surface , of the brecciated beds where exposed 
in the cliff a peculiar reticulated appearance. The in-
terstitial matrix is left in high relief as a network of 
thin limestone w~ls somewhat resembling ' t"ilose of 
septaria (figures 80 and 85) . These ' matrix walls occa-
matrix walls occasIonally are marked by ,close-set, low . 
parallel linear ridges', giving them a finely laminated 
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appearance. The ridges, however, are not harder 
lamhire left in relief but are casts of the etched edges 
of the weaker laminre of the rormerly inclosed frag-
ment. Hence a time sufficient for the etching of the 
sides of fragments ,elapsed 'after fragmentation before 
the completion of the fining with the matrix .. ... ...•. 18 
5. Talus slope . .. . ........... . ..•. ... .... . .. .. .... . ..... . .. 18 
4. Independence shale, 'argiUo-calcareous, buff with blue cores, 
showing spheroidal weathering . . .......... . ........... ,2 
3. Talus slope ....... . ......... .. . . ..... .. ................. 3 
2. Otis limestone, mottled br'Own and buff, in low gentle un-
dulations, in places consists of d~llIb ,calcilutite carry-
ing Spiriler subumbonus and overlain with three inches 
of brown saccharoidal limestone .. . .... . . ....... '. . . . . %, 
1. Otis limestone, gray , and brQwis'a gray, crystalline, in un-
even layers a;bout one inch thick; to level of the river. " 2% 
• 
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Number 6 of this section is apparently identical with No.1 of 
the section
' 
at The Wolf's Den,and both strongly resemble the 
magnesian layers of Aungst's quarry of Vinton, which are re-
ferred to the lower beds of the Otis. Hqt the presence of typIcal 
basal Independence in No. 4 'of this section, thus closely parallel-
ing the Kenwood section, and still more the presence of Otis 
limestone in No.2, with the characteristic Otis fossil, Spirifer 
subumbonus-its most northerly known ' occurrence in Iowa-
concur in identifying No. 6 with the Independence. 
Down valley, 'as Wapsipinicon river cuts more and more deep- , 
ly into the beds which bear its name, ' it reaches the base of the 
Otis limestone and enters the Niagaran dolomite at or near 
Central City. Two miles northwest of this village, at Granger's 
old quarry' (southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of sec-
tion 28,' township 86 north, range 6 west), the Niagaran is still 
,below water level, but the basal magnesian beds of the Otis are, 
in force with characteristic fossils. 62 
CEDAR RIVER SECTIONS 
THE LINN SECTION. ABANDONED CUT OF CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE 
AND SAINT PAUL RAILWAY. WE,ST OF LINN. 
This cut, which scarps the bluffs on the left bank of Ceda.r 
river for the length of about three-quarters of a mile and offers 
a vertical section of about sixty feet, is one of the most extensive 
Wapsipinicon exposures in the state. The brecciated zone here 
involves all terranes of the Wapsipinicon except the Otis, whose 
·:Norton, W, H ., Geology of Linn County: Iowa Geo!. Surv., Vol~ IV. pp: 149, '150. 
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C'alcilutites appear two miles to the southeast in . old quarries 
al.ong the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railway, but here 
have dipped beneath the level of the base of the outcrop. No 
exposure in the state shows more thoroughgoing and complete 
brecciation. Furthermore, this section is of exceptional import-
ance in that it and the Brandon expO'Sures recently discovered by 
Thomas offer the only outcrops of the fossiliferous Independ-
ence . shales which are open to observation. 
It is quite impossible to give any general vertical section of 
the chaotic brecciation displayed which will be applicable to it 
at all' points. Here the brecci'a is composed largely of detritus of 
the buff Independence and there of Lower Daven;port calcilutites. 
At one point fossiliferous limestones of the .Spirifer pervnatus 
., beds are found commingled with blocks of the Upper Davenport 
and Lower Davenport 'at the bottom of the cut and at another 
the shaly Independence predominates to the summit. 
The railway grade descends from . fifty-nine feet above the 
river at th'e north end of the cut to twenty feet above it at the 
south end. The' diagonal belt thus scarped has a total height of . 
about sixty feet, but as the terrane dips southward the strati-
graphic thickness of the ' section prob~bly is considerably less. 
It is possible to make out traces of a zonal arrangement of the 
material from the beds which have contributed to the breccia. 
Thus at the north end of the cut the highest beds are from a 
coral reef eontaining Phillipsastrea billingsi, Acervularia, num-
erous cyathophylloids and Favosites. In places along the top 
of the cut, but at a lower level than that of the coralline zone, the 
Spirifer pennatus beds are well-nigh conltinuous. Somewhat 
lower, the horizon of the Upper Davenport is marked in places 
by lines of huge blocks in which Gypidula comis is the common 
fossil, The Lower Davenport calcilutites are nowhere in place, 
but large areas of breccia are composed·chiefly of the quadrang-
ul'ar fragments of these brittle, thinly laminated beds. The In-
dependence is most conspicuous in tracts of exceptionally abund- . 
ant buff, soft matrix. . 
Toward the south a wide, open valley tributary to the Cedar 
interrupts the section, dividing it into a south and a n10rth cut, 
the latter being much the longer. 
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In the south cut, as in the north, the dip of ledges and the 
boundaries of areas of weak breccia trace obscure anticlines 
(:figure 87). At the center !of one of these upfolds, and four 
feet above the railway grade, occurs an interrupted ledge of 
massive soft saccharoidal limestone four feet thick, mott~ed 
white and 'brownish :with some periphyral calcite crystals (A). 
Resting on this bed is a tract of buff sandy matrix of Inldepend-
ence facies with sporadic pebbles of white crystalline rock and 
of soft fine-grained buff 'limestone (B). Above this is a tract 
of rubble breccia of drab calcilutite fragmenits (C). It is sur-
mounted by seven inches of ibuff soft limestoIlie in part minutely 
-------- - -----------~~ brto tl 
-- . , ..... \, r' 
-":.' A- ,I,' I~ 
"t \. ,I"~ 
~
FIG. 87,-:-Sectlon In the south part of the old railway cut west of Linn, Linn county. 
fragmental, bent to an arch with a diameter of eight feet and a 
height of one foot (D). At the 'summit of this obscure anticline 
the breccia is somewhat fossiliferous (two specimens of Atrypa 
reticularis were observed), denoting a slight commingling of 
fossiliferous beds. The lowest ledge recalls the ledges of some-
what similar limestone seen at the base of the breccia of section 
E of Felton creek, Oedar Rapids. 
A:. similar ledge occurs near the base of the northern limb of 
the arch. Here a ledge of limestone lhree feet thick is tilted 
northward at an angle of 10° (E,). It con'sists of a layer two 
feet thick resting on a somewhat 'lenticular mass of brownish 
crystalline rock. The two-foot layer is composed above of whitish 
" 
\ 
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saccharoidal limestone inclosing small sparse fragments of a 
pinkish buff fine-grained lime'stone, with a few small calcilutite 
fragments. Within the same layer this whitish limeston~ passes 
downward into a four inch bed of pinkish buff rock identical 
with the' fragments included in th.e whitish limestone. To. the 
n10rth the pinkish buff rock is little disturbed, except that calcite 
'seams in relief show considerable crackling of the rock, but to 
the south it is much broken up and its fragments are imbedded 
in the matrix of the whitish rock above. At this end of the ledge 
the whitish rock also shows larger and more. numerous frag-
ments. The ledge thus records continuous but disturbed sedi-
mentatio1nl.· It rests upon a breccia; of preponderant buff Inde-
pendence matrix carrying near . the top an elliptical six inch 
siliceous nodule:. The ledge also abuts laterally on breccia of 
the same type." In juxtaposition at the south end are two large 
fragments each showing complex brecciationl and parallelism of , 
detached laminre of calcilutite. The place of these whitish sac-
charoidal limestones seems to be the same as that of those seen 
in section A' of the Felton creek exposures, that is at the base, 
of the Lower Davenport. 
A few rods from the lower end of the north cut and also at the 
northern base of 'a rude anticlin'al structure there is seen a hori- ' 
zontal 'bed of breccia two feet thick whose uriequiaxed fragments 
are set at all angles. These fragments range up to three inches 
in diameter and consist mostly of drab calcilutite with some 
sm~ll chips of ligp.t buff fine-grained limestO'Il!e. The matrix is 
light buff and is little more than interstitial. In places it is 
slightly sandy. Upon this bea. rests another layer of breccia 
one foot thick, whose close-set calcilutite fragments are smaller 
than those of the bed beneath. 'A little chert sand is visible but 
very little of the buff matrix rock is to be seen. There is con-
siderable gray granular rock either as matrix, as fragments or 
as both. ' 
\ ' 
The bedding of the layers indicates 'sedimentary deposition.. 
In this case the high angles at which the unequiaxed fragments 
stand would point to flow en masse rather than to deposition of 
fragment after fragment by a slightly overloaded current. The 
fragments of the beds are similar to the fragments throughout 
, 
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these breccias in their angular unworn condition. The position 
of this ledge as well as its structure suggests comparison with 
the basal ledges in the south cut, and the fragmental structure 
of both seems to be due to minor brecciations during Lower 
Davenport time while the 'breaking up of the ledges is referred 
to the major brecCiation. 
Independence Areas of Breccia.-These are not areas in whlch 
the Independence has been preserved intact. They are areas of 
breccia characterized by the abundance of material whioh is re- . 
ferable to that formation. The.large admixture of Independence 
detritus renders the breccia argillaceous and soft, so that these 
are3:s weather back to slopes. In'comparison with the fragments 
of other and harder beds the soft buff Independence detritus 
appears as matrix. It is not a sedimeIllt in which the foreign 
fragments of hard rock have been imbedded; no lamination 
lines are seen within it as a rule; it is the fine detritus to which 
weak rock has been crushed in a brecciation illlVolving harder 
beds. Other outcrops, however, show that sedimentary breccias 
were formed in Independence time, and a few probable relicts of 
such breccia are to be found in this section. 
The larger of the Independenc.e areas rise in the centers of 
rude and obscure upfolds with steeply outward-dipping areas 
of strong breccia on either hand, but smaller areas occur at 
several place~ in the section . . Where it is most abundant, the 
material referred to the Independence weathers to flattened ir-
regular lumps two inches and more in horizontal diameter, a 
structure similar to that seen in No. 7 of the Chicago, Rock Island 
and Pacific Railway cut at Cedar ~apids, where the shales are 
practically undisturbed. Much!Qf the material is sparingly aren-
aceous, with dissemrnated bits of chert easily recognizable on 
weathered surfaces. These grains are not assembled into laminre 
in the matrix rock but are sporadic like the larger fragmen~s . 
They are not gathered around the base of larger fragments as if 
swept and lodged there by currents of water. ,siliceous nodules 
of intercrystallized quartz and calcite, elliptical or ovate in shape 
amd as much as ia foot in longest diameter, occur sparingly. 
Some of these a~e set 'at high angles in the breccia. 
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FIG. 88.-An area of predominant Independence shale strongly bent and much broken 
with some Included fragments . Strong Davenport breccIa at left. Summit 
·of arch. Linn section. Linn county. 
Certain fragments of impure limestone .iIi the breccia which 
probably belong to the Independence are a dingy huff color . .some 
of these are themselves sporadically fragmental, and in this case 
a disturbance of sedimentation in Independence time is inferred. 
At a few points some of the beds seem to have been preserved. At 
the lower end of. the north cut ·a bu.ttress of strong well-cemented 
limestone breccia rises abruptly from the tracks and forms 
natu! al ledges on the valley sides. Immediately beyond, an 
area of Independence, forty-five f~et wide, gives rise to talus 
which rises within twelve feet of the summit of the cut. At three 
points the Independence breaks through to the top 9f the section 
in chimneys of · w.eak shaly breccia and talus parted by towers 
. of breccia of the upper limestones. At the north of this area of 
Independence, blocks of the higher formations . descend steeply 
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to the railway grade in wen-~!igh vertical cliffrs. Along the sum-
mit of this Independence area one may find in places a fine 
gritless calcareous shale closely laminated ' and bent to strong 
convex curves to conform to the curves of the lower surface of . 
the limestone breccia above or at either side. It is clearly' im-
possible that the laminre were deposited in their present attitude, 
and their deformation is attributed to the major brecciation 
(figure 88). 
ISome rods north of this are'a there appears midway the sec-
tion a ledge of massive bluish limestone two feet thick, weather-
inlg to buff, soft, fine-grained, e~rthy, of Independence facies, 
dipping 20° to the north (figure 89', B). The bed contains very 
rare minute sporadic fragments of drab and buff limestone and 
some quartz nodules. It graduates above along an undulating 
line into light grayish buff clayey rock of about the same thick-
ness, which weathers into minute chipstone and irregular lenticu-
lar lumps (0). This bed contaiDis areas of finely laminated 
calcareous .shale and weathers back beyond both the ledge below 
and a cornice above. The bed contains fragments of drab lime-
stones more numerous than those of the ledge on which it rests 
but still small and sparse. The cornice which overhangs it is of 
breccia (D) whose fragments are larger and more numerous 
and better cemented than those of the beds beneath. The aspect 
of these beds is that of continuous deposition and recalls the 
bed of breccia intercalated in the little disturbed layers of the 
independence in Section C of Felton creek, Oed(ax Rapids. 
FIG. 89 .-A detail from the Linn section, . Linn county. 
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For ten feet this ledge of Independence facies ovellies a tract of 
well-cemented rubble breccia (A) of Upper DavenJpo,rt with an 
, occasional fossiliferous fragment 'and Lower Davenport calcilu- ' 
,tite fragments with sparse matrix, just as in the Vinton Railway 
cut a similar ledge, the lower part of which is laminated shale in 
place, rests upon a breccia carrying fossils of higher beds. F 'or 
the reasons mentioned in the discussion of the Vinlton section 
the ledge is referred to the Independence, and its fragmentation 
is referred to an Independence ' brecciation. The fossiliferous 
breccia underneath it is assumed to have been underthrust from 
the south, thus tilting it to a moderately high angle. 
The Lower Davenport Zone of Brecciation.-The tracts to 
which calcilutites referable to the Lower Davenport have con-
tributed the mass of the fragmenlts do not offer any features 
different from those seen in other s'ections. The fragments are, 
well cemented by a sparse calcareous matrix in some' places gray 
and in others buff and slightly arenaceous. Here the stresses 
were sufficient to intermix fragments of the higher fos'silifer-
ous beds, and more than sufficient to destroy any ledg~s of 
mosaic breccia such as those seen at Quasqueton. But a few 
fragments, themselves of crackle or mosaic breccia, lead to 
the inference of a brecciation during Lower Daven~ort time or 
at its close, when such ledges were produced. 
, The Upper DaveJnlport Zone of Brecciation.-The tough, hard 
beds of fossiliferous gray limestone (the Gyrocems beds of Cal-
vin) are here more brokenl and displaced than in several other 
secti'ops (Plate X). Yet in places they appear in interrupted 
ledges, the blocks tilted but retaining something of their initial 
attitude , (Plate XI). The large size of '3; few of the hlocks is ' 
noteworthy. One measures eleven feet'in length with a thickness 
, of two and one-half feet. , The fracture planes are commonly 
:smoothed and grooved with slickensides on 'a few of which cal-
, . 
cite crusts have formed. These surfaces cut across bedding 
planes and transect the thick shells of Gupidula and oth'3r fossils. 
'Besides these ledges near the summit of the section, large blocks / 
and irregular masses of 'breccia of this type occur down to the 
level of the railway grade. Thus at the lower end 'of the north 
cut, blocks two to three feet in diameter are common and onc 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
\ 
j 
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block five feet long j.s seen. In .this strong breccia blocks of Up-
per Davenport, Lower Davenport, and the Spirifer pennatus 
beds are mingled pell-mell without the slight~st zonal arrange-
ment except near the top where the Spirifer pennatus beds pre-
vail. The matrix here is scant and of the sandy buff Independ-
ence material. , 
The stresses which broke the Upper Davenport into blocks 
seem to have been sufficient as a rule· to detach from it the Lower 
Davenport laminro. In one case only were the ·two lithologic 
types found conjoined in a single block. In this case the contaet 
phenomena showed that there had been undisturbed continuous 
deposition. Without fracturing of the laminro of the lower rock. 
Several blocks appear, however, which show calcilutite frag-
ments imbedded in the Upper Davenport. Thus one seen near 
the base of the section at the lower end of the north cut contains 
twenty-two small angular sporadic calcilutite fragments in an 
area six inches square. . All these were under one inch in diame-
ter except a fragment three inches in size which itself was brec-
ciated. Such crowding is quite exceptional. No lenticles of cal-
cilutjte arranged in linl8S parallel to the bedding have been ob-
served . . 
. Zone of the Spirifer pennatus beds.-Ai soft, yellow shaly 
highly fossiliferous limestone lies along the summit of the north 
cut. The beds are shattered and in places blocks are set on 
edge. . Of these beds distinctive fragments . also have been 
mingled with the rubble breccia beneath to the bottom of the 
cut. 
An interesting block at the base of the north cut near the up-
per end consists of a large ma,ss of Diphyphyllum coral be-
tween whose slender branches hundreds of the young of various 
species of brachiopods had found a sheltering home,. 
ELLIS PARK QUARRY, CEDAR RAPII?S 
Figures 46 and) 47, Pages. 380 ana 381 
This . quarry, operated by the city for crushed stone, is situ-
ated at the northeastern edge of the park on the side of a bluff 
facing Cedar river. Beneath a shallow and here negligible cover 
of drift, the Independence appears as a buff calcareous shale. 
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The juncture of the shale with the Otis limestone benleath is 
particularly well marked. The upper zone of the limestone is 
,characteriied by the development of gigantic lenses. Beneath 
,these the main body of the Otis consists of brown limestone, 
laminated in places, which passes downward into brown magne-
sian limestone vesicular at the base. The Otis has been thrown 
into low undulations and the beds are traversed with narrow 
ve~tical and oblique s'eams filled with calcite. The base of the 
section is nine feet above water level in the Cedar. Many of the 
layers ar.e irregula:tly bedded, w,ith brownish or black films cov-
ering rugose surfaces. 
INDEPENDENCE. 
FEET 
17. Shale, buff, calcareous, weathering to clay, stratification 
shows in horizonal lines of cores of weathering and in 
harder thin beds. Easily cut down anyw~ere with spade. 
Small eUiptical nodules of black Iflint occur and larger 
masses of intercrystallized quartz and calcite ........ , 8 
OTIS. ' 
16. Limestone, lenticular or massive mottled buff and dark 
brown, or light gray and dark drab, fragmental in struc-, 
ture. Lenses up to nine feet in d<iameter and from three 
to five feet thick form the base of th~ stratum. These 
are overlain by massive iimestone of the same structure 
or in places by thin over wrapping layers of hard drab 
limestone, whose laminre are flexed and in places broken. 7 
15. Limestone, hard, brown, fine-grained with disseminated 
crystalline particles,some layers saccharoidal, in layers 
from three to eight inches thick, laminated conspicuous-
ly with narrow bands of altlernating lighter and darker 
stone which may be as numerous as ten . to the inch, 
and in places are slightly undulating. Overhanging layers 
show a mesh-work 0Jf projecting fissure casts. Some 
layers show narrow stylolitic surfaces. Closely filled 
nests of, calCite, a few inches in diameter, occur. The 
stratum is flexed beneath lenses of No. 16.............. 6 
14. Limestone, brown, finely crystalline, subconchoidal ' frac-
ture, co~act, rapid effervescence, crackled............. ;3-3 
13. Limestone, brOlWn, in irregular courses from one-half foot 
to two feet thick, parted by blackish films along rugose' 
surfaces. Some layers affected throughout with lustrous 
cleavages of calcite. Some Iayers oIf calcilutite. One or 
two feet at base is massive, light broiWIl crystalline or 
granular limestone with dissemiI$.'te.di su'bangular or 
rounded darker masses a fraction of an inch in dIameter. 
In the finely granular matrix rook these masses are of 
' coarse saccharoidal limestone; in the more 'crystalline 
matrix they are in part or wholly of black flint...... 4 
12. Limestone, calcilutite, light gray, moderately 'brisk effer-
vescence, {)rackled with vertical and oblique calcite-filled 
seams, the fillie hair-line seams grouped half a dozen to 
the inch, the larger three to four inches a.patt .......... 1 
, .. 
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J 
Large blocks of Upper Davenport limestone In alignment, Linn section, Linn county. 
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1'1. Limestone, brown, massive, rapid effervescence, in places 
traversed by calcite cleavages, in places mottled or 
minutely fragmental as is No. 13, but not so conspicuous-
ly, surface hummocky and minutely rough, parted from 
No. 12 by brownish crust ............. ; ............. 2 
10. Limestone, light gray calcilutite similar to No. 12, small 
calcite ::,E..;;tS with diameters of one to three inches; mas- _ 
sive, and parted from No.9 aI-ong irregular surface ...... 11-6 
9. Limestone, brown, crystalline, lenticular, slow efferves-
cence, rather obscurely laminated with undulating lines 
and bands of more earthy and lighter colored rock, 
with elliptical calci,te nests uP .to one foot in diameter.. 3% 
8. Limestone, crystalline, slow effervescence, buff and coarse-
ly and highly vesicular above, brown, co-arsely sac-
charoidal and more compact below................... . 11-6 
7. Limestone, brown or black, macrocrystalline, rapid effer-
vescence, passing into soft impure ochreous limestone 
with stretches of elongate cavities filled with calcite crys-
tals mingI-ed with ochreous-calcareous clay, up'per sur-
face parted from No. 8 by black ·crust. ... . .... . . . . ... 1-3 
6. Limestone, brorwn, hard, cryptocrystalline, crackled, slow 
effervescence, laminated, overwraJpping in three layers -
the lenticular surface <lIf No.5 ..... . ..... . .. .. ; .. ... . . 11-3 
5. Limestone, rough, .buff, vesicular, lenticular, with ellip-
tical calcite nests up to a foot in horizontal diameter; 
rather slow effervescence . . .... . ............ . ..... . ... 1 
4. Limestone, hard, -br'own, cryptocrystalline, obscurely 
laminated, with lines of minute caviti'es resembling 
molds of short flexuous rods of less than a millimeter in 
diameter; efferrvescence varying from slow to moderately 
rapid .. . . . ........................ . ............ . ...... 5 
3. Limestone, brown, _ laminated .............. . .... .. . . ... lh 
2. Limestone, brownish buff, massive, cryptocrystalline, vesic-
ular, slow effervescence, upper (surface irregular and 
stained red-dish .. . . ....... . ..... .... , . . . .. .. ... -.. .... %, 
1. OOncealed to level ,of river ............................ 9 
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Right Bank Of Oedar River, Near Oh-ioogo, Rock Island and PaCific Railway 
Bridge (figure 51 , page 400) . 
PLEISTOCENE. 
FEET -
19. Loess, brown, weathered .. . ... .. ... ... .. .. . .. . ......... 5 
• 18. Sand, light yellow, in horizontal layers, graduating by 
interbanding into loess rubove ..... .. ...... . ........... 10 
17. Till, reddish .. ... . ..... .... .. ..... . .. . . ....... . ........ 6 
INDEPENDENCE. 
16. Shale, calcareous, soft, buff,'weathering to detached laminre 
a fraction o-f an inch thick and to brittle flakes a milli-
meter in thickness. Harder layers of buff argillaceous 
limestone an inch or more thick are seen, also thin 
lenticles, which coalesce into layers an inch or so thick. 
These lenticles consist of saccharoidal calcite and some 
silica with inteplaminated. areas of soft imI!ure buff 
33 
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limestone. Lenses of silica up to three inches in thick-
n~ss occur . .. . . . . ..... . .... . ............ .. ... ..... ... 6 
15. Shale, calcareous, blue, weatherlng to buff . . .... . . .. . ... 6 
14. Shale, blue, thin-layered, fissile in flakes a fraction of 
an inch thick, unctuous on wet surfaces, spheroidal, 
weathering to lenticular surd'aces .............. . .... . . 4 
13. Shale, calcareous, blue, with close flexuous dark lines of 
lamination which knot into nodules in places. 'Layers 
up to five inches in thickness ... .. .. . . . . ... .. . .. . . ... 2 1-3 
12. ,Sfiale, calcareous, buff, with narrow blue cores, in layers 
from two ·to eight inches in thickness, wavy laminre, 
lenticular partings .. ... ...... . .. . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
11. Limestone, blue, argillaceous, obscurely laminated" with 
small nests of dog-tooth spar horizontally arranged. 
Laminre in places marked by close-set wavy lines. In 
two layers both o·f which ' thicken down the sides of the 
lenses of No.9 .. . ..... .. . .. .. . . . . .. . ' .. . . . ... . ..... . .. . 2 
OTIS. 
10. Limestone, brown, weath~ring light gray, a calcilutite be-
low becoming more or less crystalline-granular in texture 
ab.ove. Upper three inches _ laminated. Upper surface 
rugose and covered with thin ciaYllY parting, and with 
hollows filled with calcite. This layer partly evens the 
depressions in the lenticular layer beneath· and thus dif- . 
fers in thickness within a horizontal distance of four 
feet from four inches at ·the crown of the lens to one 
foot eight inches in the hollows .. .......... . .. . . .... . 1 2-3 
9. Limestone, massive, lenticular, brown, saocharoidal, 
mottled buff or gray. Uoper surface hummocky and 
rugose, parted from No. 10 by a thin 'selvage of brownish 
clay_ Lower sUrface irregular wi.th a clayey selvage and 
purplish decay¢ fragmental limestone four incnes or 
less in thickness. Containing Spi1'iter subumbonus. 
Fantastic mottlinJ?;s (figure 50) affect particularly the 
up.per two feet of this layer. A vertical arrangement 
in the mottling is mark'ed, the buff earthy. areas having 
'the appearance of narrow irregular and discontinuous 
pipes in the mass of brown crystalline rock. The areas of 
differently colored rock meet on irreguhhly and minutely 
curved surfaces. In places small imbedded fragments of . 
the buff rock are bounded by straight lines. The buff areas 
in places are replaced by gray rock. Both buff and' 
gray areas are composed of soft argillaceous limestone 
or calcareous shale which JS earthY' but effervesces 
briskly in cold dilute Hel. Occasionally t'he gray is 
found to be somewhat granular-crystalline. The brown 
saccharoidal rock is in places shot thr()ugn with calcite 
cleavages and a number of small rhombs of clear calcite 
occur. Small nodules o·f black flint with buff smooth 
surfaces are rarely found. At one point an area of one 
or two square feet contains numerous sporadic . quad-
rangular fragments of whitish fine-grained laminated lim~-
stone less than one-half inch in size .... .. . .. .... . . 3 to 5 
8. Limestone, massive, gray or light brown, parted from 
No. 9 by clayey selvage, conforms to lower surface of 
No.9, rising between its lenses. Upper surfaces rugose 
with protuberances an inch and less in height and three 
inches wide but with a tew three or four times as large. 
. 
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The upper one to ' three inches fragmental with numer-
ous small rounded fragments ,of soft light yellow lime-
stone. Tile lower surface bends d'ownward beneath the 
lenses of No.9, but with a ,diminished curve . .. . .... .... 1 
7. Limestone, light brown, weathering ligiht gray, closely 
laminated with laminre of different shadel', somewhat 
wavy, but generally parallel and even. Small cav,ities 
with linear horizontl1.1 arrangement common. In places 
,a Uttle disturbed sedimentation is seen in broken inset 
laminre. Some thin horizontal ,calcite seams . ........... 4 
6. Limestone, calcilutite, light brown weatneriitg to gray, 
massive, with some irregular half-inch cavities with hori-
zontal arrangement. In parts of the quarry the stone is 
subcrystalline , ... . ... .. . ... ..... . .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
5. Limestone, light brown, crystalline, laminre gently un-
dulated, of lighter and darker shades. At the west end 
of the quarry the lower two feet of this layer is massive 
and tile basal part of this massive layer is broken and 
the fractures are filled wit" brown calcite. Some parts 
are mottled with black flint in sporlildic irregular areas 
a fraction of an inch in diameter or with gray chert. . .. 3 
4. Limestone, calcilutite, light yellow-gray, massive. The 
basal portion between t1'>e lenses of No.3' is darker and 
minutely crystalline. Upper surface horizontal, lower 
surface conforming to curved surfaces of lenses of No. 
3 •..•••.•. : ••..•..•.•..•.•..•.•............... , ..... .. 2 
3. Limestone, 'brown, crystalline, brisk effervescence; in 
places laminated with close set slightly wavy laminre; 
nests of w.aite calcite. This layer in places is lenticular 
and macrocrystalline with brown caldte crystals; its 
hummocky rugose upper surface is covered with a brown-
ish or black\sh crust of clay. Horizontal seams, one 
five feet long, of brown calcite crystals ........... 1 to 2 
2. Limestone, calcilutite, light gray, laminated above, mas-
sive below .. ........ .. .... , .... . .......... .. . .. . ... . . 2 2-3 
1 Limestone, brown, crystalline ..... .. ................... 1l,4 , 
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The bedding of the quarry is fairly even and horizontal except 
where affected by the lenticular structures noted. The Independ-
ence, however, shows slight undulations of the strata. The beds 
of ,the Otis are quite generally traversed by vertical and oblique 
narrow cracks healed with calcite. These are more marked in the 
massive and brittle calcilutites. 
CUT OF CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC RAILWAY. 
Two ana a qU(Jffter miles southeast of First Avenue. Oeaar Rapias 
This cut exhibits twenty feet of the Independence resting at 
the southeast end on ledges of the Otis. The entire. body of the 
Independence is argillaceous aJ;ld much of it is a fissile shale. 
Some more calcareous layers standing in relief on the weathered 
slope show a slight dip to the northwest. All layers are, slightly 
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undulating, and shaly beds show strong folds within narrow 
horizontal and vertical limits. 
FEET 
10. Shale, buff, calcareous, with large siliceous nodules . ..... 4 
9. Limestone, argillaceous, brown, coarsely saccharoidal, 
weathering to dingy crystalline sand .. . . .. .. ........ 2 
8. Limestone, whitish, fine-grained, hrittle ................ 1-3 
7. Shale, calcareous, with lumpy structure due to fiatt ish ir-
regular cakes which are traceable on vertical surfaces. 
Weathering to clay .. .......... .. ... .. . .. ..... ... ... .. 5 
6. Limestone, argillaceous, brown, weathered parts crumbling . 
under the fingers into sand ......................... ~ 
5: Shale, 'blue, fissile, weathering to brittle flakes. In the 
midst of this bed there may be traced for ten feet a 
layer of slate colored earthy limestone from four to six 
inches thick made of lumpy fragments. At one pOint it 
forms a tiny lens whose interior is fissured like septaria 
and whose surface also is crackled ........ ; . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 
4. Limestone, argillaceous, buff, with blue cores, with wavy 
laminre, in layers up to nine inches thick ........ . . .. ... 1~ 
3. Shale ........... . ... . ......... . ........................ 2 
2. Limestone, fine·grained, compact, blue weathering to gray-
ish buff, earthy, fine·grained, in three layers, the lower 
crystalline, finely laminated, upper layer inconspicuously 
'arenaceous with sporadic sand much of whlch consists 
of grains of black flint. These layers are wrapped evenly 
over the gently arching lenticular surfaces of No.1, 
and in places th·icken down the lens and thus even up the 
surface ..................... . ......... . . ' .. .. , ...... .. . I1h 
1. Limestone, brown, saccharoi,dal, lenticular, with curved 
structure lines which have been opened by weathering 
directed outward and downward; mottled with buff or gray 
areas having a vertical arrangement. On the weathered 
edges of the beds these elongate splotches resemble 
buff stains left 'by a liquid trickling down the side of the 
brown rock. The buff areas are of a fine-graIned earthy 
limestone on which weathering has etched out exceed-
ingly fine lines of lamination. These lineS are commonly 
concave and abut on the vertical sides of the area, where 
they are somewhat crumpled. In some a fragmental 
structure is indicated. As in other outcrops the boun-
daI"ies of these mottlings are irregular, and some o,f them 
are rather intI"icately curved. The bluish gray mottlings . 
are entirely similar to the buff except in color. At 
one point the buff finely laminated rock appears in an 
irregular band more than an inch wide and inclined 
at an angle of 30· above a parallel structure lilie 
in the lens. The band is finely laminated and the un-
dula:ting laminre are parallel with ·the edges of the band. 
In places laminre of the br'own crystalline rock are in-
closed in the laminre of the buff earthy I"o'ck. We have 
here contemp.oraneous deposition of the two while the 
dip of the band and the flexing of the laminre ind~cate 
some distortion before the sediments became hard. The 
rock carries Spirifer subumbonus ... .. . .... . .. .. .. .... 5 
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CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY QUARRY, CEDAR RAPIDS. 
This large quarry has been opened along the left bank of 
Cedar river southeast of the city. The section reaches from 
near the summit of the Independence to the lower magnesian 
beds of the Otis. 
THE INDEPENDENCE 
About 'thirty-five feet of the Independence have been 
preserved at the north end of the quarry, but over the 
larger part of the area most of the formation had been 
removed by erosion, and Pleistocene deposits rest upon 
the Otis limestone. A section near the north end along 
a north-south face is as follows . (figure 90). 
FIG. 90.-Independence limestone and shale. Qua.rry of the Chicago and North 
Western Railway Company, Cedar Rapids, Linn 'county. 
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FEET 
9. Limestone, buff, earthy, weathering in places to thin plates, 
in even layers up to one foot thick, upper portion split 
to thin beds, slightly undulating- and much shattered. 
In places the rock is speckled with disseminated darker 
crystals set in lighter granular rock. Commonly lamin-
ated with close-set w·avy narrow lighter bands and 
darker mOTe crystalline lines. In places the laminre aJ:e 
bent to gentle folds less than a foot in width ......... " .12 
8. Limestone, fragmental, a rubble breCCia, fragments small, 
usually a fraction of an inch in size, but some three 
and ,four inches long, angular: brown, finely crystalline, 
laminated, weathering to dark , ITni!b, finely granular 
surfaces. Matrix interstitial or somewhat larger in 
, amount, ,soft, buff, in places weathers back leaving frag-
, ments in high relief. One larger fragment is seen to be 
shattered in,to quadrangular matching pieces. Upper sur-
face hummocky. In places depressiO'lls are filled by the 
basal layer of No. 9, in places No. 8 graduates into No. 
9 as its sporadic fragments are fewer and fewer upward 
within the 'limits of the same bed. Stratum continu'Ous 
over most of outcrop, but in places gives way for two 
or three feet to masses of broken fragments of buff gran-
ular limestone similar to ,tilat of No.9, half a foot or a 
foot in diameter. At one point the stratum graduates 
laterally Int'O buff limestone with few sporadic frag-
ments which graduates beneath into buff calcareous 
shale. ' 
This layer may be seen along a road leading into the 
quarry from the east and here it is less disturbed and! 
is made up of cl'early ' defined layers about two inches 
.thick. Tbese layers are themselves ' laminated, and the 
laminre are more or less shattered and recemented with-
in the limits of the layer. Some of the laminre are merely 
br'Oken without displacement and all degrees of rotation 
and displacement may be observed from this shatt~r­
breccia to the condiUon where the entire bed is converted 
into a rubble breccia .... . ................ . ............ 1 
7. Shale, buff, calcareous, with some limestone, largely brec-
ciated, fragments easily detached; in places flexe.d to .. 
narrow anticlines and synclines. At top is 'a bed in 
places two feet thick ' in which siliceous nodules, for 
the most part broken to a rubble of sharp-edged frag-
ments, are speCially conspicuous. There are also many 
buff fragments and s'ome fragments of brown finely 
crystalline limestone with diameters as much as three 
'in,c1J.es. The matrix is abundant and clayey, and frag-
ments are easily detached. The rock in places is minutely 
fragmental and here fragments and matrix are nearly 
alike. At one point a bed of fragmental limestone, 
strongly cemented, is arched, one limb descending three 
feet withdn a horizontal distance of five feet. 
On the section along the road leading into the quarry 
from the east there may be seen undulating strings 'Of 
quadrangular pieces of flint, par'alIel witil the undulat-
ing surface 'Of the layer in which they lie. The brittle 
flint deposited in a continuous thin ' bed was broken 
into ,bits while the still plastic limy muds with which 
it was intercalated yielded to the stress -by bending. 
In places the flint chips l!ore so sporadically scattered 
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in the midst of, well defined layers that a contempor-
aneous breaking and deposition is implied. 
Below these beds characterized by the abundance of 
siliceous fragments the brecoia is softer, with the buff 
detritus as matrix or fragments more abundant, Silice-
ous nodules and fragments are found here. In places 
the matrix is highly arenaceous with angular grains of 
black and white flint and rounded grains of clear quartz 
sand:. The lower part of these.'beds weathers to clay with 
cores of disintegration and fragments of shattered lime-
stone layers largely in place. Much of lower part con-
cealed by talu's. Total thickness of No.7 ...... . .. ; . . 1'5 
6. Lim,estone,' buff, argillaceous, irregularly bedded, passing 
above into buff thin layers and' arenaceous shales. . .... . 3 
5. Shale, buff, calcareous, weathering to clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
, 4. Limestone, blue, argillaceous, weathering to buff for an 
incil. or so from bedding planes and jOints, arenaceous 
in certain thin layers with sand of angular black ' and 
'gray flint and rounded gfains of crystalline quartz ...... 2 
OTIS 
3. Limestone, light gray, horizontally bedded, in thin irregular 
layers, fine of grain, fracture subconchoidal, seamed, 
contains some sporadic fragments of same rock.. . ... .. 1 
2. Limestone, ,brown, weathering gray, fine of grah~, in un-
even layers from a fraction of an inch to one foot thick, 
wrapping about lenllicular masses of No. 1 with steep 
dips on the sides of the lenses and broken in places into 
breccia at their bases. J'n places sporadically fragmental 
with fragments the same ,as, the matrix rock. Rock 
closely crackled, and seams passing through fragments 
as 'well as matrix. Sparingly fossiliferous with 
Spirifer subumbonu.s. Lenses of macrocr.ystalline 
brown limestone and of other types up to three, feet 
in vertical , diameter .... .. . . .... ' ... .- .... . ........... . : . 4 ' 
1. Limestone of same general character as in Ellis Park and 
Snouffer's quarry ........................... ... .... .. . 20 
S,ECTIONS ALONG FELTON CREEK.CEIDAR RAPIns 
SECTION A 
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.A steep-sided narrow ravine takes its rise a few rods east of 
the Catholic cemetery, Oedar Rapids, and, continuing eastward 
a short distance, falls into Felton creek. This ravin1e gives the 
following section on the left bank near its mouth. 
FEET 
9. BreCCia, fragments small, some six inches in diameter, dark 
drab weathering light gray, fine-grained, conchoidal frac-
ture, some laminated, lamirue coherent and undulating, 
matrix buff, slight in amount. Along a path five feet be-
low top of o,utcrop Atrypa reticularis and fragments, of 
Orthis and Spirifer were found weathered out. Exposea 
in scatte,red bowlderets over slope of hillside in vertical 
distance of . ......... . '...... ... .......... . .... . . .. .. . .. 8 
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Brecci'a, matr,ix 'buff, abuno.ant, fragments of calcilutite 
sparse, some with, wavy laminre some of which are two 
millemeters thick . . ........ .... .. . .. . ......... . ........ 4 
Small outcrops of white sacch'aroidal limestone in places 
containing sporadic drab fragments, in places. mottled 
white and buff........ . . .. ..... . ......... . ... . ..... .. . 3 
Limestone, buff, soft, veSicular, in layers about one foot 
thick. Obscure undulating lamination................. 7 
Limestone, reddish buff, ' weathering to thin layers, 
closely laminated, 'laminre etched out on weathered sur-
faces; darker, more vesicular buff laminre alternating 
with lighter colored and more compact. . .... . • . . . . . . . .. 8 
Limestone in thicker layers and lighter color than above 
with thin, brownish irregular laminre .............. .. .. 3 
Limestone, brown, in thin layers... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
Limestone, buff, soft, earthy, fine-grained, massive, . contain-
ing sparse small quadrangular fragments df hard dark 
drab limestone, edges mostly angular but not splintery, 
in places numerous but not in apPosition, also fragments 
of thin laminre of soft dark limestone; rare small nodules 
of dark gray flint ...... . ,. ..... . ...... .. ..... . . . ..... 3 
1. LImestone, buff, weathering to marl, with ledges of buff 
argillaceous rock w;ith blue earthy-crystalline cores, 
SlPeckled, the darker crystalline graJins being set in a 
lighter earthy matrix, the crystalline grains left in relief 
on weathered surfaces. Sporadic fragments of dark 
bluish drab and of brownish crystalline limestone. The 
most characteristic feature is the abundant angular 
siliceous fragments and elliptical nodules some ,of which 
are as large as four inches in diameter. Small nodules 
of dark gray flint appear in places in the blue cores. 
In places the buff rock is th.ickly set with small quad-
rangular fragments ,of white chert as from broken 
laminre a fraction of an inch thick, but for the most 
part the siliceous inclusions are crystalline ... _ ..... _ ... 10 
The hase of this section lies about twelve feet above the level 
of the creek. About fifteen rods up the valley of the creek the 
summit of th.e Otis appears. In ihe 'above section Nos. 1 to 6 in-
clusive are referred to the Inldependence, while the higher beds 
are of the Lower Davenport, for the most part brecciated and 
including fragments from the fossiliferous horizons which over-
lie it. 
,SECTIONB 
This outcrop is that of the Otis limestone referred to in the 
preceding paragraph. The outcrop occurs in the bed of the 
creek. in low domes . of drab calcilutite. The one fully exposed 
measures twelve feet in diameter anld exposes a foot and a half 
of its upper layers. Two other domes of about the same dimen-
sions are partly exposed on the left bank where they are covered 
by the buff Independence. The limestone lies in convex layers 
• 
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from one-half inch to Ollie foot thick, which are in part composed 
of tests of a minute spiral f1o'raminifer (n. The surfaces are 
crackled with a close mesh as small as one-half inch in diameter. 
'SECTION C 
A few rods north of this exposure of the summit of the Otis 
the creek bends to the east and extends about parallel with the 
Mount Vernon Road whiCh lies on the divide to the north. Along 
the steeply rising creek floor there ' are exposed a number of 
sections from the base of the Independence to the, fossiliferous 
beds of the "Upper Davenport. A short distance above the turn 
to the east the bed and the banks of the creek offer the different 
members of section 0, all of !Which b~long to the Independence. 
FEET 
5. LimestQne, buff and gray, cQmpact, finely laminated, ap-
prQximately hQrizQntal, in weathered spalls frQm a small 
fractiQn Qf an inch to. 2-3 inch thick......... . ........ 5lh 
'4. LimestQne, dark buff, Qf same texture as abo.ve but less 
finely laminated, lin three layers. Undulating in swells 
eighteen feet in length and one Qr two. feet high. At 
the bQttQm Qf a syncline these layers are bro.ken into. a 
mass o.f blQcks, SQme a fQo.t and mQre in length, fo.rm-
ing a CQarse breccia ..................... . ............ 2lh 
. 3. Breccia, buff Qr blue in cQIQr, So.ft, so. that fragments stand 
in relief o.n weathered surf·aces and can be easily de-
tached with the fingers. Matrix abundant" buff, soft, 
allgillaceQus, Qr in places ,blue, 'harder, mo.re calcareQus; 
in places irregular masses o.f a: clay shale dark brQwn Qr 
blackish. Fragments less in bulk than matrix, nQt in ap-
positiQn, angular and unrQlled, set at all angles, mostly 
small, cQmmQnly less than two. inches in diameter, rarely 
as large as fQur inches, Qf loithologically variQus types, in-
cluding: 
. A So.ft buff rock like matrix except that it is thinly 
laminated and lasminre have dark argillaceQus surfaces 
like No.. 4 Qf sectiQn A. 
Shale in small fissile blQcks. 
DimestQne, dark drab, compact, hard, sll!bcrystalline. 
LimestQne, brQwn, ilal'd, fine-grained, cQncho.idal frac-
ture, with small disseminated crystals of calcite. 
LimestQne, hard, blue, Qbscurely laminated, subcrystal-
line. . 
Limestone, . hard, buff, cQmpact, laminated, contains 
black fldnt in discQntinuQus laminre. 
Limesto.ne, blue, gray, saccharQidal. 
NQdules and fragments Qf crystalline silica. 
Sand, siliceous, in matrix cQnsisting of angular silice-
QUS grains; blackIsh white and gray, and well rQunded 
grains of clear quartz. the largest Qf which are one-half 
millimeter in diameter. 
All .Qf these types are fQund in tile Independence, and 
some occur also in the Otis. 
Total thickness of this 'bed..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 6 
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2. Limestone, gray weathering' buff, soft, upper surface 
smooth, unscored, overlain in places with an inch or two 
of drab or blackish shale sl'ightly undulating. . . . . . . . . . .. . lh 
1. Limestone, 'blue weathering buff, argillaceous, saccllaroidal 
and earthy, in irregularly bedded rough surfaced layers 
six and eight inches in thickness, lower two feet more 
massive and containing elliptical siliceous nodules... . .. 3 
SECTION D 
About thirty-five rods up valley there is exposed on the left 
bank five feet of brown crystalline limestone weathering light 
gray, in irregularly bedded layers with a maximum thickness of 
six inches. TlJe strata run approximately horizontal but ~ith 
slight noticeable undulations. ' The lower layers are laminated 
and resemble the upper layers of the ,preceding section . 
. SECTION E . 
Figure 91, page 523 
A few rods north and across the valley an old quarry gives a 
section of about twenty feet whose base is not far from the top 
of section D. 
Zonal arrange1nent.-,--While the strata of the exposure are 
brecciated from top to bottom, it is possible to make out zones 
characterized by the predominance of certain types of rock re-
ferable to different terranes. Thus an upper zone, particularly 
at the west, is characterized by prevalence of blocks of the gray 
fossiliferQus rock of the Upper Davenport. In a middle zone 
crackled blocks .and mosaic and rubble breccia of the Lower 
Davenport gray calcilutites prevail. A basal zone presents large 
blocks of crystalline fragmental limestone. There are also areas 
affecting the centers of the archings to be mentioned which are 
.characterized by a large amount of a soft buff argillo-oolcarel()'Ils 
material. These areas are found also intercepting the blocks of 
the basal' zone and in some cases immediately above it. 
The boundaries of these zones are 'by no ,means well defined. 
Fragments of the fossiliferous Upper Davenport may be found 
sporadically intermingled with fine rubble brecci3j near the 
base of the middle zone. Fragffients of the characteristic l~e­
stones of the basal zone and of the Lower Davenport calcilutite 
occur in places at the summit of the sectloD and the, detritus of 
the soft buff earthy beds ranges from top to bottom. 
, 
f. 
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FIG. 91.-0utllne sketch of the eastern end of section E , Felton creek, Cedar Rapids, 
Linn county: A. Upper Davenport wIth Indosed sporadic fragments of calci-
lutite. B, Crackled layers of Lower Davenport calc\lutlte. C, Mosaic breccia 
·of Lower Davenport fragments. (C" crackled block of Lower Daven-
port). D, Rubble breccia of Lower Davenport fragments. E, Large 
bulr Independence detritus with much Lower Davenport rubble. F, Pre-
dominant buff detritus. G, Limestone, buff, Independence facies. H, Crys-
talllne limestone. Basal Lower Davenport type. Commonly with sporadlc 
fragments. I, Mass of bulr limestone with a few sporadic gray crystalline 
fragments. J, Mass Of. buff crysta~Une limestone with sporadic white frag-
ments. K, Slope with fosslll1erouS' fragments among others. 
Structwre Lines.~In the midst of the geDJeral chaos accord-
antly dipping ,blocks and ledges of the same rock and the bound-
aries between different belts of breccia trace ill-defined lines of 
structure. Thus near the east end of the quarry certain ledges 
have a dip of 13° and 16° W., while ledges of crackle and rubble 
breccia of the Lower Davenport zone have a still sharper descent 
(figure 91). Here too in the center of the anticline whose west-
ern limb is traced by the ledges mentioned the areas of buff 
shaly rock rise to near the summit. Structure lines are to be 
seen in certain archings in the basal zone, where a stratum eleven 
feet long and more than a foot thick has been bent upward and 
broken into three faulted blocks. 
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Zone of the Upper Davenport.---.:Along the summit from the 
center of the outcrop toward the west and especially at the west 
end down the sides of an ill-defined syneline are found numerous 
blocks of the Upper Davenport limestone. Weathered outcrops 
along the summit yield the following fossils: Gypidula comis, 
Schizophoria macfarlanei, S. iowensis, Atrypa reticularis, A. 
aspera var. occidentalis, Pholidostrophia; ~acrea; SPifiter . 
bimesialis and S . pennatus; but under the conditions of strong 
brecciation prevailing here, it can not be certain that none of 
these are weathered from fragments of higher beds. 
The size of the blocks is not so large as in some other sections 
of this horizon although blocks a foot 'or so in diameter are com-
mon. An unusual number or blocks include both Lower Daven-
port calcilutite and the Upper Davenport limestones. In some of 
these the Lower Davenport is shattered or brecciated and the 
Upper Davenport paste descends into the interstices of the cal-
cilutite fragments or these fragments are found sporadic in the 
paste (figure 72)1. ,still more common 'are blocks of Upper Dav-
enport with small quadrangular fra;gments of calcilutite im-
bedded, in some cases rather thickly. At the summit of the sec-
tion on the east end are rather large thin slabs of greatly 
crackled calcilutite whose rnterstices are filled _ with a granular 
gray paste which apparently is Upper Davenport, although it , 
is not fossiliferous (figure 66, figure 91). 
Lower Davenport Zone.-(F1igure 91 e, e', eu , D; figure 70'). 
This is characterized by the prevalence of the calcilutites re-
ferred to the Lower Davenport. The rock weathers to a light 
blue-gray, and the interiors of fragments are yellowish or light 
brownish in color. It is of lithographic fineness of grain, brittle, 
and breaks with conchoidal fracture. Much of it is finely lamin-
ated. Fragments occur with pustulose surfaces. In certain 
ledges the rock is a crackle breccia and the narrow ruptures are 
filled with calcite. This graduates into mosaic and elose--set 
rubble breccia with fragments of various sizes down to finest 
chinks tone and all of the same rock and set at all angles. Farther 
on in the ledge -fragments of other types intermingle. Blocks of 
Upper Davenport are found at the bottom as well as at the top 
of the zone, ~nd a similar range obtains for the fragments of 
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the ,.well marked limestones from the ledges of the lower zone. 
In small irregular areas the rubble breccia is composed of 
fragments of all kinds commingled, and .a fraction of an inch in 
size, but these areas do not resemble in outline layers deposited 
by water, as no bedding planes are seen within them, nor are the 
fragments wateI"W'orn. In places fragments of buff soft lime-
stone and its detritus prevail and here the breccia is weak and 
weathers back under cornices of the stronger breccia of the pre-
vailing Lower Davenport calcilutite. 
The Lower Zone (figure 91, H).-This ~one, which extends up-
ward for seven or eight feet from the base of the section, is 
characterized by heavily or irregularly bedded crystalline f.r.ag-
mental limestones in large blocks which are arched,' faulted, and 
widely interrupted. In some cases these are of hard brown crys-
talline granular rock, weathering to drab, with nests of calcite, 
and very sparse small fragments and with lenticular structure 
more or less developed. In other cases the rock is conspicuously 
fragmental and is oomposed of fragments of whitish fine sac-
charoidallimestone, and fine-grained light buff limestone which 
is very sparingly arenaceous with small angular grains of white 
chert. In all the basal blocks of either type, a few small rectang-
ular fragments of drab laminated calcilutite occur. While these 
beds are fragmental there can .be no doubt of their deposition 
under watf:r. Thus the faulted stratum of figure 73 shows' in 
th~ upper three or four inches distinct lines of lamination which 
are parallel with the surfa;ce of the block though they ar~ some-
what broken and displaced. Strings of dislocated laminre still 
retain their paralleiism with the bedding planes of the block. 
Especially in the cores of the anticlines we have buff, finely 
granUIa:'r"'earthy limestone (figure 9'1, E. F). It occurs in 
strongly inclined beds a foot thick which are continuous for a 
yard or so and thence merge into a rubble derived from its own 
fragmentation and from that of siniilar beds .. _ It is found in 
fragments, some of which are of considerable size, which are 
mingled with the fragments of the ca:lci.lutite rubble breccia, and 
apparently it is its finer detritus that forms so much of the inter-
stitial matrix of this rubble. In places the rocK has' a pronounced 
lumpy lenticular structure as if it were composed of small 
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flattish irregular lenses. Angular sand of flint and rounded 
g~ains of quartz are in places noticeable while in others they are 
nearly or entirely absent. This buff earthy and somewhat are-
naceous constituent of the breccia is referred to the Independ-
ence. Its horizon seems to lie , beneath that of the crystalline 
limestones of the basal zone, which then may be assigned to the 
Lower Davenport, although it is a question not easily det~rmined 
and one of no special importance on which side of the division 
line between the two terranes these limestones should be placed. 
SECTION F 
A_few rods up valley from section E, a small quarry shows at 
top about four feet of the Upper Davenport in ledges little dis" 
turbed and in slickensided blocks. Weathered chipstone on the 
surface of the ledges yielded the following numbers of different 
fossils, which probably is some indication of their relative pro-
portions in the rock. 
Atrypa reticularis , ', .. , .. ... . .................... . .. . ....... 39 
A. aspera var. occid;entalis . . .... . .............. . . . . .. ....... 16 
Gypidula comis . . . . ...... .... .. . .. . ..... . ....... . ........... 11 
Schizophoria iowensis (?) " ... . , .. , . . . ...................... 8 
Stropheodonta plicata .. . ....... .... .... . ..... . .... . ........ 7 
Pholidostrophia nacrea . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Schlzopiloria macfarlanei .... . ................. . ............. 3 
Stropheodonta demissa ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Gyroceras sp. . . ................ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
The Upper Davenport exhibits small angular imbedded frag-
ments of calcilutite as is the case at other outcrops. 
At a lower level the stripping of the quarry shows the whitish 
Lower Davenport calcilutite in crackled shattered masses which 
appear to .be largely in place, but which graduate into areas of 
rubble breccia of the same material but mingled with fragments 
of other horizon'S, such as slickensided blocks of the Upper 
Davenport. The ,lower part of the quarry face shows rubble 
breccia wb,ich is blue at bottom and buff above, the line of oxida-
tion passing through imbedded fragments. 
KENWUOD SECTION 
At Kenwood, on the right bank of Indian creek, a cliff about 
fifty feet in height displays at top the Lower Davenport lime-
·'Some fragments Included are not distinguishable from S. mac!arlanei. 
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stone in Pl;l.ri but little disturbed and in part thoroughly: brecci-
ated with the Upper. Davenport. The full thickness of the Inde-
pendence is shown in the center of the section, while at the base 
appear the upper beds of the Otis calcilutites carrying Spirifer 
subumbonus. ' 
FEET 
6. Breccia (Plate XII, ,E '), rubble of well cemented small frag-
ments of 'Lower Davenport drab calcilutite, weathering 
whitish, . many of them ' crackled, with some included 
blocks of gray granular fossiliferous Upper Davenport 
limestone, s'ome of which are a foot in diameter. ISome 
of these blocks include sporadic fragments of drab cal-
cilutite, a fraction of an inch in diameter. Matrix small 
in 'amount, interstitial, yellowish. This mass of breccia 
occupies the center of a low syncline. It thins to the 
left and apparently is here less well cemented, since it 
weathers back. Fossiliferous fragments carrying the 
First Fauna are found to the base of the mass _ . . _ : . . . . . 11 
5. Limestone, Lower Davenport (D, Plate XII); at east end 
. (left of Plate XII) is 'a light pinkish gray' limestone 
weataering whitish, bedding irregular or obscure, in 
places' distinct and even, partly brecciated. Laminated 
areas ' are seen where the laminre are bent in short 
flexures and in some instances are brecciated at the 
axes of the synclines. In places masses of thin calcare-
ous plates four inches thick, are set on ed:ge. A brec-
ciated bed six inches thick is seen to be covered by a 
layer four inches thick wilich is closely lamdnated and 
crackled, with vertical and ·oblique seams which are 
filled with calcite. This crackled layer graduates up-
ward into a ,brecciated 'bed to the base of which · it 
furnishes fragments which lie approximaJtely parallel 
to the bedding. Matrix similar to fragments but of 
yellowish tinge. No buff sandy Independence matrix ob-
served. At base of No. 5 lies a layer of crystalline lentic-
mar rock one foot four inches thick whose laminre are 
coherent. Number 5 descends gently to the west form-
ing a cornice above the weaker rock of No. 4 ........ 7 
F IG. 92.- P assage of massive vesicula r buff Independence limestone (A) into lami-
n a t ed limestone (B); thickness of b ed about one foot. Kenwood, Linn 
county. 
34 
4. Limestones, Independence, brownish and buff, dingy, 
earthy, in places massive, in places graduating laterally 
or passing abruptly into thin reddish calcareous plates 
(figure 92). Along the eastern part of the outcrop 
(left of Plate XII) undulating ~aminateii shaly ,beds 
predominate forsorne eight feet vertically 'beneath the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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cornice of No.5. Here occur s'mall lenticles of massive 
rock. To the west of' the, mass of 'breccia of No. 6 (E, 
Plate XII) t'lleseshaly beds merge into massive dingy 
limestone which forms the apparent downfold on the 
right of the area shown in Plate XII. This lenticular 
mass at base passes to. the right into calcareous plates 
,which dip 20° E. par~llel with the lower surface of the 
lens. These calcareous plates are themselves brecciated 
in places and the massive limestone of the lens also 
shows in places included angular blocks which are now 
standing on edge and which consist of the same dingy 
limestone as the rest of the lens. Silieeous angular frag-
ment~ and ~roken , elliptical siliceous nod'Ves are common ' 
, at .thls hOrizon .... . ....... . ......................... .. 15 
3. , Shales. (B, Blate XII) blue weathering buff, calcareous, 
weathering to slopes of marly clay. Toward the top 
, they contalin siliceous nodules and fragments of flint. 
Some beds show spheroidal weathering. In places fis-
sile .. .......... ..... . .... . .................... , ...... 1:5 
2. Shaly parting, fissile, 'greenish .... . ..................... % 
1. Limestone, Otis (A, Plate XII) ' drab, dense, in layers four 
or five inches thick carrying Spiri!er subumbonus. 
Smoothly bedded; layers parallel, in long gentle UD.-
dulations, in places slightly fragmental; fragments a 
fraction of an inch in diameter and of same texture 
as the matrix rock, but slightly d'arker . .... . .......... 814 
Johnson County 
The Devonian-Silurian frontier passes diagonally across the 
northeastern township of Johnson county, parallel with the 
course of Cedar rive'r. ' The only exposures of the Silurian ani 
found in the cliffs sixty feet high along the river bluffs. These 
show the LeClaire phase of the Gower stage of the Niagaran. A 
belt several miles in width intervenes in which no outcrops occur. 
Near Elmira and ,Solon the Devonian appears in a breccia whose 
place is near the summit .of the brecciated zone of the Wapsipin-
icon'. As Calvin64 states on the evidence of deep wells over the 
'belt of drift, "This region, or at leas~ a part of it, seems there-
fore to be occupied by a preglacial valley over which the lime-
stones and shales were c~t away." The strata thus removed 
include the Bertrarp. and Otis limestones and the Independence. 
SOLON 'SECTION 
About forty rods north of Solon the road cuts through ledges 
of breccia' in so~eof which the Independence predominates, 
although for the most part tlfe breccia is made up of "angular 
6<Calvin, S., Iowa: Geol. S'urv., Vol. 7, p. 58, Des Moines, 1897. 
\ 
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fragments of very fine-grained gray or drab limestone lying in 
all possible positions in a softer lighter colored gray matrix. ' '65 
At the northern edge of Solon 'all' exposure shows $maU areas of 
the dingy buff argillaceous Independence underneath the rubble 
of Lower Davenport. E'lsewhere in the northern part of the 
town the breccia beds involve the fossiliferous beds and frag-
ments contain Atrypa reticularis, A . asperavar. occidentalis~ 
Sohizophoria iowensis and Gypidula comis. 
On the western edge of the town occur partly brecciated beds 
belonging to the Upper Davenport. The brachiopod fauna as 
given by Calvin includes Gypidula comis, Schizophoria macfar-
lanei, Hypothyridina cuboides, Spirifer pennat'l,£s, and the 
Atrypas. "The strata at this point are very much shattered, 
the bedding planes are obliterated, oblique joints intersect the 
,beqs and div~de the mass into numberless shap~less pieces from 
a few inches to a foot or more in diameter,60 the texture is coarse 
and grimular." 
ELMIRA SECTION 
A mile north of Elmira Calvin found an exposure of fossi-
, liferous limestone, in some of whose beds, he states, "the brec-
cfation is more complete than ' any seen at the corresponding 
horizon at Solon.' '67 As rDi other countie~, brecciation is asso-
ciated with low foldings of the strata. Thus down the valley of 
Rapid creek from the outcrop noted, the rocks lie in a series of 
low arches, and at some points the axes of the anticlines are 
found brecc~ated. An example given by Calvin is in Graham 
township (southeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section 
20).' "Her~ the fold is quite sharp" the strata dipping from the 
axis on either side at an angle of fifteen degrees." The axis of 
the fold shows the following section: 
. ' , FEET ' 
3, M egistocrinus beds evenly bedded . , ... .. .... .. ' . . ... . .. . . 6 
2. PhiZlipsastrea bilZingsi beds, not shattered or brecciated . . 8 
1. Limestone, imperfectly bedded, very much shattered and 
divided into small angular pieces by oblique joints;' 
fauna contains Schizophoria iowensis, Atrypa reticularis, 
A. aspera var. occidentalis and Gypidula com is ..... . . . 12 
"Calvin, ibid, p . 58, 
" Calvin, I,bld, p , 59. 
"'Ibid, p, 60. 
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The line separating the Wapsipinicon and the Cedar Valley is 
drawn by Calvin between Nos,. 1 and 2. 
Cedar , County 
Cedar county exhibits some of the clearest contacts between 
the Devonian and the Silurian to be found within the state. 
Owingto the large quarries at Cedar Valley and at Lime City the 
basal magnesian beds of the Otis, which here lie above the quar'ry 
rock of the Niagaran, are exceptionally well displayed. The 
Otis calcilutites are seen in typical facies and relations, but in 
only a few outcrops and in no great force. Sections ' of Inde-
pendence are very rare. A deep railway cut, such as that of the 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul at Fayette or west of Linn, or 
that of the Ohicago, Rock Island and Pacific north of Vinton 
would be very welcome to the geologist in any township of Cedar 
county where it would trench the Independence and its inclosing 
strong terranes. For lack of good natural or artificial section 
of the Independence it is difficult to r,efer certain ledges of 
calcitutite derfinitely to either the Otis or the Lower Davenport. 
Where the Lower Davenport horizon is defined by the presence 
of the Upper Davenport the lower formation is found to 'be ' 
brecciated. In the absence of any deep 9r extensive sections of 
the upper terranes of the Wapsipinicon it is difficult also to 
speak with certainty as to the intensity of brecciation. It seems 
safe to say that brecciation is less pronounced than in Linn 
county to the northwest and mo~e pronounced than in Scott 
county to the southeast. 
The Otis exhibits in force the lower magnesian, or Coggon 
phase, which embraces here not only soft vesiculaI' and fossil-
iferous earthy limestone but 'also saccharoidal limestone~ 
weathering to crystalline sand. The upper horizons also em-
brace a variety of lithologic types-the lenticular masses and 
reefs of calcilutite carrying Spirifer subumbonus, and the brown 
limestone shot through with cleavage planes of calcite, all char-
acteristic of the horizon im.ro.ediately beneath the Independence. 
The Independen¢e shows a typical dingy impure buff lime-
stone which in places is speckled. A seam of black shale under-
, lain with thin brown sandstone outcrops at one point in a road 
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section. There also occur saccharoidal limestones of various col-
ors, some of which are mottled with argillaceous material. These 
are probably of chemical deposition~an inference confirmed in 
one instance by the inclusion of minute perfect hexagonal crys-
tals of clear quartz. No outcrops of blue calcareous shale, or of 
fossiliferous shale have come under observation. Nodules Of 
silica intercrystallized with calcite are characteristic. As they 
decay these nodules leave curiously carious surfaces. 
The Lower Davenport shows massive ledges of calcilutite, 
which at places graduate laterally into thin plates and the usual 
breccia of drab calcilutite fragments. The Upper Davenport 
follows' the 8'cott cou1llty and Linn county type of a tough gran-
ula.r fossiliferous limestone with Gypidula comis as its most 
common -fossil. 
Zones of brecciation of the Wapsipinicon terranes are visi-
ble only in road cuttings and a few other very imperfect sec-
tions. Little can be expected from such data except scraps of 
evidence confirming or casting doubt on conclusions reached by 
the study of more complete ·sections in other counties. 
The Lower Davenport exhibIts the usual intense brecciation 
which formed a rubble of angular calcilutite fragments, hat in 
places crackle and mosaic breccia bring us' nearer to the il;J.itial 
condition of the beds. Complex brecciation" obtains in fragments 
which show broken and detached laminre imbedded in a paste 
and with their parallelism in part preserved, indicating that the 
first brecciation was contemporaneous with the deposit of the 
heds. The Independence also shows in places local and contem-
poraneous brecciation. Sporadic fragments in some beds of the 
Otis also show disturbed sedimentation. The basal magnesian 
beds of the Otis show no evidences of stress or of interruptions 
to the normal course of sedimentary deposit. It is probably 
owing in part to lack of good sections that archings and flexures 
of 'the strata are so seidom seell!. The best example noted is that 
described in the section given on page 538 (southeast quarter of 
section 8, township 79, range II west), where the beds below 
the Lower Davenport breccia have been thrown into a series of 
low arches. 
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SILURO-DEVONIAN' CONTACTS 
In Cedar cc;mnty the Devonian rests on the Gower limestone, 
which is quite free from siliceous inclusions, instead of on the 
cherty Hopkinton as in the northern counties of the Devonian 
area. The basal conglomerate, or rather the beach breccia, of 
cherty angular fragments, which is present in the lowest Otis in 
Fayette and Bremer counties, is here absent. Where the Otis 
rests upon the hard crystalline LeClaire lime rock of the Gower 
the latter was able in , at least one instance to supply limestone 
fragments to the lower two feet of the Otis to form ' a beach 
hreccia which has the characteristics of a basal conglomerate. 
But where the Otis was laid upon the soft Anamosa rock of the 
Gower its basal layers are free from inclusions of the older 
stone. In places the magnesian: beds of the Otis are absent and 
the noninagnesian saccharoidal limestone rests upon the Niag-
aran . . 
ROCK CREEK SECTION 
(Section 25, Township 80 NO'rt,h, Range III West) 
FEET 
3. Limestone, soU, buff, vesicular, in layers about eighteen 
inches thick of Cog.gon facies and fossils, exposed at 
two horizons within a: vertical distance of ............ 8 
2. Limestone, b.uff, horizontally bedd~d, finely granular, in 
layers ,from on.e-half inch to six inches thick. The 
horizontal face exposed in the bed of the draw shows 
,interlacing seams along which weathering has taJken 
pI-ace and imbedded angular bowlders of the underlying 
LeClaire, some ot which are two teet in diameter, also 
smaH imbedded fragments ot the same rock .••.. ...••.. 2 
1. Limestone, hard, gray, orystajlline, of typical LeCUairel 
facies, fossiliferous, in heavy beds dipping as high ·as 
30·, in recurring ledges to water in creek ............ 20 
At the head of the ravines which here descend to Rock creek 
there outcrops at the .height of ,about :fifty feet above the creek, · 
a dark brown macrocrystalline nonmagnesian limestone charac- . 
teristic of the higher beds of the Otis as these may be seen at 
the station of the same name and at Cedar Rapids. This well 
marked horizon, considered in connection with the summit of the 
LeClaire below would indicate a thickness for the Otis of not far 
from thirty feet . . 
. . 
STRATA ON ROCK CREEK 
SECTION AT BEALEJ;t'S QUARRY, CEDAR, VALLEY 
OTIS LIMESTONE, CooGON PHASE 
FEE,T 
6. Limestone, hard, dense, yellow..gray, breaking into large 
rhombic chipstone by diagonal cracks about six in.ches 
apart ....................... ' ......... .... ............ 1 
. 5. LiplElstone, laminated of similar texture as No.6, in spalls 
one to four inches thick .. ..... ... . . .. ................. 1 
4. Limefltone, soft, granular, laminated, with minute moulds 
of brachiopods ...... .... .... ....... .......... . ....... 1 
3. Limestone, soft, light buff, with occasional lenses of dark 
flint, fossiliferous with minute moulds, in layers up to 
one foot -in thickness ........................ . ...... 23h 
2. Limestone, in massive layers about three feet thick, soft, 
earthy, buff, with some flint nodules, and with many 
characteristic specimens of Coggon fossils, Spirifer sub-
umbonus, and trilobite pygidia ,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 
NIAGARAN LIMESTONE, ANAMOSA PHASE ' 
1. " Limestone, horizontally bedded, with apparently conform-
able contact with No.2, light buff, granular, even-
bedded, quarried for build~ng , stone ................. . 100 
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The Otis is seen to rest on the tilted layers of the LeClaire 
phase of the Gower or on its equally characteristic calcareous 
massifs at the lime quarries at Cedar Valley and at Lime City. 
, Another contact between the LeOlaire and Coggon may be seen 
on Rock creek, in the northeast quarter of section four of town-
ship 80, range 3 west.68 
The Coggon magnesian phase of the Otis is not everywhere 
present. Thus at the crossing of Rock creek on the Tipton-
Rochester road, southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of 
section 23, township 80 N., range II W., the following section 
may be observed below the bridge: 
FEET 
4. Limestone, briskly effervescent in cold dilute HCl, ir- ' 
regularly bedded, in part massive, in bed five feet thick, 
without trace of stratification, but with imlbedd~ spora-
dic ·fragments of fine.grained yellow magnesian lime-
stone. Abutting on this in places is drab dense lime-
stone weathering t,o layers an · inch thick. Elsewhere 
the rock appears in courses two feet thick, highly crys-
talline, pink a.nd yellowish green, with lines of lamina-
tion dndicated by different tints. Upper layers brownish, 
macrocrystalline ......... ..... ........ . ......... . . . .. 11 
3. Limestone, reddish, crystalline, 'saccharoidal, approximate-
ly horizontal, briskly effervescent,' in two layers. ... .. 2 
2. Contact of Nos. 3 a.nd 1 not observed. ' , 
' 1. Dolomite, Gower, dipping 30° SSE ....... ' ................. 20 
Above the bridge the macrocrystalline nonmagnesian lime-
stone of the Wapsipinicon comes again within four: feet , of the 
Gower dolomite, which here dips at' angles exceeding 45°. 
·'Norton, W. H., Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. XI, p, 329. Des Moines, 1901. 
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Tim OTIS, INDEPENDENCE AND LOWER DA VENPOBT 
In.Cedar county as in Linn the -Otis exhibits quite a variety .of 
lithologic types . . The following section shows a larger amount 
of crystalline limestones than is common. All these laye,rs of 
, the Otis from No. 2 up, are magnesian, ar,e useless for building 
stone, and because of their crystalline-granular texture are 
called "sand rock" by the workmen. All are practically hori-
zontal. 
BUILDING STONE QUARRY, LIME CITY 
• OTIS 
l!'EET 
7. Limestone, saccharoidal, slightly pinkJish, laminre up to 
four inches thick .......... . .... ' ...... . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
6. Limestone, white, saccharoidal, with close coherent laminre 2 
5. Limestone, yellow-gray, soft, earthy luster, weathering to 
layers two to four inches thick ....... .. .............. 2% 
4. Limestone, saccharoidal, pink and yellOwish gray, decay-
ing into crystalline limestone sand. This layer changes 
'both laterally and vertically into brittle', gray, dense 
fine-grained rock in layers one to four inches thick which 
breaks into rhombic chipstone of dull earthy luster. . . . 6 
3. Limestone, light buff, saccharoidal, in heavy laminated 
courses, weathering to fine crystalline sand.......... 6 
2. Limestone, massive, ,highly vesicu~ar, with moulds of fos-
sils. of Coggon phase ... .... .............. ,,' .......... 3%1 
GOWER 
1. Dolomite, hard, crystalline .... . ..... . ....... . ........... 22 
The only looality where the Otis calcilutite upper beds are 
found to be fossiliferous is that of the following section, whi:.:.h 
shows also the Coggon magnesian phase beneath and the Inde-
pendence above. The presence of black shale in the Independ-
ence suggests the coal found in the formation in Linn county. 
The streak of sand,stO'Ille is exceptional. 
SUGAR OREEK SECTION 
On Sugar creek and in the I"oad to the west at the bridge be-
tween section 3, township 79, and section 34, township 80, is ex-
posed the following section: 
INDEPENDENCE FEET 
12. Limestone, buff, argillaceous, ' weathering to calcareous 
clay with some harder layers of buff dense dark speckled 
limestone, some finely laminated, all briskly effervescent 
in cold dilute HCl., ' with lenticular nodules of silica 
havi~ carious surfaces from the solution of inter-
crystallized calcite : ....................... . ..... ..... 18 
• 
. SUGAR CRJllEK SECTION 
11. Limestone; buff, eartby, breaking into rhombic chipstone, 
at base a layer of green clay one-half inch thick. " ..... 2lh 
10. Limestone, buff, soft, more or less crackled......... . . .. 2 
9. IShale, black, argillaceous . ............. .. ...... . ... ... . 1-6 
8. Sandstone, brown . . .. . ... . . . . . ................. . . : .. '.. 112 
'7. 'Limestone,' bu:('f, Eiartby, Qrossed with paraiIel 'cralcks' 'about: 
three inches apart, dipping about 10° N. Briskly ef-
fervescent . ' .. .. . .. . . ... . ..... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
6. Limestone, soft, buff, dark-speckled, earthy, dipping as 
above ........................................... . .... 1 
OTIS 
5. Limestone; b.rown; crystalline, nonmagnesian, in' thin 
pl8Jtes; ,with, Spirifer subumbonus .... . ....•.. • ... .. •. . %" 
4. Limestone, gray, earthy, dipping 10° N .. ;.. ............ lh 
3. Concealed ... ' .... ........................... .. ....... '.. 4 
2,. Limestone, Coggon facies ........ . ...................... , . Ph 
1. Concealed, to water in creek ........... . ... ' .... . ..... '. ' 8 ' 
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An interesting contact hetween the Otis , calcilutite and the 
Independence is opened to ~~wby then:a~row trench of a small 
run entering Rock creek from the east north of Rochester (north-
west quarter section 6, township 79 north, range II west). ,_The 
bottom of the trench, which is about tw~lve feet deep, is' floored 
a few rods upstream from the road bridge with extremely 
irregular ledges of calcilutite in lense~ up to ten feet in. length 
quite similar to those which form the summit of the Otis along 
Felton creek in the eastern edge of Oedar Rapids (p. 520). About 
three feet of this layer is exposed to yiew. It is' fissured to a 
crackle breccia, and the seams ,are filled with calcite. A layer of 
bluish clay three to six inches thick, with some white saccharoid-
al limestone intermixed, immediately overlies the ealcilutite. 
Arching over these ienticular masses; and forming the main body' 
' of rock exposed in the section is a soft dingy brown speckled 
argillaceous liinestone of Independence facies. In places it is 
formed of laminre which are an inch and less in thickness and 
are more or less flexed. ' In places the rock forms a pudding 
breccia with small sporadic fragments generally of brownish 
rock of the same texture as the matrix limestone. But near 
the ledges of calcilutite there occur also fragments of drab 
laminated calcilutite set at all angle!? One noted was one foot 
long ,and five inches broad. 
At the top of the , section lies a pinkish saccharoidallimestone 
forming a lenticular mass twelve feet long and five f~et thick 
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and extending half a rod upstream in a layer one foot thick. A 
,thm selvage of blu~~h plas,tic clay parts this lens from the im-
pure limestone underneath. 
The brecciation of the Independence here is taken to be con-
temporaneous. The brown fragments, li~e the matrix, are sup-
plied by the laminre in process of deposition and the calcilutites 
are derived from the adjacent reefs. The crackling of the Otis 
calcilutite may be due to later stresses, since the fissures and 
seams thus opened were inaccessible to the sediments of the In-
dependence. Later than the deposition and brecciation of the 
shaly limestone came the deposition of the pink crystalline lime-
stone, pro~ably by evaporation of calcium-saturated water III 
a shallow depression on the shoal. 
CROOKED CREEK SECTION 
At the crossing of ,Crooked creek (southeast quarter of soo-
tion 8, township 79 north, range II west) and on a hill a few 
rods ,west there is exposed in the road a section showing the 
following succession: ' 
, FEET 
3. Limestone: calcilutite, closely laminated, gray, more or less 
brecciated. Some layers, espeCially those toward the 
base, are ma.ssive and finely fragmental, the fra.gments 
remaIning in juxtaposit~on and being disclosed onlY' on 
weathered surfaces. There is also consIderable rubble 
brecci'a with sparse interstitial lighter gray matrix. In 
certain layers the closely set coherent laminre are sharply 
flexed within the limits of 'a hand specimen. Here and 
there are large fragments set at all angles. There is 
seen also the type of fragment where the laminre are 
separated but retain within the matrix considerable of ' 
their initial parallelism. Lenticles o.f silica occur. At 
base a foot or so of light colored saccharoidal limestone 
is seen ..... . ....... . .................... . ... . .. . ..... 25 
2. Unexposed .................... . ...... . ...... , ....... . ... ,10 
1. Limestone, white, saccharoidal at top, 'brownish buff and 
earthy at base. Considerable difference in appearance 
of strata, but all briskly effervescent. Among types 
noted are light gray earthy' limeston.e, dark dr8lb 
cryptocrystalline limestone, and a saccharoidal white 
limestone mottled with irregular greenish yellow argil· 
laceous laminre, tile white portions containing ,consider<-
able clear quartz in minute detached perfect crystals. 
Siliceous nodules with carious surfaces are present.... 8 
The upper stratum is assigned to the Lower Davenport zone of , 
brecciation. A part of Number 1 of the . section is probably 
Independence. 
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ROCHESTER SECTION 
A mile northwest of Rochester on the right bank of the Cedar 
a little above the mouth of Rock creek (southeast quarter of 
the northwest quarter of section 3, township 79 north, range III 
west) a ledge of calcilutite, probably referable to the Lower 
Davenport, overlooks the river: 
FEET 
3. Limestone, drab weathering toO lighter tints, calcilutite, in 
places crackled and fragmental, .in massive layers two 
feet thick and more, whieh here and there graduate 
laterally into thin plates a fraction of an' inch thick. " .10 
2. Limestone, Il,onIIiagnesian, gray, semiCl:ystalline, weak, re-
treating under No.3....... . ......................... 2 
1. Unexposed toO 'flood plain .of Cedar river....... . ......... 2:5 
Directly across the river from 'Rochester the same ledge ap-
pears at neady the same height. A miner's shaft which was 
sunk here some years ago, shows to a certainerient the nature 
of the underlying strata. 
FEET 
8. Upper portion of snaft not observed..................... 7 
7. LimestoOne, rough, 'brown, crystalline ..................... 2 
6. Limestone:, brQwn, SoOft" earthy luster, ferr,uginous 'and 
argillaceous, 'briskly effervescent in cold dilute HCl.... 6 
5. Limestone, buff, earthy, speckled with darker SPoOts, thin 
layered, , ................................... .. ...... .. . 1 
4. lJimestone, bluish, nonmagnesian, in part crystalline, in 
part earthy ....... . _ ................. , ......... ' ...... 4 
3. lJimestone, pale buff, argillaceous, weathering toO chipstone 3 
2. Limestone, buff, dull earthy luster, laminated, in even lay-
, ers two to six inches in thickness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
1. Limestone" white, saccharoidal .......................... % 
Lithologically these layers may be referred to the Independ-
ence, with the exception of No.1, which resembles the sac~ha­
roidal Otis, and thus the calcilutite ledge of the precedi'Illg sec-
tions falls in with the Lower Davenport. This inference is to a 
degree corroborated by the appearance of the Lower Davenport 
three miles south of Rochester in ass'ociation with the Upper 
Davenport 'at the level of the higher river terraces (p. 540), the 
position to which a normal moderate dip would carry the strata. 
UPPER DAVENPORT OUTCROPS 
The highest bed of the Wapsipinicon withiDi the Emits of the 
county may- be seen in going down the Oedar about three miles 
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south of Rochester where it appears at the level of the upper 
terraces of the river. The following section, taken in an aban-
doned road in the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of 
section 23, township 79 north, range III west, is wholly charac-
teristic of the Upper Davenport and its relations over several 
counties. Unfortunately s'o slight is the exposed thickness of 
this bed that its brecciation is not well made out. 
UPPER DAVENPORT. 
FEET. 
3. Limestone, hard, tough, gray, a coquina of minute frag-
ments of shells, valves of GypiduZa comis very abund-
ant, ten individ'uals being counted on a surface six 
indhes sq~eI .. ' ....... '" ............. ,.1........... . .. 1h I 
LOWER DAVENPORT. 
2. Breccia, fragments large, nonfossiliferous, of Lower Daven-
port type, some of them nearly three feet long. Some 
fragments crackled. In places matrix abundant andi frag-
ments ,small ........ ... ................. . ..... ..... ... 6 
1. Breccia, fragments dark dra:b calCilutite, mostlysmaJl, 
matrix abundant. light yellowish in color, of ooa:rser 
grain than fragm'ents ............................. .' ... 2lh' 
Ollie mile south of this exposure an old quarry in the south-
west quarter of the southeast quarter of township 79 north, 
range III west shows ten feet of tough, hard, gray, irregularly 
bedded limestone, in part 'a coquina. The following brachio-
pods were collected here: Gypidlula comis, Stropheodonta de-
missa var. plicata. Atrypa reticularis wi'Dged, A. aspera var. 
occidentalis, Hypothyridina cuboides (?) immatur:e, Spirifer 
pennatus. 'At the base of the hill the Lower Davenport appears 
in three f'eet of finely laminated ealcilutij)e with many of the lam-
inre curved. 
Sco,tt County 
Scott county contains the type exposures of the Upper, and 
the Lower Davenport beds of the Wapsipinicon, which occur in 
oootact in the quarries of the city from which they take their 
name. At Bettendorf and along Duck creek llIortheast of the 
city the Lower Davenport peds display a thickness not elsewhere 
attained within the state. Farther to the northeast along; 
Crow and Pigeon creeks, the Independence shale and the upper 
Cedar Rapids phase of the Otis limestone outcrop in contaet. 
• 
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The Upper Davenport, as exposed in the quarries of West 
Davenport, is a tough hard gray crystalline-granular limestone, 
lying in irregular and rough surfaced layers varying in thick-
ness up to two feet: Under the sledge it breaks unevenly. The 
rock is highly fossiliferous. as a rule, and certain layers form a 
coquina, but so firmly are the shell fragments cemented, and so 
tough and hard is the rock, and so resistant to decay, that fos-
sils are disengaged with difficulty and perfect forms are rarely 
obtaine~. . The entire . thickness of the beds is probably com~ 
passed within fifteen feet. 'Stylolites are common and many 
joints show slickensides. Small angular imbedded fragments 
of the Lower Davenport calcilutite are sometimes seen. 
It is fortunate that the f~ssils of thes-e beds were collected 
with great pains for many years by members of the Davenport 
Academy of Natural Sciences. In the pUblications of this A0ad-
eillY are recorded lists of fossils and descriptions of new species 
for which science is indebted chiefly to the indefatigable labors 
of Barris. Mr. A. S. Tiffany also collected. largely from these 
beds, and after his death the writer secured for the museum of 
Qornell College a number of rare specimens labelled in Mr. Tif-
fany's handwriting as coming from ,the" Corniferous" of Dav-.. 
enport. The rock texture of these specimens corroborates the 
reference and shows that if they are from Davenport they could 
have come only from the Upper Davenport beds, called by the 
Davenport geologists "the Corniferous. ,', The following list 
comprises the fauna of the Upper Davenport beds of the county 
so far as these have been specifically identified. 
Acervularia profunda 
Phillipsastrea bdllingsi 
Stromatopora expansa 
Favosites placenta 
Calceocrinus barrisi 
Megistocrinu nodosus 
Stereocrinus triangulatus 
Atrypa reticularis 
Gypidula comis 
Newberria johannis 
Hypothyridina cuboides 
Pentamerella arata 
Pentamerella dubia 
Pentamer alIa micula 
Productella spinulicosta 
Reticularia fimbriata 
Reticularia subundifera 
Schizophoria iowensis 
Schizophoria macfarlanei 
'Spirifer bimesialis 
Spirifer asper 
Actinoptera decussata 
Conocardium cuneus' 
Paracyclas elliptica 
Capulus echinatum 
'Capulus erectum 
Platystoma lineatum 
Straparollus lativolvis 
Gyroceras pratti 
Pilragmoceras . walshi 
Proetus clarus 
Proetus crassima:rginatus 
Proetus p'routi 
Proetus rowei 
Phacops rana 
Ptyctodus calceolus 
r 
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The following additional species are r eported by ' EkblawGU 
from the same beds in Rock Island 'county, Illinois. A streo-
spongia hamiltonensis, Alveolites goldjussi, AcerV'/,~laria dav id-
semi, Cladopora palmata, ' Craspedophyllum archiaci, Cysti-
phyllum americanurn, Favosites hamil.tonensis, Favosites alpin-
ensis, H eliophyllurn halli, Streptelasma simplex, H emitrypa ten-
era, Orbignyella monticula, Athyris fultolnensis; Atr~fPa hystrix, 
Cranaena rominlgeri, Cranaena iowensis, Nucleospira ventricosa, 
Productella subalata, Pholidostrophia ibwernsis, Spirifer sub-
varicosus, Spirifer euryteines, Bellerophon pelops, Pleuroto-
maria lucina., Gomphoceros. 
The Lower Davenport beds as seen in the Davenport quar-
ries and along Duck creek immediately underlie the Upper 
Davenport limestone and are composed largely of a calcilutite 
of finest grain and conchoidal and even splintery fracture. The 
rook is light brownish gray or medium dark drab color we'ather-
ing to whitish, in irregular lay~rs few of which reach a thick-
ness of more than nine inches. In the quarries about Bettendorf, 
much of the calcilutite is evenly bedded and is composed' of 
laminre an eighth of an inch to an inch in thickness. The lam-
inre weather to separable pJates. G:r'a~ mottled and finely slacch-
aroidal limestones also occur. Siliceous elliptical nodules with 
curiously carious surfaces and with diameters a:s large as six 
inches are rarely seen. 
The upper surface of the Lower Davenport in some places is 
uneven, and a thin band of greenish clay, not exceeding two 
inches in thickness, intervenes between it and the Upper Daven-
port. In the Schmidt quarry the LOIWer Davenport rises at the 
east end and pinches the Upper Davenport beds to a thickness 
of about five feet. 
Deformation is seen both in the low archings in '-which the 
strata are commonly disposed, and in local brecciation more or 
less complete. The .ledges about Rock Island 'show low syn-
clinal and anticlinal flexures. On the Iowa side along the river 
··Ekblaw. W . E., Correlation of the Devonian Sy.stem of the Rock Island relil"ion: 
Trans. IlL Acad. of Sci., 1912. 
• 
OTIS BEDS IN SCOTT COUNTY 
. the strata show low arches from twen,ty to one hundred feet in 
length. Brecciation, while locally intense enough to shatter the 
laminated rocks and leave the fragments sert at all angles, has 
. left the larger part of the strata unaffected. On Rock Island few 
of the brecciated areas are more than a rod or so in width. 
Ledges along the river on the Iowa side opposite the Island 
show local brecciation in the hollows of the synclines. In places 
in the ' quarries of West Davenport brecciation is complete. In 
such areas we have a mosaic and rubble breccia of small frag-
ments which retain their sharpest flint-like edges intact. The 
matrix is interstitial and consists of limestone of the same gen-
eral nature as the fragments, of calcite and in a few places of 
clay. The thinly laminated upper beds along ·Duck creek show 
extensive crackle breccias; in places the vertical calcite-filled 
seams are an inch and less apart. Here some of the l'aminre are 
arched in little folds of three or four inches diameter, which may 
pass into brecci'a art the axes of the synclines or throughout. 
Crackle breccia passes into rubble, and while a shattered layer 
retains its bedding planes, its upper surface becomes irregu-
lar. At one point there was observed a layer of minute rubble 
which was included between two layers of crackled rock. Con-
temporary brecciation is inferred also from the small angular 
fragments of Lower .Da,venport calcilutite which are sporadi-
cally scattered through the lowest layer of Upper Davenport in 
places along Duck creek. 
The Independence beds are found at two outcrops on · Crow 
creek, resting d,irectly on the fossiliferous calcilutites of the 
Otis. Their · contact with the . overlying Lawer Davenport has . 
. not been observed. Lithologically · the formation at these out-
crops i3 a rough brown earthy and ferruginous limestone in 
layers from two to four inches · thick containing lenticular nod-
ules of silica and weathering to a sUff clay. The total thick-
ness observed is seven feet. 
The Otis beds outcrop along Crow and Pigeon creeks in sev-
eral ledges, one of which is twelve feet high. The total thick-' 
ness of these exposures may aggregate twenty feet. The lime-
stone is identical lithologically with the same horizon in Liim 
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county, that is, ' a drab calcilutite in beds for the most part about 
one foot thick and somewhat lenticular. In places . they are 
crackled and fragmfmtal and thus pre:seI)ft surfaces. and frac-
tlIres . which are highly 'irregular. At one point the beds are . 
thin and here also they are more or less fragmental. These·out-
crops of the Otis, like those along Cedar and Wapsipinicon riv-
ers · in Linn county, are indentified by the presence of Spirifer 
8'i,ilmmb onus. 
The magnesi,an lower beds of the Otis which have been desig-
nated as the Coggon phase have not beenl ip.entified with cer-
tainty. in Scott county . . Vesicular magnesian limestones found 
in conjunction :with the Otis calcilutite, in a road cutting in 
Pleasant Valley township (northwest quarter of the south~ast 
quarter of section 13) and in: Hanna's and Dodd's quarries 
(southwest quarter of the southeast quarter ·O'f section 12 of the 
same township ) probably belong to this formation, but in the 
absence of fossils theyean not be assigned to eIther the Devon-
ian, or the Gower stage of the Silurian. 
W APSIPINIOON SEOTIONS IN SOOTT COUNTY 
MEUMANN QUARRY, FIRST WARD, DAVENPORT 
FEET 
2. Limestone, Upper Davenport, gray, ' granular, crystalline, 
close textured, .tough, bard, in rough-surfaced irregular 
layers varying in thickness from fourteen inches to four 
inches. Many blocks show slickensid,es. Rarely there 
may be seen a small angular imbedded fragment of 
Lower Davenport calcilutite. Most abundant fossils' are 
Phillipsastr-ea billingsi and Gypidula comis . .. . .... .... 6 
1. Limestone, Lower Davenport, calcilutite, brownish drab, 
in irregular layers nine inches and less in tilickl).Jess, 
unfossiliferous, now under water ............ ,..... ... . 5 
SCHMIDT QUARRY, FIRST WARD, DAVENPORT 
3., Shale, Oedar Valley, calcareous, yellow, highly' fossiliferous 134 
2. . Limestone, Upper . Davenport, . of colox: and texture as de-
scribed in ' the above section, layers six to ten inches 
thick, joints oblique. A coquina of Newberria and other 
shells two feet thick forms the upper surface in places. 
Acervularia six inches from top .Of ·bed . .. . ............ 12 -
1. Limesto'ne, Lower Davenport, calcilutite, light brownish 
gray· or medium dark .drab, . in obscure, irregular; un-
dulating layers; in ' places three feet thick, elsewhere 
thinner, more or less brecciated into a mosaic-rubble 
breccia of 'small angular fragments of sharpest edges, 
matrix slight, partly of calcite, partly of limestone , of 
same general nature 'asfragments but slightly more 
earthy and of a lighter color, in places of clay ... .. . :. . . 8 
QUARRIES AT BETTENDORF 545 
The quarries of the First Ward (West Davenport) ·have been 
. abandoned for some years and their floors are deeply covered 
with water. Their side walls, of which only a few feet .emerge, 
are largely cOIlicealed beneath the dumps of city and factory 
waste. Only the Upper Davenport is now' to be seen except 
at the eastern end of the Schmidt quarry. 
In both the Meumann and the Schmidt quarries the surface 
of the Upper Davenport ledge shows a coquina of brachiopods, 
in which 'valves of N ewberria johannis are consprcuous: Be-
neath this layer is a. coral reef, about two feet thick, in which 
Phillipsastrea billingsi occurs in fine heads usually set illJ the 
pOE-ition of growth, associated with numerous other corals. 
Phillipsasfrea billings·t extends 'down 'beneath this coral layer 
to a distance of six feet from the surface of the bed. Acervul-
aria profunda occurs in the same zone. 
The only contact now to be seen between the Upper and the 
Lo,ver Davenport limest.ones js at the east end of the Schmidt 
quarry w~ere the Lo"vcr Dave'nport rises from the water. in a 
pure whjt.iF;h maseive calcilutite.. . The rock is intimately crack-
led and the upper inch or so is shattered to a mosaic or rubble 
breccia. The. upper surface is hummocky. The Upper. Daven-
port arches over these hummocks in irregular courses and a 
space o~ about an inch js now left between the two formations, 
a parting probably filled with clay when the quar:ry'Was opened . . 
Here the Upper Davenp9rt limestone does not fill the cracks in 
the Lo,wer Davenport nor do fragments of the Lower Daven-
port ealcilutite occur in the up.per rock. · 
Immediately above the Vpper Davenport limestone the fos-
siliferous shale may still be seen and the following fossils were 
collected: 'Cyrtina umbonata, Cyrtina hamiltonerYl)sis, Stroph-
eodonta perplana, Spirifer penna.tus. 
QUARRY OF THE BETTENPORF S·TONE COMPANY. BETTENDORF 
This extensive quarry off·ers one of the deepest sections of the 
Lower Davenport to be found within the state: 
35 
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FEET 
5. Limestone, calcilutite, whitisih, in thin plates, gently 
arched accordantly with tJhe arches of the underlying 
beds .... . ' .. .. ........ . .... .. '. ' ............... . .. ..... ' 6 
4. Limestone, light brownish gray, finely mottled, upper four 
feet massive, but tfaversed by i-rregular planes of 
stylolites at vertical ihtervals of six inches to one foot; 
upper surface somewhat hummocky and rugose, with 
deep stylolites. Lower two and one-h'alf feet in rather 
even layers one foot and less in thickness. _ .. . _ '. . . . .. 6112 
3. Limestone, lithographic calcilutite, light 'brownish gray, 
massive . ..... . ..... . ... . . ....... _ ....... . ..... ... " I%. 
2. Limestone, finely saccharoidal, light gray and whitish, in 
irregularly bedded layers two to six inches thick. In 
places contains sparse small angular drab fragments. 
) In plac~s are. conspicuous p8Jrtings of p~astic ' blue 
clay an lnch thlCk .......... .. .... .. ........... . ..... 3 
1. Limestone, granular, earthy, light brow ish buff . . . ... . ... 1 
"DEVIL'S DEN," DUOK CREEK 
Pleasant Vall~y Towns'hip, Section 27, Northwest Qua-rter 
12. Limestone, gray, granular, highly fossiliferous, Upper Daven-
port.......... .... ..... . . . .. ....... ...... . .. . . ...... 1 
11. Limes/l:one, Lower Davenport, whitish calcilutite, laminated, 
cracl~led, laminre ' minutely folded) in places' and in 
plruces brecciated to mosaic and rubble . .. . ' . ...... . ' .. 8 
10. , Limestone, crystalline, purplish brown, irregularly 
bedded, containing a few angular fragments of whitish 
calciluti.te . . .. ............. ... .... . ' ................ ,. 1 
9. Limestone, ,ligh t gray, hard, compact, fine-grained, in layers 
three to four inches thick, compo:sed of laminre two to 
six millimeters thick, with distinct alternations of 
shades of color ...... ...... .. .. .. ...... ........... . .. 4% 
8. Limestone, as a,bove, laminre in places flexed, broken and 
,I bre<X!iated within the layer ............... :... ..... . . 12-3 
7. LImestone, as No.9. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-3 
6. Shale, reddish brown, highly calcareous, brittle, finely 
lamlinated ... , . .. ... .... ', ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. lh 
5. Limestone, dove-gray, ihard, finely laminated.. ..... . . ..... l-g 
4. Limestone, light gray, calcilutite ....... .. ....... .... ...... 11-3 ' 
3. LimestQne, coarse-grained. laminate"d, :laminre coherent.. . 41-3, 
2. Limestone, drab weathering to white, compact, semi-
crystal'line, in two layers, breaking in places into 
small irregular chipstone ..... .. . .. .................. 51A, 
1. Limestone, finely crystalline, white or light gray, 
weathering to thin plates, passing downward, and in 
places laterally, into mottled vesicular darker gray 
limestone, which merges into a basal massive light 
yellow-gray finely crystalline rock which is bnskly 
effervescent in cold, dilute HCl .. . .. . ............... ,. 8 
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Muscatine County 
The exposures of the Wapsipinicon in this county are very 
limited. ,+he lowest beds outcropping, according to Udden75, are . 
on the west bank of Cedar river south of the county line. Here 
there are exposed twenty-five feet of a very pure grayish or 
white compact unfossiliferous limestone much of which is brec-
ciated. In their stratigraphic position and in their facies these 
beds appear to correspond with the beds of the Lower Daven-
port in the counties to the north and northeast. This inference 
is confirmed by Udden's observation of overlying beds of tough 
gray limestone 0arrying Phillipsastrea billingsi and other fos-
~ils found in the Upper Davenport of Scott county. 
7·Udden. J. A .• Georogy at Muscatine County. la. Geol . .surv .• Vol. IX. pp. 269 
et seq. 

